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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

1.0 GENERAL 

This  is the sixth semi-annual  technical report and covers the work 
performed from December 1.  19/4 through May 31,  1975.    During this period, 
Hhase  III was continued  in accordance with the agreed plan. 

1.1  BACKGROUND 

This program TS for the research and development of a Westinghouse- 
proposed mechanical power transmission concept: the segmented magnet 
homopolar torque converter (SMHTC). The purpose of this device is to 
convert unidirectional torque of constant speed (such as from a 
steam turbine prime mover) into variable speed output torque in either 
the forward or reverse directions. The concept offers an efficient,' 
light-weight low volume design with potential application over a wide 
^ange of speeds and power ratings in the range from hundreds to tens 
of thousands of horsepower.  Initial analysis indicates that this 
machine concept can be applied to commercial and military advanced 
concept vehiclps for both terrain and marine environments over a widp range 
wLT ;Catl0n? Wlth considerable benefit to the U.S. Government, pro- 
vided the comp ex current collection, liquid metal technology, and 
materials problems can be completely solved. 

The present contract is part of a proposed three phase program to 
develop the segmented magnet homopolar torque converter (SMriTC)  This 
program will: a) solve the operational problems relating to current " 
co lection systems for segmented magnet machines; b) demonstrate the 

K rMin.0^ 'tJS?-Pr0^e^ in,a Sma11 segmented magnet homopolar machine 
SEGMAG), c) utilize the developed technology to design, construct and 

te^i a segmented magnet homopolar torque converter ' ' SMHTC). 

The program will place particular emphasis on the materials technology 
of liquid metal current collection systems for the reason that this is 
essential to the success of the homcpolar machine concept for high 
power density applications. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1 Summary of Objectives 

In Phase I, completed on January 9, 1973, all of the technical problems 
were reviewed, the machinery concepts studied, and a detailed technical 
pi 'n was evolved for Phase II, 

1-1 
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Phase II had the primary purpose of providing the necessary theoretical 
and engineering design work, as well as the supporting experimental 
tasks, to develop a reliable and efficient current collection system 
for the successful operation of a segmented magnet (SEGMAG) homopolar 
generator. Key task areas include: (a) the design, construction, and 
operation of a SE6MAG generator having sodium-potassium (NaK) current 
collectors and all necessary support systems for liquid metal handling 
and purification, cover gas purity maintenance, and shaft seals; and 
(b) the procurement and testing of a GEC L^-.d. homopolar generator with 
its Gallium-Indium (Gain) current collector system. 

The objectives of Phase III are to extend the technology developed 
in Phase II for constant speed machines (such as generators) to the 
case of a torque converter which operates at low speed, zero speed, 
or reversing conditions, and then to construct and test a demonstration 
machine. 

1.2.2 Summary of Technical Tasks 

The technical subtasks for Phase I were described in detail in the 
first semi-annual technical report (E.M. 4471), and were as follows: 

1) Segmented magnet homopolar torque converter (SMHTC) system 
studies. 

2) Application study. 

3) Liquid metal current collection systems. 

4) Materials study. 

5) Segmented magnet homopolar machine design. 

6) Seal study. 

7) Plan for phase II. 

There were five major task areas under Phase II: 

(1) Machine Design and Testing 

Construct a 3000 HP segmented magnet hoinopolar machine in order to prove 
the SEGMAG concept and to provide a test vehicle for the current collectors 
seals, and materials which were developed under this program. 

Obtain a homopolar generator from the General Electric Co. (GEC) of England 
in order to obtain operational experience with Gain as a current collector 
liquid. 

I 
I 
I 
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(2) Application Studies 

or'^rq'e'conver^rs^' appl icatl'ons for ^^"^d „agnet homopolar machines 

(3) Current Collection Development 

Evolve an effective  liquid metal  current collection system. 

(4) Liquid Metal  Support Systems 

Dfnll0Ji a1ÖJabV-Cate.  liquid meta]  and cover gas recirculation systems 
to protect the liquid metal   in the current collectors. 

Study the compatibility of all machine materials  (insulation, lubricants 
and structural  matenals) with the liquid metal  current collection "uid, 

Conduct a fundamental   study of liquid metal   technology,  including surface 
wetting, aerosol  formation, corrosion reactions, effect of high currents 
and chemistry control   in liquid metals. <- u.  mgn currents, 

(5)    Seal  Study 

I ?h!eJ?P ST]  l^T* f0r unidl>ectional  SEGMAG machines to:    (a) confinP 

' 2       Ztl] TJ^^l'T Z0;e; and  (b) Prevent ai> coniam?na      n of tne  liquid metal  and loss of its protective cover gas atmosphere. 

' tXZ'TJTe^  "I CC,,nructua, «orkscope. the followin, task areas 

^1)    Machine Design and Testing 

SEGMAG demonstration machine development and testing will  continue, with 

i coliÄti^ofiog
u;!her i'ncreasin9 output power and r*™** ™™" 

[ technology6 perf0nndnce wi 11  be studied to evaluate Gain current collection 

Torque converter      A conceptual  design will   be evolved  for a prototype toroue 
converter suitable for a military application. ^uiutype torque 

(2)   Current Collectlon Development 

The unidirectional  SEGMAG current collectors of Phase  II will  be further 
refined and extended to higher speed applications.     In addition, collectors 
suitable for reversible and variable s.eed applications will  be developed 

I The work falls  into five categories: vciupeu. 
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a) SEGMAG Collectors  (67 m/s speed), unidirectional  constant speed. 

b) High Speed Collectors  (96 m/s),  unidirectional  constant speed. ( 

c) Flooded Collectors, for reversing and variable speed    which 

^eVt^^965 0f deSiqn SimpliC^' -d -förfi^id .etal 

d) Unflooded collectors, for reversing and variable speed   which 
have the highest efficiency, but difficult containS'proJle.s. 

e) Hybrid collectors, for reversing and variable speed    which 
combine the advantages of liquid metal ano solid brushes ] 

(3) Liquid Metal  Support S^vstems^ 

The SEGMAG liquid metal   system will  be further developed and simolifipH 
Support systems will  be developed for use  in torqu^onverter    nd 1 or' 
applications where reversible and variable speeds are encountered     Ga n 
technology studies will  be pursued with respect to .acMn^Iiequlrements I 

(4) Seal Study 

1.3 SUMMARY OF CURRENT PROGRESS 

1-3.1 Machine Design and Testing 

1-3.1.1 Segmented Magnet Homopolar Generator (SEGMAG) 

The SEGMAG machine is shown in Figs. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

1.3.1.2 GEC Machine 

No work was scheduled for this report period. 
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1.3.1.3 Torque Converter 

äfCtheeSEGMA6dtSlen ^ bein9 Prepared for the 8000 HP tor^e converter 

mntn^^c0"' J """P1^1 studV of * ^rge  (40,000 HP) DISKMAG propulsion 
motor was performed. However, the inherent low efficiency of this DISKMAG 
ype of machine precludes its use in the applications of interes  Thus. 

on th  FPSAP w coTptr! desi9n study wil1 in the f^ure be concentrated on the SEGMAG (drum-type) torque converter configuration. 

I 

I 
\ 

1.3.2 Application Studies 

^Zlll lll'l T100, ff0rt continued on applying the SEGMAG machine 
1.1 tVV^    P^Pjlslon.    By electrically separating the prime mover 
and the tracts drive, more compact drive systems can be visualized that 
do not require increasing tank armor   weight      Utilizing thsprnc1ole 
an improved performance tank drive system was developed? P^nciPle' 

1.3.3 Current Collection Development 

ron^15^^ Pri0d' Jhe feasib^ty of using liquid metal  current 
collectors  in humopolar machines of constant high speed (67 m/s) was 
again demonstrated during retesting of the SEGMAG generator.    Improve- 
ments in high speed collector performance were found during recent 
experimental  work with the prototypic size test rig.    Preliminary analy- 
tical evaluations of various types of liquid metal  current collectors 
for torque converter and motor applications were completed, as described 

1.3.3.1    SEGMAG Collectors 

Collector performance dur 
same as in previous runs, 
the annular gap NaK flow 
viously observed), nor ev 
amperes. The theoretical 
for liquid metal current 
to account for solid-liqu 
levels of specific contac 
appears to be near optimu 

ing retesting of SEGMAG was essentially the 
with one notable exception.    No instability in 

was found at 90,000 amperes  (as had been pre- 
en to a significantly higher level of 110,000 
power loss and expulsion pressure expressions 

collectors of the SEGMAG type were modified 
id contact resistance.    Based on anticipated 
t resistance,  the SEGMAG collector design 
m in regard to minimum power loss. 
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1.3.3.2    High Speed Collectors 

m,^,i ;   :  r— 3-"""-w.v,ai  uwm i yu ration,  power    osses,  and  liauid 
metal expulsion pressures.    Analytlcajly.the hybrid collector appears 

ic 
ionai 

I DesTgn work and associated drawings which encompass, required modifica 
tlons of the current collector test stand for future ?P ts were    omp eted 
Through recent experimentation,  plating the solid conLVrsur?aces w th 
nickel   imparts very significant beneficial  effects ?o collector per- 

conecto" f    l-ncCcaLn9h'rref;tSif0 SrGMAG type chines Incfude'i, proved 

1.3.3.3    Flooded Collectors 

coldu%ZS lTA\t0 ■i'l^^ if a  "fl00ded 9aP" mot^ h^nn a  super- conducting  (SC) excitation magnet may offer an advantaqe over machines 

S SoS hT r rPratUre (NT) Winding nlagnets-     In the analysis    a 
mach?n« P rLtr      \mS CCmPared with a  Previously designed 8 000 hp NT 

oper te with h    h^    ff"' 1S  ^^T Per Unit p0wer outP'jt'  but does not operate with higher efficiency.    Based on this comparison    there does 

"    ooSedl  " ^^H^ J" the use of supercSnducJJnq ma ne f n nooded gap   disk-type homopolar machines. 

1.3.3.4 Unflooded Collectors 

rni?^" 25 "ncePts were developed for unflooded reversing current 
ehe     1   s^to HPT Were r31?;^ With the P^vlously defin'ed    rite ia 
feas b e and wnfT1^ Ieasl?lli^-    Three concepts were selected as 
feasible and will  be furfier developed.    These include a hvdrostatlrallw 
positioned collector, a collector utilizing hydro        ically-poneJ 

mTnh '^ r utlliziny HP-type oil  seals.    Further study is re om 
Sevefop^ent     areaS 0f e]ect^^ Mention and new materials j 

1.3.3.5 Hybrid Collector 

! 

I 

i 
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1.3.4    Liquid Metal  Support Systems 

Liquid metal  support systems performance during the SEGMAG test program 
was satisfactory.    NaK loop, cover gas, material  selections, coolant 
loops, instrumentation, and current collector performance were good. 

A method of utilizing a  single NaK re'.irculation and supply loop, for 20 
or more current collectors is being analyzed. 

The materials compatibility study program of machine materials with NaK 
and NaK decontamination products has been completed, and optimum 
material  selections noted. 

A Ga-In technology review, including property, material compatibility, 
handling, maintenance, and decontamination and safety practices is 

f] 

1 
1 

being prepared 

1.3.5 Seal Studies 

No work was scheduled for this report period. 
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SECTION ? 

MACHINERY 

2.1    SEGMENTED MAGNET HOMOPOLAR MACHINE  (SEGMAG) 

2-1.1    Objectwes 

The objectives of this program are: 

1)    To demonstrate  the technical  and economic  feasibility of the 
Segmented Magnet Homopolar Machine concept, which offers an 
efferent,   lightweight,  low volume design with potential  appli- 
cations over a wide range of speeds and power ratings 

2)    To provide a  test vehicle for evaluation of the current collection 
systems    containment seals, and liquid metal  handling systems 
developed in previous  subassembly testings. 

The demonstration  SEGMAG unit  (rated 3000 HP,  3600 RPM) will   subject 
rnnHiHn       collec^ to current densities,  leakage flux and ot er 
ddi   ,        th^^-^'^r^'  0Peration in a machine environment.     In 

add tion,  the unit will  provide for long-term testing of current- 
collectors,  their attendant support systems  and the machine itself 
to develop operational  data for liquid metal  machines. 

2.1.2    Prior and Related Wor' 

The SEGMAG concept was developed to provide a  high performance DC 
rnw?! ü!t50U!/eqUir]ng suPerconducting magnet excitation.    This low 
for h!nh n T r™'  US-n9  ^00", teniperature excitation,  has capability 
luhl9t    lPUl Per Umt Weight and vo1unie-    The modular construct on 
allows for higher outputs by using many modules connected in serie 

an Jher S's^r^ 0f ^^^ ^ave been  investigated thoroighiy 
in another U.S.   Government Contract  (N000 14-72-C-0393). 

The demonstration SEGMAG machine design was completed in January 1974. 
Eabncation of the machine was completed in May 1974.    The machine was 
assemb ed and installed on the test stand on May 24,  1974.    Fol  owing 
connection of the subsystems, machine decontamination and sy?em checkout 
o 'thT W    ?Chn0l0gy teSt P^ram was initiated.    The init?al  po f' 
?peed ro ! ? were executed successfully.    These tests  included slo. 
speed rotor test  to insure proper assembly and high speed machine test 
to develop the vibration signature of the SEGMAG.    In addition    the 
machine friction and windage losses were determined as a function of machine 
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äclnevrt      I,   ',^P"t of 90-0M amperes and  .q  if?    C ''P^ätion. 

Wa'«""«cations rere ündertake„ jnc,ud1ng. 

'     InSU'at,0n 1" '^ comctor reg1()n t0 , 

PowÄs9^^^ 0n the r°^ ^n to improve torque and 

PerSZ* air Sap co„f,gurat1on t0 |mprove ^ ^^ 

2-]-3    Current Progress 

-%-ä: --f-™» -e inu,a, test serjes 5everai minor 

»f„is:!:-reo"^-"»^1edi„ordertoredL,ceparasuic 

2)    The current collectors were silver nl.^ . 

' teStS Were the" P-f-nne/^VK ^Ä^tsuts: 

•      Successful operation of SFGMAr      A 

or JÜ00 horsepower). F Versus a program target 

' Si" - ^"ää-UTL0: ä0—- a j  LU ,j  r^|j horsepower 

i 

1 

I 
i 
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Fig. 2.1.1: SEGMAG Generator - The current collector terminals are shown 
in the foreground. The leads to the excitation coils are on 
top. 

I 
I 

Fig.  2.1.2:    SEGMAG Generator on its  test stand - The drive system and gas 
purification system are both on the right.    The six NaK purifi- 
cation and supply loops are below.    To their right are the gas 
subsystems  for intercollector pressure balancing and shaft " 
sealing. 
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Machine efficiency of 92.5%. 

• Demonstration that these performance   levels are primarily  restricted 
by    he capability of the present collector design to confine NaK 

# a^Prir^Hn" 0
1

f
+
de5i9n improvements  capable of producing 93,300 

amperes at 30 volts   (power rating = 3750 horsepower) with 97' 
offTciency within the volume of the present machine. 

o      Verification that the  technology base developed earlier in the oroara, 
could be successfully implemented in an operating machine 

2.1.3.1    Detailed Progress  Report 

The SEGMAG was modified  to  reduce parasitic  losses by increasino fhp 

were si Iver nn?p(    nH In dddlt101?' the current collector surfaces 

slrVcelZ ?i: coltector ^ lnSUlatl0n "" p1aced 0n the v-tical 

l0.ll0lin9. thele uin0r Changes  the mach1ne was  then re-insulated    baked 
assembled, and the performance tests were initiated in January 1975 

^rrdeiSrS'ne^^Cal'fh^H  the TChine viscous and friction los^ were oetermmed.    Calibrations of instruments  to measure shaft toraue 
at operating temperature were completed. q 

oTinwlina^a^in?!10^  th? Pr;vi0US  teSt pr09ramS and  insisted or injecting NaK into each collector at zero speed to redefine ooeratinn 
procedures for the NaK supply loops.    All  NaK supply 1 inefwere opc^ ed 
for an extended period following stabilization to insure thrall 
oxides were removed from the lines and the machine internals 

tesisWiJhpSrUn??SS
+

fUl COnc1usion of the WO ^eed NaK supply system 
tests,  the collector were operated with the rotor rotating to develoo 
fi  1  ng    operational  and withdrawal  procedures for the sy ten      The' e' 

cant v ^ecSd"1^   tÜ lnSre Sat the Silver platin9 had not si - cantly affected the current collector operating characteristics      Farh 
co    ector was filled, operated and drained ind vidua    y      ?he fi'lle 

360^1"^ 0Perate? at Vari0US sPeeds t0 the design speed of 3600 rpn to determine the current collector viscous  losses as a 
function of speed.    The measured losses, were similar        mag itude 
to those measured on the current collection test stand.    Losses were 
determined by measuring the power input to the test stand drive motor 
an    subtracting previously measured machine fric ion a d w n      e 

I 
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The next series of tests entailed operation of the machine with all 
current collectors filled.    The purpose of this test was to 

• Develop operating procedures  for SEGMAG with all   collectors  filled. 

• Develop shutdown procedures  from a condition of full   speed operation. 

• Measure viscous  losses of the machine with all  collectors  functioning. 

• Develop operational  procedures of the test stand, SEGMAG and all 
support systems with all  collectors filled. 

The tests showed that all  collectors could be filled and operated 
successfully at various machine speeds with little or no leakage from 
the collector area.    Collector leakage was measured by collecting NaK 
that had accumulated in the machine drains  located between collectors 
Although  little or no leakage was measured during extended constant 

luTrJtTni ^Z ^i??* WäVetGcted duri"g machine startup and initial 
and ^ n^ n      ^K llllng/   -J2 0Perating Procedures were finalized 
and as personnel  became familiar with the operating characteristics of 
the machine and support system,  the collector leakage decreased during 
transit operation such as  filling and withdrawal. 

Procedures were developed to fill   the collectors with NaK, and to 

th^rnno.w       ed c?"dUion with only very minute NaK spillage from 
aJ 60S    PM L'th13-   •  ^ mostiuccessful  technique was to inject NaK 
at 600 RPM and then increase the speed to 3600 RPM.    The collectors 
were preheated  to 85°C prior to filling,  in accordance with opera    onal 
data developed on the current collector test stand.    The flow rates 
used were approximately 250 cc/min.    The viscous losses in the col- 
lectors were found  to be       kw for the machine at 3500 RPM.    The increased 
viscous and magnetohydrodynamic  losses, compared with earlier test 
o^ieXpTmentS Were ättn'buted to design differences in the machi 
environment 

In  the 

ne 

_ open circuit test the three modules were connected in series 
with fuses utilized between modules  for procection in the event of an 

catJnf thlf JhfT1  wrt CiurCUit-    The fuse5 were never blown.  indi- cating  that the insulation which  had 
prevent such shorts. 

procection in the 
fuses were never t 

been applied was adequate to 

^chine^voltagp055 ^ "IÜdUle ^ ,nüriitored' in addition to the full 

i 
I 

Two types of short cireJit tests were performed.    In the first    the 
enter module was shorted and the end modules left open        n the other 

the end modules were shorted and  the center module left open. 

The^maximum current achieved was  107,000 amperes with a voltage of 

The collectors performed well  during the steady state machine testina 
at 3600 rpm.    During transient operation and at low speed    some NaK 
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rntw^5 eJPerienced-     A "10^ detailed description of current 
collector performance during the test will  r.e presented in Section 4. 

The mechanical performance of the rotor was excellent over the entire 
speed range. Vibrations were below 2 mils except at 2700 rpm^where a 
known frame resonance increased  them to  5 mils. 

Friction and windage losses were measured at various speeds  to 3600 rom 
where the loss was only about 2 kw. P 

The cooling system with its associated pre-heaters functioned oroperlv 
to heat the current collectors above the critical  temperature of 

ur s^r^ioi    ln? ^V^ NaK-    The COl1eCtor 0Pe™t1n9 ^pera- tures was 90-100 C at armature currents above 70,000 and 90 000 
amperes in the center and end modules respectively, and the collector 
performance was satisfactory. cjncctor 

wUhTLid^fofZ?" WaS  eXCenent duH"9 the -"- P-9-" 

lac^ne'perför^ce"""9 ^ teSt Pr09rara WaS ^^ t0 dete™'- 

Table 2.1.1 presents a summary of the losses observed during the open 

em^UK   ^WH1™"4-  ^V^"™1  tests of SEGHAG and compares' 
duHnn ^ tlJ r. 0ng"la' 3es'3" "Wectlve, b) the test data obtained 

wuMtlJnaf ,Sf?cät?SnsC) ^ "^'^ Cf the '^ ^ 

Winding Joule Losses.     These arise from losses in the armature and 
excrtatimrwinding." The collector temperatüreVegulr^d^forsuccess- 
a eraor w^rr' (> 750C) was unexpectedly high.  Increasing the 
average winding temperature by about 50oC.    This  resulted in 
higher losses of about 10 KW (or 0.56« in machine efficiency) 
because of the winding temperature coefficient.    Higher than 
!HKH        ^ü^-105^'  including eddy current and pulsation effects 
added an additiona    10 KW.    The source of these losses is  now under- 
stood and can be eliminated in future designs. 

Coll_ectrusses.      These are a result of viscous drag, magneto- 
Mrodynamic effects, and contact resistance.    Their net sum during 
the test program was about 40 KW higher than expected.    The increased 
viscous and magnetohydrodynamic losses, compared with earlier test 
stand experiments, amounted to about 19.6 KW (or ] ,U in machine 
efficiency) and resulted from design differences in the machine 
environment.    Contact resistance loss during the steady state 
90 000 ampere test totaled approximately 19 KW, which represents an 
efficiency penalty of about 1.1   .    Previous experimental  work 
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TABLE 2.1.1 - EFFICIENCY TABULATION 

""""^--^^^              Design 

Loss,  KW         ^""^\ 

Design 
Objective 

3000HP 

Test Run 
Data 

20V,  90,000A 
2400HP 

Present Desi gn 
Capabili ty 
24V,   93,300A 

3000HP 

Wi nding Joule 49.2 70.3 50.3 

Collector 32.1 72.4 30.0 

Mechanical   Friction 
and Windage 

2.^ 2.0 2.0 

Total,  KW 83.9 144.7 

 ——_  

82.3 

Rating,  KW 2240 1800.0 2240.0 

Input,  KW 2324 1945.0 2322.0 

Efficiency, % 96.4% 92.5% 96.5% 

during tins program indicates that contact resistance losses can be 
limited to about 6.3 KW under ideal conditions. Additional work is 
needed to reach these levels in a practical machine. Moreover, known 
design changes are required to reduce the viscous and magnetohydro- 
ciynatmc losses to expected levels. 

The projected capability of the present SEGMAG machine after incor- 
porating known modifications from the ongoing current collection 
technology program is given in column 3 of Table 2.1.1. The proiected 
improvements will come mainly from: 

• Reduction of current collector operating temperature. 

• Elimination of stray losses. 

•  Reduction of viscous, magnetohydrodynamic, and contact resista 
losses. nee 

The test program has identified several  areas that require further 
investigation.    These are common to all  homopolar machines using liquid 
metal  current collectors.    Solutions  have been formulated and the nprp.c 
experimental  investigations are underway; 

formulated and the necessary 

I l-l 
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Current Collector Critical Temperature.      All of the collector 

XTJ^ 1 n
L 

thJl PTOr^ Sh0w a c>TtTc^ temperature SJenomenon 
dire t y linked to velocity.    Below the critical  temperature    the 
collector is unstable, and it appears  that the NaK stream i^' 
fragmented in the collector annulus.    To overcome ts prob em 
the collectors must at present be preheated  to 80-90'    caus  n   ' 
the machine cooling system to be derated. "using 

i ty at 

Potential   solutions include: 

• Improved collector configurations  to improve NaK stabi 
low temperatures. 

• Use of direct rotor cooling to control   rotor collector 
temperature and increase the machine current rating. 

• Use of alternate cover gases or reduced pressure to reducp 
gas entrainment in the NaK. 

SJocH^ Resistance.      Test results have shown that the contact 
resistance between the collector surface and the NaK represents 
electrical   loss that can materially affect machine efficiency 

Potential  solutions include: 

• Better understanding of the chemical  nature of the interface 
in NaK current collectors. niLerrace 

• Reduction of outgassing  from constructional  materials  by 
alternate materials choices or by application of a sophisticated 
pre-operation outgassing procedure. Mnibucaiea 

• Evolution of improved collector surface coatings which do not 
become adversely absorbed in the NaK. 

an 

Use of chemical  additives  in the NaK which do 
the NaK loop system. not contaminate 

f-l L fr^6"* Collector Performanr«      Distinct differences were 
^ÄrV116 pe;:f0rrCe 0f ^'collectors in SEGMAG a d  1 n 
the test Stand - particularly the occurrence of higher viscous 

Ssro/SS/Ä^:5^11!165 in the ™chine w^tresiu d in IOSO or NaK from the collectors. 

•      The continuation of current collection technology development for 
hgh speed collectors will   provide for more detailed under 
standing of the collector performance,  leading to substantial 
improvement in NaK containment and reduction of viscous  losses. 

I 
i 
I 

I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
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4)    n^thl1^1"!"1^10!!'   .^ry SmU   phy5ical  defect5 in the insulation 
on the conductors and windmgs,  such as pinholes, resulted in shorts 

p?ob?ems n COntarninated with Nal<' "usinq some mal-operation 

•      Considerable attention must be addressed to this problem in 
future machines so that some NaK spillage, ejection, or aerosol 
can be accommodated within the machine because the content of 
organic insulation must be restricted to limit the potential 
effect on current collector contact resistance. 

inüprlpS tht comp;eti°n °f this test series, SEGMAG was decontahnnated and 
inspected.    Several  modifications are underway in preparation for the 
next sen es of tests scheduled for mid-1975: 

• Parasitic  losses.    The air gap was redesigned  to increase the 
circumferential   reluctance. 

• Increased insulation is being provided to prevent pinhole shorts 
in the machine bore. 

Ihf il      u      surfaces have been nickel  plated to improve wetting of 
the NaK.    Based upon the current collector work described in 
Section 4,  this should eliminate the need to heat the collectors 
prior to machine operation. 

2-9 
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2.2 GEC GENCRATOR 

2.2.]    Objectives 

The General Electric Company. Ltd., of England has developed an 
^KLlmenTM honiopo1ar generator which utilizes a Gain current collection 
system  This generator employs an electrochemical purification system to 
maintain the pur ty of the liquid metal and avoid the "black powd^ 
nurrlt? ^ ^'^  ^nvesti9^tors who used this metal. ARRAYS approved 
THP 1.f-  th!? ?enera,tor for  experimental evaluation under the cSStracf 
Jhe machine will be used to provide operating and technical experience with 

s?Jd1e whirh^? iCH1leCtHr l1"3Uid a"d t0 suPPlement the main exper men? 1 -.tudies whTch will be conducted wUh NaK. This experience is expected 

- etals' Th leHln-bT.denin9 the SCOpe 0f the Pro^m beyond th'a a i metals  The physical design of the machine and its performance will hi 

\ 
2.2.2    Prior and Related Work 

wid n,et?i.curre"t collection systems have a high potential to 
function efficiently with long, trouble free life in the face of high 

la "a? inf
UrnJM0adH ^ ^  r0tati0nal SPeeds concei^d for  mo- polar machines of the advanced segmented magnet dtsign. 

Based on extensive study, NaK-78 was selected as the best liquid metal 

selected IteSlZl T^  in the SEGMAG ^ch?ne "and Ga'l 'was' selected as the alternate choice. 

Since Gain has been identified as the back-up choice to NaK, the abilitv 
to work with and study a functioning Gain unit is expected o be y7 

instructional in the general sense and also to shorten any subsequent 
development effort with Gain. "«Mueni 

Based on an extensive search of the market we have concluded that the 
GEC machine is the best vehicle to provide the Gain experience needed 
for this program. No other liquid metal machine in the world, to our 
knowledge has operated continuously longer than 40 hrs without mainten- 
?n n^J     ^ thlS rT1achine' which has operated up to 1000 hours with 
no problems, represents a unique development. 

The GEC generator is a vertical shaft machine utilizing Gain liquid 
Z nLeUteCUc al  thf sllP rin9 contactor. The generator is rated at 

I 

I 
1 C    nnn « .T    ~ ' T    '   '     >    >"••••»-»• wwi i nc   ucncr a LUF     I i>    rare';    d I -» 
16,000 amperes, 8 volts when driven at 3400-3600 rpm. Figure 2 2 1 
displays schematically the GEC generator vertical shaft concept! 

2-10 
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ace- 
,-M1 ^«„c« UJf nc^ui nynuubK ub i nq aGtüiieo orawipus fur- 

nished by GEC Company. 

The GEC generator test stand was completed in Phase II, and  the machine 
was  installed.     The test stand  is powered by a  50 HP  1750  rpm AC 
machine, and a drive train provides speeds of 1800 and 3600 rpm. 

Installation of the auxiliary equipment was completed, includinq cover qas 
cooling water, and instrumentation.    The GEC machine was  then successfully' 
tested to verify its performance and to study the Gain current collector 
system. 

The  following are the four basic  tests  performed on  the GEC machine: 

1)    An open circuit  test,   to determine no-load voltage and current collec- 
tion maqneto-hydrodynamic  losses as a function of field current, 

2) A machine short circuit test,  to determine the  I2R losses in the 
machi ne. 

3) A motor test,  to measure the vibration levels, magnetohydrodynamic 
iosses, and coastdown time. 

4) An endurance test,  to confirm the performance capability of the 
machine and its auxiliaries over a long time period.    Liquid metal 
loss rate, cell  performance,  argon contamination and seal  performance 
were moni tored. 

The test results obtained from this program have enabled the machine 
losses to be segregated into three categories: 

• Machine friction and windage losses with Gain in the collector. 

• MHO losses due to leakage flux in the current collector. 

• Joule heating losses due to current flow in the machine. 

i The viscous, friction and windage losses were determined at various 
speeds and zero excitation by measuring the input power to the coupled 

(drive motor. The difference between this power and the uncoupled drive 
motor losses at each speed determined the generator losses. The friction 
and windage losses cannot be separated from the liquid metal viscous 
iosses because gallium indium could not be completely excluded from 
the collector areas during the test to measure friction and windage 
losses. a 

2-n 
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FnalaS/l^hi1;  the f^fP^"« tests were successfully performed in 
WP^ w Genera    E1ectnc Company, Ltd.. and witnessed by 
Westinghouse personnel.    These tests consisted of open circuit    short 
circuit, generator load, motor and an endurance test      The proper 
operation and maintenance of the unit were also demonstrated 

Dwg,   G251A96 
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Fig. 2.2.1: GEC vertical shaft homopolar machine schematic 
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^L^VH5^6'6 determined d^lng open circuit tests at various 
speeds and fTeld currents.    The power losses increased with speed due 
to viscous losses, and with excitation due to the interaction of leakaqe 
flux with currents induced in the liquid metal of the collector      These 

sic^i? can^rhin^ ^ le^Vlux_ resulted in ^-est.hat became '^ signmcant at higher speeds and excitation levels. 

The I  R losses were determined by the short circuit tests.    The sun, of 

In ^0mLc      H^ and ViuC0US  l0SSeS were subtracted from the power 
os es measured during short circuit to determine joule heating losses 

Z^L^Z-    lhe uHD l0SSeS were "Elected because of the   ow macnine flux during short circuit. 

The losses measured during the test program at 3500 rpm jre: 

Viscous,  friction, windage 

MHD 

l2R 

Total   losses 

6.2 KW 

1.0 KW 

7.0 KW 

14.2 KW 

wa^ 8h5efil00 At ^C mCMne.  tht 0Vera11  calculated machine efficiency 
was 85.8/.    At lower speeds  the efficiency rises to a level  approaching 

The Gain liquid metal was purified by an electrolytic regenerative cell 
dunng the entire test.    The cell  performed well during ?he ent re 
program with no evidence of Gain contamination. 

2.2.3    Current Progress 

No work was scheduled on this program during this period. 

i 

I 
I 
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2.3 SEGMENTED MAGNET H0M0P0LAR TORQUE CONVERTER (SMHTC) 

2.3.1 Objectives 

The objective of this program is to investigate the spqmented maanpt 
ho-nopolar torque converter (SMHTC), within ?he framewoTS  o e' fthe 
-ore promising applications. This concept will then be den,on?tra?ed 
a torque converter which will operate at constant inpu? speed as 
from a prime mover), and will provide variable output speeds  n both 
forward and reverse directions, at variable torque'up o 1 i owe? 

in 

Our objective in Phase I was to study the various configurations 
proposed for the SMHTC, and the technical problems involved n 
developing the prototype machine. 

{2rquheScoiier?er0nCePtUal ^^ iS t0 be eVOlVed for the ^oto^e 

2.3.2 Prior and Related Work 

JeneratJr ITtll'llf^l^l'  0f tvjo
f

hom^^  '^chines connected as a 
(1 )Trad7IfSL   Jmu  baS1C corifigu^tions are being considered: 
2 an a* * H! 

9 "t'^ U'eS■* (^™tor  mounted within a motor; and 
rese t   P tull "^ Cor]l]sts of ^^  generator and motor. At present, the inline configuration is preferred. 

(1) the drum- Two basic homopolar machine types are being considered 
type (SEGMAG), and (2) the disk-type (DISKMAG) 

a^'sman^finnn0^^15 "^^ Metrical analyses of large (30,000 HP) 
?vl K rMir? ? HP) ,;iachlnes were completed.1 These were of the drum- 
type SEGMAG) homopolar machine configuration. Two conceptual designs 
(radial and axial) were also prepared for the 6000 
of the Phase I effort. machine, as part 

36io/5on SPM .c ;eS-(l? Ph/5e II!) have shown that d ^tlng of 8000 HP, 
dr?ve 2 and lll^llf  0f pote"tU]  ^plications to small naval ship 
converter      ratin9 WaS therefore chosen ^r the prototype torque 

Previously in Phase III a number of 8000 hp designs for the disk-type 
flooded gap" machine (DISKMAG) were investiqated.2 The power losses 

"nnrlT^-T^6 flUld preSSUres «sociated with a a ?i ulr 
fll0ltldS ^Z^^^- — ^ -ern ^"d 

i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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t      Complex construction of disks  to obtdin magnetic circuits with  low 
axidl  and high circumferential  reluctance. 

• High machine power losses, attributed mainly  to MHD effects in the 
axial  gaps between disks. 

t      Probability  for turbulent rather than  laminar flow and high short 
circuit losses in the liquid along the flat side walls of the machine 
disks.    Reynolds  to Hartman number ratios •■1000 are calculated for 
operating conditions down to 30/ of rated full  load speed.    Thus 
the assumption of laminar fluid flow employed in the axial  gap power 
loss expression is in doubt except at low speeds. 

• A need is recognized for large thrust bearings and high pressure 
shaft seals  to assure a fail  safe machine design. 

2.3.3    Current Progress 

nf^h06?^!^"1"9" is being PrePared ^r the 8000 HP torque converter 
of the SEGMAG type.    This machine will  accept input power from a gas 
turbine prime mover at 3600 rpm and deliver power to a propeller load 
at variable speeds to 500 rpm in either forward or reverse directions. 

In addition, a conceptual  study of a large  (40,000 HP) DISKMAG 
propulsion motor was performed.    Electrical  de ign and loss studies 

^"po^XliS '^^ ^^ COnf^^" -ximum^ciency 

However,  the inherent low efficiency of this DISKMAG type of machine 
precludes  its use in the applications of interest.    Thus,   the focus of 

ItmmTZVnlVT StUdy Wil V" the fUtUre be concentrated on" he iLbMAb  (drum-type) torque converter configuration. 

2.3.3.1    8000 HP Torque Converter 

^nn/JSn^oS !tudy WäS done t0 0Ptim1ze the design of the 8000 HP, 
3J00/500 RPM torque converter,  in terms of low weiaht and size and 

a d the lOOn^-.rrSAr ^^ fr0m the Current collector test stand and the 3000 HP SEGMAG generator were incorporated in the analysis 
to provide a more realistic assessment of losses than had previously 
been considered      In particular,  provision was made in each de iqn 
tc minimize tooth ripple losses on the rotor and stator surface 9 

resistance1 los2".'0'31   ^ ^ ^ COllectors'  ^}uding contact 

ISrlaM^Lf^i5 tyP!'  ther: are ä large number of independent 
aS.n.hi   '    !    J ^u6 0Pt1m fat^n was not possible in the time 
available.    To further complicate the situation,  the objectives of low 

•15 
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weight and high efficiency are not compatible; i.e., that which tends 
to decrease weTght also decreases efficiency, and vice versa 
Therefore, a range of each variable to be considered was defined for 
both the generator and the motor part of the torque converter  Machines 
were designed which covered the ranges of variables defined! ind 

to^rqurJonverters"92 0f 'n0t0rS ^ 9enerators were ^  to produce 

The independent variables and their specified ranges were the following: 

Rated Current 

Current Density 

Number of Modules 

Number of Turns/Module 

Rotor Diameter 

Motor Generator 

150,000-400,000 Amps    150,000-500,000 Amps 

5,000-10,000 Amps/inch2  5000-10,000 Amps/inch2 

1-4 1-3 

1-2 U2 

No general specification. 

I 

: 

f 

I 

Because the generator and motor are not constrained to be the same 
in any of these variables except rated current, the total number of 
independent variables for a torque converter design is nine 

Current densities in the torque converter conductors of 10,000 amperes 
per square inch were first considered. However, no designs at this 
Rft'rrenTho!:nfUy W![e !0Und t0 have an efflciency greater than about 
Der'.nLrP Wh'    deSign ^^ denSity WaS reduCed to 5000 ^P^es per square incn. 

KblfI^V^TI0556! uf?r V1'"1 desi9ns from this stu^ are shown in lable ^.J.l. The weights shown are for the electrical components of 
the machines, and are not intended to represent the total weight of 

ma? dd^'ol 'rtnVH^ ^l^ ^^'  brings, shafting etc may add 20-50/ to the weights shown.  In each case, the rotor diameter 
variable       0Ptim'^d", and thus has been removed as an independent 

The table shows the difficulty in choosing among the various mau ines 
In some cases the choice is obvious; for example, 2-G is clearly 

bXeenVS ints-K0^' ^ iS ^ at a11 0bVi0US Which is suPerior 

Various combinations of these SEGMAG motors and generators were combined 
as torque converters. Table 2.3.2 illustrates a range of typical ?orque 
converters resulting from this process. Once again, the choice of an 
optimum 15 not obvious. For a particular application, a means could be 

i 

I 
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TABLE 2.3.1 

Weights and Losses of Typical Machines 
for an 8000 HP, 3600/500 RPM Torque Converter 

Generators 

Machine No. 
Rated 

Current- kA 
Number 
Modules 

Turns 
Modul 

Per 
e 

Weight, 
Pounds 

Loss, 
Kilowatts 

1-G 150 1 2 3,900 240 

2-G 150 2 3,800 158 

3-G 200 1 3,500 147 

4-G 200 2 3,100 183 

5-G 250 1 3,000 159 

6-G 250 2 

Motors 

2,900 207 

2-17 

1-M 150 1 2 26,700 157 

2-M 150 2 2 22,300 209 

3-M 150 3 2 21,000 259 

4-M 200 2 2 18,000 255 

5-M 200 3 1 23,400 172 

6-M 250 1 2 17,600 219 

7-M 250 2 1 20,600 156 

8-M 250 2 2 15,700 312 
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determined to relate the benefits of a decrease in size and/or weight to 
the penalties of a decrease in efficiency. Without having such a " 
relationship in general, objectives were established of an efficiency 
of about 94%, a weight of about 20,000 pounds, and s size compatible 
with a space approximately 6 feet long and 4 feet in diameter. Torque 
converter no. 6 comes closest to meeting these objectives, and thus 
was chosen for the conceptual design. 

I 

2.3.3.2    40,000 hp Disk-Type SC Motor Design  (DISKMAG) 

An investigation was made to determine if a "flooded gap" motor having 
a superconducting (SC) excitation magnet may offer any advantages over 
machines with normal   temperature  (NT) winding magnets. 

The disks of the SC motor were assumed to be of solid copper in order 
to reduce the complexity of construction as well  as reduce electrical 
resistance.    Consequently, without iron in the disks, a greater magnetic 
induction will  appear in the current collector radial  gaps.    The 
expected increase in collector radial  gap loss due to the larger 
induction will  be compensated to some extent by the reduced ohmic loss 
in the disks. 

The internal   fluid pressures and machine power losses were calculated  for 
a disk-type    flooded gap" superconducting 40,000 hp,  180 rpmmoto?      These 

sirgnTio 1ho a^compareJ with those ^ * ^k-t^pe "flooded gap" NT aesign 8,000 hp, 500 rpm motor previously studied. 

A number of 40^000 hp disk-type SC  "flooded gap" motor designs were 
considered during the study.    The geometrical  dimensions and operating 
conditions^or a typical  design are listed in Table 2.3.3 and illustrated 

nrSr^M  descriP^ion f the f^id flow behavior in a  "flooded gap" 
"SKMAG machine waj given in the previous Semi-Annual  Report, dated 
<Li  llll:    Govern!n9 expressions which permit calculation of the machine 
sea    Pressures    rotor bearing thrust forces, and machine power losses 
presented in the previous report, were again used during ?he curren? 

T.0hith? W^1  40'?00 hp DISKMAG SC motor ""der consideration, 
v^rh fdJ.f^ t?e ca!cu1ated va1ues of pressure and thrust force 
cSnd tion. of M^H5 ^VSf0" bedrings must withstand under two 
f?r.nnw        V q^d me}:a]  fl0W-    These P^ssures and forces are signl- 
f r th^POoThn^30^'8 ^resrding 0nes previously calculated ' 
IrlJll nl    P f '"0,t0r-    IhlS dlfference is attributed mainly to the 

K rating US the SC n,achine' required for ^ lar er 

I 
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TABLE  2.3.3 

Dimensions and operating conditions  for a typical  design 40,000 hp disk- 
type S.C.   "flooded gap"   (DISKMAG)  homopolar motor 

A.    Operating Conditions 

P = machine rated power, 40,000 hp 

I  = machine full-load current,  lOO.OOOA 
B. 

B 

R 
o 

W. 
1 

1 

Bxi   = axial  magnetic induction at inner collector,  1.44T 

'xo = axial  magnetic induction at outer collector,   1.44T 

Byi    ■■ radial  magnetic induction at inner collector, essentially zero 

Byo " radial  magnetic induction at outer collector, essentially zero 

ID =  rotor angular velocity,   18.8 rad/s   (180  rpm) 

Bx 
E axial  magnetic induction in disks,  1.44T 

Geometrical Design (rectangular cross-section) 

Rs = shaft radius,   .206m (8.11  in) 

^   = radius of inner collector,   .220m (8.68 in) 

=  radius of outer collector,   .675m  (26.6  in) 

- width of inner collector,   .0140m (.55 in) 

= width of outer collector,   .0140m (.55 in) 

= radial gap of inner collector, 1.27 x 10"3m (0.05 in) 

d0 = radial gap of outer collector, 1.27 x 10"3m (0.05 in) 
N = number of disks,  54 

G ' axial  gap between rotating and stationary disks,  1.40 x  10_3m (.055 in) 

R5 = outer radius of machine,  0.956m (37.6  in) 

L - machine length, 2.14m (84.3  in) 

Sp - specific power = 0.63 hp/kg  (0.29 hp/lb) 

Constants and NaK Physical Prope"ties U 100°c) 

f(6<l)  - Fanning friction factor, smooth surface, 0.7 x 10'2 

f(fi>l) ■ Fanning friction factor,  roughened surface,  1.8 x 10 

p = mass density, 850 kg/m3 

o = electrical  conductivity, 2.2 x 106 mhos/m 

Ek ■ specific contact potential   (Cu-NaK-Cu), 4.1  x 10"9Vm2/A 

n = dynamic viscosity,  5.1  x 10"4N-s/ni2 

-2 

; 

! 

1 

I 
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Owi)   t,?'j/AU 

Fig.  2.3.1;    Disk-type homopolar machine  (DISKMAG) 

TABLE 2.3.4 

T    Sea
1

1  ^essure and Rotor Thrust Forces for a 
Typical  40,000 hp Disk-type S.C.  Motor  (DISKMAG) 

Condition 

Seal Pressure, p 

N/m' 

3.32 x  10t 

(PSD 

M81 

Rotor Thrust. FD 

N 

Pi 

2.06 x   I0t 

6.72 x  10' 

No Liquid metal  flow 
through motor 

Liquid metal  circu- 
lation by internal 
centrifugal 
pressure** 

^pressure above inlet pressure, p. 

loÄvl)"6 (assum1n9 no fn,ctionK  s-33 x ,0"5 m3/s« 
2-21 

(tons) 

231.7 

75.5 
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Inbinn2:3'r.prOVideS a comparison of calculated power losses  for the 
40,000 hp SC and 8000 hp NT DISKMAGS.    Larger radial   gap    osses  for 

adva    .ndChlne IT6 0fllet by 1ower mcM™ lossps' bu9tP
af?orded no advantage in reducing the overall   loss rating as compared to the NT 

rpL^H    T^responding axial  gap and collector ohmic losses 
remained fairly eqUa    (i, perCent)  for both designs considered      The 
net percentage of all  power losses was identical   (4.8/,) for both 
designs. ' ' "«UM 

"I 
Operating efficiency is generally a function of machine weight,  (i  e 
higher efficiency can generally be attained by making the machine 
is S I^Jn6 Calculfed ^Cific Power for the 40,000 hp S    design 

0 63 hp/kg compared to 0.69 hp/kg for the 8000 hp NT design.    Since 
it is heavier per unit power output than the 8000 hp NT motor    but does 
not operate with higher efficiency,  there does  not appear    o be an 
advantage in the use of a superconducting excitation magnet for "flooded- 
gap    disk-type humopolar  machines. "uugea 

TABLE 2.3.5 

Calculated Power Losses for the 40,000 hp SC and 8000 hp NT DISKMAGS 

Power Loss Mode M0.000 HP Power Loss   **8000 HP Power Loss 1 

kw % 

424 30 

597 42 

173 12 

237 16 

1431 100 

4.8 4.8 

41 

2-22 
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i 

Radial  Gap (Prg) ,„ ,,, 

Axial Gap (Pag) !537 42 42 

0hmic  (Po) 173 12 n ] 

Machine (conductor + excitation) 

Totdl  " 100 

%  of Machine Rating 4.3   4-8 4 8 

*Superconducting (SC) excitation coil. 

**Normal temperature (NT) winding excitation coil. 
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SECTION 3 

APPLICATION STUDY 

3.0    OBJECTIVES 

Review and select promising applications for the segmented magnet 
homopolar machines and torque converters. 

luSZl 0J^ht apPllcations ^suiting from the Phase II application 
aoo? r^Hni wn/h'16^ ;VonJunct1on with ARPA, and the most useful application will  be selected. 

3.1  PRIOR AND RELATED WORK 

Previous Technical Reports discussed a number of applications which are 
otentially feasible. All of them were contingent upon prSper solution 

of the current collection problem. The problem of using liquid metal to 
f^'i-'i s1,!lultaneously large quantities of electrical current and heat 
In0!*?? rof

tatln9 ^mature must be solved in a reliable and safe fasnion 
to realize these applications. In addition many applications require the 
""lection of current at low speed and in both directions of rotation 
ronl^H    p:09rfs I™ the hydraulic and dynamic aspects of the current 
collecting system has been made during Phase II of this study  The 

En ^   S^CeSS ?f thl'S Current "action system provided encouragement 
a d H?.^!/ e ^P1^10"8 ^y-    Prior studies revealed the advanJages 
and disadvantages of segmented magnet homopolar machines in general and 
torque converters in particular. 

3.1.1 Tank Propulsion System 

Since one of the advantages of the 5EGMAG machine is smaller size for a 
given capacity, an electric propulsion drive for a military tank was 
investigated. Electric drives for tanks have another advantage in that thev 
provide a readily controlled independent tractive effort to each track over 
the entire speed range. The present system uses a hydraulic coupling and a 
gear unit which has the disadvantages of a fixed number of  gear ratios and 
space constraints due to the mechanically interconnected components. The 
electric drive, on the other hand, permits smooth control of torque over the 
entire speed range. Historically, however, electric drives tended to be 
larger than mechanical drives due primarily to the required motor torque 
capacity at low speed. -      ' 

An investigation into utilizing SEGMAG machines for the XM-1 tank was 
analyzed. 

3-1 
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Tractive effort   (TE)  basically sets  the  torque and volume of the drive 
motors.    The maximum TE is specified normally as equal  to the vehicle 
weight.    The continuous TE or the point for which  the transmission 
cooling system is rated occurs at a coefficient of friction  .5 or 50'' 
of the vehicle weight. 

For a 60 Ton  tank,   the maximum TE is  120,000  lbs  and the continuous 
rating is 60,000  lbs.    Above 60.000 lbs  the duration of the operation 
is a function of the thermal   time constants  of the transmission.    On 
hard surface,  the continuous rating point corresponds to operation on 
about a 50« slope.    This, of course,  is  not a condition that exists  for 
long periods in practice.    However, extended periods of operation in clay 
or mud are encountered which require 1000  lbs of TE per ton of vehicle 
weight -  the same loading condition. 

The power of the present generation of tanks  is selected on the basis of 
acceleration capability.    This is in contrast to earlier criteria when 
the measure of performance was speed capability on steep grades. 
Acceleration is  the area of greatest concern.    Although present day 
tanks have maximum TE capabilities of 2000 lbs/ton, during an acceleration 
trom zero speed  the torque transferred to  the drive sprockets does not 
exceed about 500 lbs per ton.    The accelerating tractive effort is  reduced 
Dy the ability  to accelerate the engine under load and again by the 
energy required  to accelerate the rotating parts of the drive. 

Therefore,  the WK^ of an electric transmission is a critical  area      The 
generator WK^ must be considered at the engine shaft and the motor WK2 
must be viewed at the drive sprocket through  the output gear.    The other 
parameter affeeUTig acceleration is the load placed on the engine by the 
transmission at  the time the engine is attempting to accelerate. 

The XM-1  is a 58 Ton tank which is basically the M-60 with improved 
performance.    The top design speed is 45 mph which could only be used 
comfortably on hard surfaces. j        u cu 

Continental  is providing a 1500 hp diesel  engine which drives through a 
mechanical-hydraulic transmission.    It employs a hydraulic torque con- 
verter in conjunction with a four speed gear transmission.      A certain 
speed range is covered by each gear ratio.     In the lower portion of each 
speed range the converter is in operation.    At, say, the midpoint of the 
range the converter is locked-up and the system operates as a mecnanical 

With this type of drive, the power delivered to the drive sprocket peaks 
at four points.    At other speeds the power is reduced either due to the losses 
in the converter or because the engine is overloaded or both.    The peak power 
is about 85% of rated even at lock-up because of hydraulic spin losses in the 
transmission. I 
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90-95; 
range of vehicle speed 

I Snnolde''!.n9 '!""•.the SEGMAG syste," cou1d achie^ efficiencies between 
?ang1VÄ so«*'6 perfo™ance is c,ear^ '^"ed over the entire 

[ 

Generator Motor (2 re 

Rating, hp 1500 750 
Speed, rpm 3000 450/2880 
Dia. , in. 27 36 
Length, in. 34 35 
Wt., lbs 5000 4000 

^fij^l ^ n,ach;Tiy eVOlved in these P^limlnary designs appears 
to fu into the avaTlable space in the XM-1  vehicle.    The mechan cal 

^In^ir^Th      comVor)entS: h0Wever WOuld have t0 be scrutinized more 
Vuntiyu    l      SySt?1 We',ght of approximately 16,000 lbs appears to be a 
light handicap and would have to be evaluated on the basis of the 

0 
i 

this application can only be evaluated afte   an   nien   ve a     S     'of the: 

complete system performance over the required mission profits and a 

t e s oeopinofh?HniCal   1ay?Ut iS conlPleted-    These tasks would be o ts de the scope of the present contract. 

3.I.2 Amphibious Vehicles Propulsion Systems 

LVA 

?nTlhl       f emtf0r Severa1  amPhibious vehicles were investigated 
To gather information on the characteristics of these vehicles and 
mtJVZTt^ re^i::ements' several  visits were made.    The first 
was to the U.S.  Marine base at Quantico, Virginia to discuss the 
requirements of an advanced amphibious Chicle drive 

The present vintage of amphibious vehicles are 25 ton tracked vehicles 
t a smi .?n m

f
ter^fd- Th^ ^ilize engines with mechanical-hydruic 

transmission for land operation and water jets at sea For the aduanroH 
under consideration,  the most dramatic perforLnce c ange des red I    to 

• raise the speed to -he range of 35 to 70 knots.    These high speeds Indicate 
| departure from the displacement type vehicle.    Candidate system      nc ude 

lamng hulls, surface effects, etc.     In these cases, a drastc redact on 

I        A1« ;er^geequired to bring the p^i5ion system ^ - 
i stli^nwT PrSent!d d ureview of the various ddvanced machines under 

and thf APD^      P,,,ent uth SpeC1al  en'phasis on the SE6MAG machine concept • and the ARPA program objectives. ^HL^L 
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Also performance characteristics for a  typical   tracked vehicle were 

h d a'ulir LnH "nipJnS0"S Were drawn between mechanical  and mechanical- 
hydraulic and electric  torque converters.    The electric drive provides 
ease of control, high maneuverability and high utilization of the or1 me- 
niover ratmg over a wide range of vehicle speeds.    Also, ele trie dr vr 
offers superior acceleration capability. eiectnc drive 

The need  to develop  reversing current collectors  for  the drive motors 

sc^aTsugg:s^d.Pr0grd^, t0 ^ Spec1fic ™M™ ™* ^ -n?rol 

The vehicle is  in  the very early stages of idea  formulation      Therefore 

of thpln an? the d.rive systems are t00 "pertain to permit an eJa'uaJ'on 
of the advantages that would be derived from an electric drive system 

r«fH0 .thH Iiniit!d funds' 1t appedrs thdt the USMC Program will be 
restricted to vehicle concepts based on currently available components 
or development systems sponsored under a broader program.      CO"ipontnt5 

NorfolJ "S? made t0 r^ NaVa1  AmPhibi°"S Warfare Board at 
o    t 1 art iT^if't They Werf interested ^ the present state- 
TP nnllr I        e]e^c propulsion systems as  they might apply to 
re-power a range of amphibious  vehicles  that they operate 

^Sh?DLPüeSe?tati0n was 9iven of Marine Propulsion Systems utilizinq 
the ARPA developed SEGMAG machine concepts and other electric pripulllon 

apptka'tions: ereSt ^ ^^ by the NaVy for Sever3' Ätla? 

Many questions were generated by these Operations  Personnel  reqardinn 
the application of the SEGMAG drive system.    The majority of ?hese questions 
concerned the liquid metal  current collectors, and centered on the foUolZl 
particular categories:     1)    The effect of pitch and rol    o      he     qu? ' 
-neta    in the collectors.    2      The types and methods of seals used to maintain 
t e liquid metal  in the collectors.    3)    The seals  requ red to main?ain 
the nitrogen gas in the machine and the amount of ni trogen requfred for 

oSlv^nH^ ^VT^ 0fJ1?u1d metal discharged f?om   he machine 
normally and under battle conditions.    5)    The effect on safetv to opr^nnnpl 

ZZnt\0nWTd mela] leakage-   6)   D"e to th^c^rto erases fn the e 
current collectors, what provisions are incorporated into the machine for 

oTth sdP1l
rr0n an? thrmal growth?   7)   Due t0 the Native   1 hmoniHty of these small  vessels what are the economics of this drive system? 
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3.2    CURRENT PROGRESS 

3.2.1     Tdnk   Propulsion 

svs Pm tn 1^1    ' ffon c°ntlnued on applyin9 the SEGMAG machine 
tanks i.inr^S^151?"- +

Sln^ the most desi>ed ^tribute of modern tanks is increased acceleration for more aqile mobility, increased 
horsepower per ton of vehicle weight is obviously the trend to follow 
Unfortuna e y,  increasing installed horsepower with preset day 
mechanical  drives usually increases  the enclosed volume and surface 
dH^s    ^Tthn  rh

e^1nng.more   armor  weight and more horsepower.     Electric 
drves    although heavy in comparison to mechanical  drives    o^fer one 
outstanding benefit that breaks this exponentially rising horsepower- 
w^ght trend,  and that is its freedom in mechanical  arrangement      By 
electrically separating the prime mover and the traction drive  'more 

. tank   amor weight.    Since this separation is accomplished electrically 
orsepower increases of the prime mover can be effected by increased 

speed and thereby increased power density. Utilizing this princ pie 
an improved performance tank drive system was developed.    The conceptual 

Th . IH5?5 70dü ar r Vf m0t0rs' aerators and control  unUs    * 
This modularization has distinct advantages  for both tracked and 
w eeled vehicles.     It also permits application to many vehicles of 
varying horsepower requirements  utilizing multiple    of the modular 
drive motors with corresponding prime mover sizes. 

3.2.2    Ship Propulsion 

Another trip was made  to  the Amphibious Warfare Board at Norfolk,  Virginia 
to inspect ships of the LCU class for possible application of SEGMAG 
nl^c ln3    Pr?fUlS10n s^tms-    The Present arrangement of diesels, 
?urMn^i    f      3 "" be.nl0dified t0 accommodate higher horsepower gas 
turbine-electric drive units without ma.ior hull  modifir.tinn. y 

3-5 
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SECTION 4 

CURRENT COLLECTION SYSTEMS 

4.0 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of  this  task are to study liquid metal  current collection 

mac ^ Znnn    t0 ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ for ^ segme magnet homopolar machines. 

Uf'ihp ^fnf1!^6-^60!^ objectives were:    1) to review the state- 
frillfTf I liquid metal  current collection system technology; 2)  to 
dentify preferred  liquid metals and preferred current collecto; designs 
nder a vanety of operating conditions; 3)  to identify the operational 

problem areas which must be resolved for successful  performance; 
4)  to establish the constraints which the liquid metal  handling and 

rrLIm3 n0^!^^5' M^^ and'  5)  to establish an experimental 
program to resolve the problems associated with liquid metal  current 
LUl  IfcrCLUij), 

During Phase  II  the objective was to evolve a  liquid metal current 
mAf ?'nSUltf e for.rational, constant speed machines o? the 
SG ^raantort0 ^^ 1 tS effeCti— - ^e 3000 HP demonstration 

During Phase  III  the current collector technology is being extended to- 

tion -InH10^1 high S^ed {f m/s collector sPeed) generX appll-' 
tmtnr. J* t ^  ^^^^ and variable speed applications such as 
motors and  torque converters. 

4.1     PRIOR AND RELATED WORK 

During Phase  I  of  the present ARPA contract,  a  preferred current 

ShL fhfe|J?!IftraS identified for unidirectional  homopolar machines, 
such as  the SEGMAG generator.    This selection was based on a review 
study of the complex electromagnetic interactions and forces which will 
be experienced by functioning collector systems under a variety of 
operating conditions and  liquid metals.    The preferred collector desian 

" u ^me^l  aniv0?NadnaChiJe T''' "th the l0W ^nsity sodtm- otassium liquid metal   alloy  (NaK)  confined in narrow circumferential  current 
tranfer zones      The    iquid metal  alloy gallium-indium (Gain) was selected 
as an alternative to NaK, especially for homopolar mach ne applications 
werein relatively low speed and high ambient magnetic field operatSJ 
hP r n °i    eHX1St'  0[1

1n Certain s1t"a«ons where liquid metal  handling may 
io ?<    ,^1?    a Pr0blr-    !he alternative choice of a higher density 9     y 

quid metal  was based on lower calculated power losses when run under 
te specified operating conditions.    Although not as compatible as NaK 

lend    i  self'toVr^r^r1^ mferialS' GaIn is ^ite easy to'handle ana  lends  itself to a relatively simple purification process. 
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Two of the greatest concerns  in applying liquid metal  current 
collectors are:    a)  the magnitude of power losses developed in the 
tluid; and, b)  the confinement of fluid to the current collection 
zones dunng all  machine operating conditions.    A complete discussion 

contract.COnCGrnS        COntained in the Previous  reP^ts under this 

During Phase  II  a   liquid metal   current collector  test facility was 
constructed and an experimental   test plan was  implemented  to resolve 
recognized problem areas  in applying liquid metal   current collectors 
^rt ot this effort included an evaluation of collector width effects 
on  the magnitude of  the ordinary fluid dynamic  power  loss      The effect 
of ambient radial  magnetic field and collector width variations on the 
eddy current power  loss was also investigated.     The remaining work 
effort consisted of experimentally evaluating the possible adverse 
effects which rotor rotational  speed, radial  magnetic induction, and 
load current have on  liquid metal  confinement in  the collection zone 
This effort culminated in the design and fabrication of the current  ' 

nf IMC0^ L      the Pr?t0iy?ic  SEGMAG 9en^ator.    A complete exposition 
of this work is contained in the previous reports  under this contract. 

During Phases II  & 
was evaluated in a 
Tests verified the 
machines of constan 
solid-liquid contac 
and a collector fil 
continued ot extend 
speeds for generate 
of reversible and v 
motor applications, 
include flooded,  un 

JHJf!3e
J
current collector design which was developed 

SEGMAG demonstration generator,  rated 3000 hp 
suitability of this collector for use in homopolar 
t speed  (to 67 m/s).    Concerns  include the collector 
t resistance, and its influence on machine efficiency, 
ling - critical  temperature characteristic.    Work 
the unidirectional collector technology to higher 

r applications.    Other work centered on development 
ariable speed collectors  for torque converters and 

Concepts being considered  in this development 
flooded, and hybrid collectors. 

4.2    CURRENT PROGRESS 

During this report period,  the theoretical  power loss and expulsion 
pressure expressions were redeveloped for collectors of the SEGMAG and 
high speed type to account for the solid-liquid-solid electrical 
contact resistance.    Calculations which illustrate the effects of 
contact resistance were made and the results are presented in this 
report.    Values of specific contact potential  were determined for 
collectors with copper and nickel  plated copper surfaces      These 
^rMflrinat!T were.made with the glove box test rig, using 3000 hp 
SEGMAG prototype size liquid metal   (NaK) current collectors and 
typical operating conditions.    Changes in the collector filling- 
critical  temperature characteristic were also observed as a function 
rLll t       1 ins^ation'  cover gas density (nitrogen vs.  helium), and 
contact surface treatment (bare copper vs.  nickel   plate 

! 

I 

1 

I 
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Current collector concepts were developed for the reversing unflooded 
motor applTcation. Specific configurations were defined and these were 
evaluated, based upon the previously-established list of criteria, to 
determine feasibility. Collector concepts which passed this screeninn 
procedure were recommended for further development. 

An analytical study of the hybrid current collector was made during 
the period. General expressions derived during the study permit cal- 
culation of pertinent collector design parameters and performance 
characteristics. Incorporating the mathematical expressions in a com- 
puter program, quantitative information was obtained for a selected 
hybrid pad collector. The selected design utilizer circular cross- 
section pads and they are applied in an axial mamor along one flat side 
wall of the collector rotor. 

I 
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4.2.1 SLGMAG Collectors 

Subsequent to making certain modifications, as discussed in the previous 
Semi-Annual Report, the demonstration SEGMAG generator was again tlsted 
under hujli vol tage-zero current open-circuit test) and high current- 
minimum voltage (short-circuit test) conditions. In general the 
collector performance characteristics were similar to those determined 

w riL teedPtroVrnnnUn' With ^e n0table exception- ^^0^^:: was limited to 90,000 amperes because of an impending instability in 
the annular gap NaK flow due to suspected MHD effects. However no hint 
of flow instability due to the load current-self field MHD expulsion 
pressure was evident during the recent tests. Stable perfomanceSas 
shown even though the SEGMAG generator test included Jortc?cuit 
current operation to a higher level of 110,000 amperes. Th  increase 
in performance capability may be attributed to the recent appl cation 
s dp' I' i1Calni^Ulati0n a10ng each collector's rotor  d ta' 0 
side walls. Although not considered to be a significant factor In the 

er?"batio .S;oU?h
ti0n' ^Se 0f the Ve^ ^w induction involv d, 

fhr .vi.i ?-'i. -^ fiUld fl?W " the anriular side Cha^ls due to 
annitpH !i f induced drculating currents will be reduced by the 
applied electrical insulation. 

Based on an analysis of the SEGMAG generator total performance an 
otherwise unaccountable machine power loss was attributed to ohmir 
dissipation in the current collectors. Higher than anticipated collec- 
tor ohmic power loss would occur if, for example, the solid-liquid 

re I t^ J' COnt?Ct KtentiaL' ^ and/or ?f the bulk 1 iquld medium re istivity is greater than predicted. Factors which relate to this 
situation include initial treatment of the collector solid surface and 

wo oha P inu-f10" 0f.fl'Uld n°W ins^ilities. The existence of a 
HnnP?n th! q  ;gaS medVUI"'/^her than a continuous flowing liquid 
ring In the annulus, would also result in an increase in bulk resistivity 
Rpr^rffV0^!1 resistdnce' hoth causing higher ohmic power oss 
Slntc0^ ^ l0Wer the contact res^tance through collector surface 

S^SNn^Sec^Z5^?6"^1' Prelinlinary reSUltS 0f this ^ ^ 
With a potential for the existence of significant levels of solid- 
Mquid contact resistance, it is deemed necessary to modify the theo- 
currpn ISfl 1°^  and exPu1siori Pressure expressions for liquid metal 
current collectors. The assumptions made and the conditions upon which 
these modified expressions are based are shown along with the liquid 
metal current collector model illustrated in Fig 4 2 
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Fig. 4.2.1.1:    Model  of liquid metal  current collector 

4.2.1.1    Ohmic Power Loss   (P ) 

From consideration of the potentials and around any given closed loop 
we obtain an expression for the circulating current density,  i   , in ehe 
liquid metal. J» jy» «n «.nc 

^V-2<l+^y+(|+ck)Jy-(ä+Ek)Jy. 
Then 

(4.2.1.1) 

awrB x 
Jy   TdT^y (4.2.1.2) 
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Assumptions: 

• Axial   component of magnetic field is small   (typical   for SEGMAG 
type machines) and neglected. WH'^i ^turiMb 

• Rotor and stator members possess infinite conductivity, but a 

interfaces reSiStance  (Ek)  exists at the solid-liquid-solid 

• jy = circulating current density (B  . wr effect). 

• J    = load current density  (constant across collector width for 
given value of current,  I/2Trrw). 

"    wUh'EhVv'alis/^ '^ V ^ ^ liquiJ nietal  are par3l1el 

An expression for the ohmic power loss per unit volume due to electrical 

coTtacts^onows      ^^^ metal  ^ the solid-liqUid-solid inte'face " 

2  /I 

Then,  the total  ohmic power loss is 

(4.2.1.3) 

i 

I 
I 

I 

! 

i 

Pa- 
VOl    " 

w 
t 2 

-w 
2 

1   .   ek,   ,.     .   ,  ,2 
h + ^r)   (L + J»)    2TTrd dx d '   ""y      y (4.2.1.4) 

Substituting Eq.   (4.2.1.2)  into Eq.   (4.2.1.4),  performing  the intearatinn 

toa'd":?^^9 " 0btain ^ ^ ^ ]^ ^ t0 th' ^rc^a^nrand"' I 

, UBy)
2(rw)3     I2(^.k) 

fi " 6    ,d       ~      + ~~27rw ' watts/collector (4.2.1.5) 

where: Pü = tota1  ohniic loss Per collector, watts 
oj = angular speed of rotor,  rad/s 

By ■ radial magnetic field, T 

r = collector rotor radius, in * 
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w = collector electrical  contact width, m 

d = collector radial  gap dimension, m 

' electrical  conductivity of liquid metal, mhos/m 

Ek  = solid-liquid-solid specific contact potential,  Vm2/A 

I  = collector load current,  A 

4.2.1.2    Rotor Drag Power Loss   (P,      ) —— ^ rägi 

cSllecPtorSrontorS 'Vuf^ ^1°? f0r the C1>culatinq current in  the collector   rotor.    This current is maximum at the rotor's mid-point 
and reduces to zero at each edge. 

1. = i x        ma x VA' (4.2.1.6) 

where 

w/2 

max JydA 

From the above expression and Eq.   (4.2.1.2) 

max 

^ g^By(rw)' 
: 4-Tdfe^y (4.2.1.7) 

Eqhen(4a2ain6)Sin9 Eq'   (4-2-1-2)  and s"bSt1tuting Eq.   (4.2.1.7)  into 

awBfrw)2      / 0wrBy 
■        Wotj' x2lTr dx 

x      4    (d+a 

ex'pres'slon belol"^9^110" ^ Simpli^in9' we ^ ^e rotor current 

rTowBv;r 2 

(4.2.1.8) 

I 
I 

fa^? f?p?HraC
R

ti0ri ^^^  the circulatiny rotor current,  1   , and  th 
H^,    J ^'A: CauSeS a rotor drag Power T3s?.    An element of thi drag loss  follows: 
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pdrag B ^dF « ur By1xdx (4.2.1.9) 

Power''fosses :'■   (4"2,1-8)  '^ ^'   (4-2-1-9)'  the total   ^tor drag 

w 2 
(2 vauB  r 2 

'drag  " Jw -
B
y  {^7 "")    - x2] dx 

'2 

Performing the integration and simplifying, 

p 1 (^)2(rw)3 

'drag ~ 6    Td T—' watts/collector, (4.2.1.10) 
(ö + '-k) 

Where:     Pdrag = rotor drag Power ^SS  per collector, watts. 

4.2.1.3    Total  Power Loss  (PT) 

PT = Pn + pdrag + P
vis' 

Wdtts/collector. (4.2.1.11) 

where:        PT = total  power loss per collector, watts. 

Pvis = fluid dynam^C  (viscous)  power loss per collector, watts. 

Pvis  = 4    fP   Ur)    r  (w + k),  from Eq.   (2)  of Semi-Annual       : 

Technical   Report for period ending May 31,   1974,  where 

the previously undefined  terms are: 

f ■ Fanning friction factor 

P = mass density of liquid metal, kg/m3 

k = additional  non-conducting rotor-liquid contact 
width, m. 

4.2.1.4    Calculated Total  Power ^oss  (JO 

^nn^^^J4:2-1-11^ "^illations of collector power loss for a 
3000 hp SEGMAG type generator were made, and these represent a wide 
range of collector widths and specific contact potentials.    Pertinent 
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cal 

r 

d 

= 0.178 m 

=  1.6 x  10'3m 
I  =  105 A 

f = 5.5 x 10~3 

k = 6.4 x  10"3m o - 2.2 x 106 mhos/m 
to = 377 rad/s p  = 850 kg/m3 

0.0,1 T 

I 

j 1 
I I 

i 
I 

Results of the powrr loss calculations are presented in Fig    4 2 12 
Hather large losses in power are noted to occur as the specific 
contact potential,  t.k, is increased, especially for narrow width 
collectors.    This is due to high contact resistance and resulting high 
ohmic loss associated with transferring the machine load current 
Optimum collector widths are indicated  (see  ■minimum power loss line') 
for the lower    evels of ( If it is assumed that .,   is  near zero, 
the optimum collector width is 0.5 cm.    Further reductions  in collector 
width are undesirable since that would result in an increase in the 
Ku loss-    If o^ 1arger i     values can be practically achieved, 
however, quite high power losles are associated with narrow width 
col  ectors.     In that case, increasing the collector width will  result 

Win^Kr H0SS-  +
Co!lectors of !-25 cm width  (selected for the 

JÜ00 hp SEGMAG demonstration machine) will  perform with minimum power 
loss if the specific contact potential  is 4 x 10-9 Vm^/A.     Increases in 
power loss above the minimum, with wider collectors, is attributed to 
viscous fluid drag associated with larger contact areas. 

4:2.1.5   Expulsion Pressure (P J 

Anaxially directed expulsion pressure is created within the collector 
läui '^i    5Ue ^ ä circumferential  self-magnetic field associated 
with both  load and circulating currents.    The model conditions 
which  the governing expression for this 
Fig.  4.2.1.3. 

pressure is based are 
upon 
;hown 

The circumferentially directed magnetic field induction in the liquid 
metal gap (B ) may be defined as 

B0 = udiHdp 

where n ■ 4n 10'7 

iHd. = i 

(4.2.1.12) 

enclosed 
8 (1 + I ) x   x' 
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Curve  680740-8 
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Fig.  4.2.1.2: 
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Calculated power loss  for 3000 HP SEGMAG type generator 
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Fig.  4.2.1.3:    Model  of liquid metal  current collector with load and 
circulating currents 

From Eq.   (4.2.1.8),  the circulating current along the rotor width is 

2 
nauB r 2        „ 

foHow'3' C0"'p0ne"t of the 'oad current enclosed may be expressed as 

I 
I 
I 

Z^rJ^ - x) 

or 

x      lL  ^2      wj' 

Then,  the field intensity (H) along circumferential  loops through th( 
liquid metal  gap is r ^ 
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JHd.   = H2^r   = (i     +  I   ) 
x X' 

Fro^t^previo^expr^ions deve.opod for ^ and Ix, a„d employing 

|J      r      I /W owB r Beaf^^-x)+TH4:T[(w)    .^ 
(4.2.1.13) 

The radial  current density in the liquid metal  i 

y     Jy 

Utilizing Eq.   (4.2.1.2)  the above expression bee omes 

I (jurB 

(4.2.1.14) 

i y 
: 27?w + (d+aej X (4.2.1.15) 

betweeTB1 andT'^ eXpulsi0n Pressure ^ to the MHD interaction 

Px = B^ dx 

reseDerctUlni?hpPl!ftUhe 1" ^ ^^^ nietal   alün9 the rotor width' wi th respect to the left-hand edge,  is 

P(x) 
w 
2 

B0J dx. (4.2.1.16) 

where w w 
2 - x - 2 

I 

Substituting Ecs.   (4.2.1.13)  and   (4.1.2.15)  into Eq.   (4 2  1   16) letting M    v   .<-. i . iuy, 

a -   
ii rw 

owB r 

Y        2. 

1 
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PXDrP^nL^/ ^J6^^1?" and simplifying we obtain the following 
currents ^pulsion pressure due to the load and circulating 

P(x) 
2 2 

= .1 /fi1—w + "-W  \  I* ,     \ 
2  U  2       "4—i  (?      x^ 

2 2 2? 
1     2        2 4"J   Ll?)    " x  ] 4   '   LV2 

3        -.        ,2 .4 
-a3[(|)    + x3]  +  ^    ^Wj     . x4]} 

4.2.1.6    Calculated Axial Expulsi on Pressure, (P ) 

fnSfh0
0?-Eq-.(4-M'l7)' calculations of the axial  expulsion pressure 

in the liquid metal for a fully loaded 3000 hp SEGMAG type generator 
were made      In addition to the parameters previously tabulated in Sec 
of 1   ^v ?n-§rC>SenVreSSUre "lculatio^ involved a collector width' 
ot   1.27 x 10      cm and an ,,   value of 3 x 10-9 Vm2/A.    Results of the 
calculations are presented in Figs.  4.2.1.4 and 4.2.1.5. 

The expulsion pressure caused by the combined load and circulating 
currents  is noted to increase axially from one edge of the collector 
gap width  to the other for load currents greater than 25 kA      The 
initial   reversal in the direction of expulsion pressure noted at 
re atively low load current is attributed to predominance of the cir- 
cu ating current.    Relatively large pressures appear across  the col- 
lector gap width at higher load current levels.    All  pressures    of 
course, must be counterbalanced in order to prevent gross  loss'of 
liquid metal  from the collector.    This is accomplished in the SEGMAG 
generator through self adjusting asymmetric extensions of liquid 
metal  along the collector's flat side walls. 

(4.2.1.17) 

'k 

Influence of collector contact resistance on the expulsion pressure 
is indicated by the contrasting sets of curves in Fiq 4 2 1 5 As 
increases from zero to 3 x 10-9 Vm2/A,  the circulating currents 

IfZTflL'^f t0 ^ an extent that n has smaller and smaller 
effects on the basic load current-self field interaction.    Very low 

Zt.? nL^  "üu6 ^'l  Pressures  in both directions  in  the liquid 
metal, placing the fluid in a state ol  tension.    This effect tends 
cause axial  separation of liquid metal  in the annulus, which is 
undesirable      If too severe,  this action would cause gross loss of 
liquid metal  from the current transfer zone, high bulk and contact 
res stance, and high ohmic power loss.     If present, a varying cl 

wou d    ikely cause sloshing action of the liquid metal   leading,kagain, 
to    ess efficient current collection and fluid spillage from the 

to 

! 
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Fig.  4.2.1.4; Calculated axial  expulsion pressure caused by load and 
circulating currents 
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4-2-2 High speed Collectors F-M- 4705 

Design work anJ 

4.2.2.] 
^Per^ental Test Results 

^he'effecl SfT?' pen"od a "urnber of exn    • 

14 is "esfrable that t, «"octors.  " ""u "^ "«G 

^tenmnations are summarized 

Collector 
Side 

Uninsulated 

Insulated 

Insulated 

Insulated 

Collector 
Contact 

Surfaces_ 

ßare Copper 

ßare Copper 

Bare Copper 

Nickel Plated 

N2 

N2 

Me 

Critical 
temperature 

@ 60 r/s, 
-ÜC1  

78 

62 

51 

<28 
FrO"i the above dafa    •      , 
stator permitfpH      '-^^^ting the flat .^ 
Wfthoüt sa7r1^n0l

9on^^?ant^0^ WanS 0f ^ ^otor and 
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collector ran in a helium environment,     finally,  temperature was  not 
round to be critical  in regard to liquid metal   filling of the collector 
down to 28 C. when the contact surfaces were plated with nickel  and 
operation was again in a cover gas of nitrogen. 

Although beneficial  results were shown experimentally for the above 
noted collector design changes and cover gases, a complete physical 
understanding of their effects  is incomplete at this time.    Conjecture 
as to the mechanisms which explains  the improved collector filling 
ability will   likely include gas-liquid flow dynamics as well  as foreign 
surface films and solid-liquid wetting. 

Previous experimental  and theoretical work point up a concern 
Ufor the effect of solid-liquid contact resistance on collector perfor- 

mance.    A knowledge of the magnitude of the specific contact potential 
is  necessary  to  the design of a  collector for minimum power loss 
Recent experiments were run wherein the contact resistance of collec- 
tors with bare and nickel  plated copper surfaces was calculable      Cal- 
culations of the specific contact potential  for the collectors were 
possible utilizing experimentally determined values of power loss 
associated with circulating currents induced by radial  directed magnetic 
fields in the liquid metal.    The difference between measured drive shaft 
power with and without an applied radial  magnetic field,  less a cor- 
rection for previously determined stray power loss, is  taken as the 
circulating current power loss.    An expression for that loss in terms of 
tk and the known operating conditions is obtained from the sum of 
Eqs.   (4.2.1.5) and (4.2.1.10), realizing in this case that the load 
current,  I,  is zero. 

, M )2(rw)3 

circ " 3 _,d T-'  0r rear™ginS terms (4.2.2.1) 
o       k' 

MUW    d 
■■k-3--pcl.rc---ö (4.2.2.2) 

! 

Utilizing the above technique, specific contact potentials were 
determined for collectors with copper and nickel  plated copper surfaces 
and these are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig.  4 2 2 1 
Despite scatter in the data, a  tendency is shown for the contactVesis- 
tance of both collectors to decrease with increasing temperature      This 
characteristic is possibly related to another experimental  observation, 
namely, an increasing fluid flow stability with rising temperature 
Lower resistance is  thus attributed to a larger solid-liquid contact 
area and to improved wetting at higher temperatures 
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4.2.3 Flooded Collectors 

Work during the period on flooded collectors is covered in the 
Machinery Section (2.3.3.2) of this report. 

! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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4.2.4    Unflooded Collectors 

In a horizontally mounted machine wi 
collector design problem becomes one 
the annular collector gap. For a mo 
be independent of rotor speed and di 
trifuyal forces induced by disk rota 
generators, cannot be used as the so 
of the liquid metal. The objective 
concepts for the current collectors 
to evaluate these, and to select the 
detailed investigation. 

th an unflooded active length,  the 
of confinement of the liquid to 

tor,  the confinement technique must 
rection of  rotation.    Use of cen- 
tion, as in the case of high speed 
le device for achieving containment 
of this study is  to develop new 
in an "unflooded" motor application, 
most promising ones for more 

During this  reporting period, collector concepts were developed, usinq 
the classification list  (Table 4.2.4.2) as a guide, and  these were 
evaluated using the n 

check-list. 
list of criteria   (Table 4.2.4.3) as a feasibility 

4.2.4.1    Reference Unflooded Motor Design-Collector Requirements 

JIlnn^f'T^" mtorf
de^  (Table 4.2.4.1  of the previous Semi-Annual 

Report), which was defined to establish approximate parameters as 
requirement guides for the current collector design, was modified 
slightly.    The axial   field through the collector was changed to 0 1 
lesla, a minimum axial  clearance requirement of 0.15 cm (0.06 in  ) was 
established, and the change in radial  gap due to machine operation was 
introduced as 0.11  cm  (0.045 in.) minimum.    These changes  have been 
incorporated in the revised Table 4.2.4.1  of this  report. 

The radial  clearance in a journal  bearing of a size adequate to transfer 
the machine torque,  has been estimated to be about 0.030 cm (0 012 in  ) 
which is the amount of additional  eccentricity that can occur due to  '   ' 
changes  in the shaft position with varying speed.    An additional  change 
in radial  gap will  be caused by any differential   thermal  growth of the 
rotor and the stator.    For example,  if the rotor and stator expansion 
ra

1fr,ar<; ^Se? upon thf ProPerties of iron  (expansion coefficient      117 
x 10-^ m/irc, 6.5 x  10-6 in/in0F)  then the differential   thermal  radial 
growth wi 11 be: i 

6p =  R a AT (4.2.4.1) 

-3 .. Sp - 1.07 x 10"J m/üC (0.234 x 10"J in/0F), 

for a radius, R = 0.914 m (36 in), and for a 280C (50oF) temperature 
ditterence: 

-4 
L : 3.05 x 10" in (0.012 in) 
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If the thenridlly-induced dimensional  changes are based upon the 
fn^n51^ COfh

fflc;ent of C0PP^  (« =  17.5 x  10-6 m/m'C.  9.7 x  10-6  in/ 
m F),  then the change in radial  gap would be: *  «u      m/ 

öp = 4.3 x   lO^m  (0.017 in.) 

ovno't9^1 dUe .t0 r°tational dresses, should be negligible at the 
expected tip speed. Therefore, the cumulative gap change that must 
be accommodated by the seal, including an additional 3.8 x 10!C(0 015 in) 
J^ dimensions tolerances, would be about 11 x 10-i (0.045 in) fo a 
tti L,  50 F maximum temperature difference). 

Table 4.2.4.2 

Classification of Unflooded Reversing Collector Concepts 

A. Sealed Annular Chamber (Seal Types) 

1. Rubbing - lip seal, face, radial 
2. hydrostatic - face, radial, floating 
3. hydrodynamic - face, radial, floating 
4. labyrinth - clearance, knife/groove, slinger, transverse gas 

flow, adjustable 
5. buffer fluid - liquid, gas, grease, wax 
6. electromagnetic retention - special field/current source 
/. absorbent (wick) - labyrinth, slinger/wick 
8. low-speed only - centrifugal, electromagnetic 
9. magnetic fluid 

10. surface tension - wetted/non-wetted surfaces 
11. solidification - thermal, chemical 

B. Conducting Seal 

1. conducting wick - stationary/rotating, fiber, foam 
2. hydrodynamic/hydrostatic 
3. flooded (alternately) labyrinth 

C. Low-Speed Flooding or Low-Speed Brush Contacts 

1. pressure-controlled volume 
2. pump/control system 
3. gas injection 

D. Axial Injection (or Radial Ejection) 

1. inertial containment 
2. venturi effect 

E. Zero Pressure (free-fall) 

F. Constant-Speed Seal-Rotor 
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4.2.4.2    Collector Concepts and Evaluation 

A.     Sedled Annular Chamber 

Al Rubbing Seal 

The peripheral  speed of the "reference" design  (17.2 m/s,    33BO ft/min) 
approaches the upper limit of about 17.8 to 25.4 m/s   (3500 to 5000 
ft/min) typically recommended for lip-type elastomeric oil seals   i-2 

Maximum pressure differential  capability recommended for this  type of 
seal  is about 69,000 N/m2 (10 psi).     In small quantities, the cost of 
relatively standard Buna-"N" seals, which generally use garter springs 
to generate lip pressure, is about $1  per inch of diameter, or about 
572 for the    reference" machine.    Catalog listed seals  of this diameter 
are about 1.91  x lO^m (3/4 in) wide and an inch or less in radial 
thickness.    Split seals are available to simplify installation 
Upecial  configurations con be made to order.)    Shaft eccentricities 
greater than 2.36 x 10"% (0.093 in) can be accommodated.    Standard 
Axial   Clamp Seals," which provide an axial  sealing lip, are also 

available.    These have an axial   length of 3.18 x 10-2m (1-1/4 in)  and 
a radial  height of about 1.27 x 10-2m (1/2 in), with an operating 
deformation of about 2.39 x 10"% (0.094 in). 

Figure 4.2.4.1  shows an arrangement of lip-seals which provide 
isolation of adjacent collectors in a multi-turn motor.    The chambers 
formed between collectors may be used  to introduce oil  droplets  to 
lubricate the seals and  to drain any NaK leakage that might occur 
Alternatively,  they may be filled with oil  to balance the gravity- 
induced pressure drop across the seal, which would otherwise increase 
from top to bottom.     In addition, it may be possible to circulate the 
oil  between the collectors at a rate great enough to cool  the collectors 

1 

Stator 
'-■v,        '.',«.! 

' 

W/ 7 s ///}//,'/ //)' • ■ • 

.   X ■ 777 
i—. . . , 

• 

» 
> > / / / / 

Rolur 

Conductor Bors 

Fig.  4.2.4.1:    Lip-Seal   Col lector Configuration 
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A rubbing seal,  which may ride on a very  thin  {\ 2.54 x 10"6m, 
1   x  10-4 in)   film of oil  or liquid metal,  should provide excellent 
containment.     Even without pressure balancing techniques,  these seals 
should be adequate for the expected ejection pressure of about 
20,700 N/n/  (3  lb/in?) in the "reference" machine.    Since therp is  no 
free surface of the liquid metal, aerosol   formation should not be 
problem unless   there is significant leakage. 

The power loss  in a rubbing-lip-seal  is difficult to estimate, but 
one supplier provided a rough estimate of radial  sealing force at 
the lip, as  131  N per meter (3/4 lb/in) of circumference.    If this 
value is used with an effective friction coefficient of 0 125,  then 
the estimated  power loss for the "reference" motor design becomes: 

Ps » ir D y m V = 1.63 kW (4.2.4.2) 

□ roblpm   linlp1;«;    thoro    ic    c-i rmi-F-i/-3r.+    1^^f,,„_ 

where:      D = diameter of seal 

u = friction coefficient 

m - radial  contact force 

V = rubbing velocity of the seal 

Another estimate of power loss may be made by calculating the viscous 
loss in a thin supporting film of oil, using the following express^ 
for power loss: 

Pg = (yV/h)UDL)V, 

Ps a  "DL  ,jV2/h (4.2.4.3) 

where in this case: 

P^ = power loss 

M = absolute viscosity 

D = diameter 

L ■ length of seal lip contact flm 

V ■ seal velocity 
h = film thickness 
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If an oil   film 2.54 x  10 
= 8.07 x 

loss becomes: 

(1 x 10 ■4in: 

CM. 4705 

thick is assumed, , Uh a 
= 8.07 x 10-3N sec/m2 (1.17 x 10-6 lb ,ec/^  the power 

Ps 
: 5310 kW per meter (135 kW per inch) of contact 1 ength 

If the contact length is assumed to be 7.62 x loA (0.030 in ), then 
the estimated power loss for each seal would be: 

4.05 kW 

The power loss can be reduced by usr.g a lower-viscosity fluid 
examp e^ if NaK is assumed to be the  lubricating film (u  = 5.2"x 
N-sec/n^,  7.55 x  10-8 Ib-s/in^),  th.^n 

For 
10-4 

0.261  kW 

!?5+M      r^ e H2?1d metal annulus  ('v 6 kW for a 1  i"-  collector 
Dernfhlhl^ÄÜS*1011 0f

1f
he!e |0SSeS must not GXceed the '^ximum 

obStives Per COllector) based on machine efficiency 

Liquid metal  circulation requirements are expected  to be quite 
flexible for this concept.    Minimum  flow rate would be based on purifi- 
cation requirements and replacement of any leakage that might occur 
A    batch    loadmg system may be feasible.    An oil  separation system 
may be necessary,  but contamination  (oil-in-NaK or NaK-in-oil) should 
De small  and simple gravity separation techniques may be applicable. 

A smooth rotor with axial  insertion  into the stator appears feasible 
with this design.     This may greatly simplify assembly, and axial 
movements should not be a problem.    Simple components and perhaps 
off-the-shelf components can be used for sealing.    This would result 
in minimal  fabrication and component costs.    No compatibility problems 
are foreseen    however,  "aging"  (loss of elasticity) of Buna-V1 or 
other possible seal  materials should be investigated. 

Although seal   life should be long, once a satisfactory design has been 
established, it is possible that contaminants  (such as ox Jes) would 
reouce the operating  life of the seals.    On-site seal  replacemen? aooears 

a spin stator      However, seal  replacement should be a relatively simole 
operation,  if the motor is taken out of service. 
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The use of simple lip-type oil seal appears to be feasible for larqe 
otor applications where the tip speeds are about 17.8 m/s (3500 f/min) 

or less. The low cost of these seals makes the experimental evaluation 

n ^S ' relfive^ srle ^-     Initial tests, to evaluat 
tip-speed limits, oxide-induced wear, and "aging" effects can be run 
on a simp e shaft and smaller diameter seals (at increased rpm) 
Subsequent evaluation of large-diameter seals would also be inexpensive 
because the seal cost would add little to the cost of the test set-up 
required for any full-size concept evaluation P 

hi 

i 
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A2- Hydrostatically-Positioned Seal 

A hydrostatically-positioned seal uses gas or liquid pressure differences 
to control the STZC of a small gap between the rotor and the stationary" 
seal. An Tncreasc in the seal gap tends to increase the leakage flow 
from a chamber; this reduces the chamber pressure, thus creating a force 
Which bnngs the seal closer to the rotor and maintains the small gap. 
The seal may be positioned either axially, against the face of a disk 

nfhliü?: ^Z3^?11^ in
u
which case the seal ring must be segmented or 

Otherwise flexible enough to permit the changes in diameter required to 
Toiiow rotor thermal expansion and dimensional tolerance variations. 

Two important considerations in the seal design are the selection of 
fluid used In the seal, and the pressure in the seal chamber. Three 
fluid types may be considered: the cover gas, an oil, or the liquid 
metal itself  For the large circumference, even a very small seal 
clearance would result in a significant leakage into the machine if NaK 
were used. Therefore, use of NaK requires an added drain chamber; 
Otherwise, it would not satisfy the objective of near-zero leakage into 
the machine. An added drain chamber is also required with an oil or 
gas buffer f uid (Figure 4.2.4.2), unless the buffer pressure is higher 
than the collector pressure (Figure 4.2.4.3). In that case, however, 
buffer fluid will enter the collector, and it must be demonstrated that 
there Is no resulting deterioration of collector performance. Another 
consideration is the possibility that MHD-induced forces will upset the 
pressure balance if the liquid metal is used for this purpose. 

It may be desirable to segment an axial seal (as well as the radial 
seal) if dimensional controls, such as flatness, become difficult for 
rings of such large diameter. In this manner, or by making the seal 
ring very flexible, the seal clearance can be kept small at all points 
along the circumference. In any event, it will probably be necessary 
to provide local pockets (chambers) along the seal circumference so " 
that an angular shift of the ring axis would provide a restorina 
moment. This restoring force might not exist for a complete annular 
pressure pocket. 

Seal clearances of about 2.54 x ICf5!!) (1 x 10'3in) or less should be 
achievable with hydrostatically-positioned seals. Fluid leakage 
through such a narrow annular gap would be approximately:3 

n - iTDh3AP 
q '  l^iL ' 

where:  q = leakage flow 

D = seal diameter 

h = seal clearance 

Ap = pressure drop across seal 
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Fig. 4.2.4.2:    Hydrostatical ly-Positioned Seal   (Sealed Drain) 
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Fig.  4.2.4.3:    Hydrostatically-Positioned Seal 
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u   = absolute viscosity 

L = width of seal   land,  in  the direction of  leakage  flow 

sLlM^o^0^:560'10"' ViSC0US ^ l0SS associa^ with this 

P'     =    TTDUVVh, 

Equations   (4.2.4.3)  und   (4.2.4.4) may be combined  to  find: 

P' o - "2D2V2AP h2 

s H "72        * 

(4.2.4.3) 

(4.2.4.5) 

fi «on TV Ti    m\e1 ^q^d-metal ejection pressures of roughly 
6,890 N/m    (1  psi)  (at the top)  to 20,700 fW (3 psi)   (at the bottom) 

n average of at least 13,800 N/m? (2 psi) can be assumed to IndSce 
leakage from te collector.    (The gravity head could possibly be 
balanced by a buffer liquid.)    To provide some margin, a pressure 

cllcula^on '        N/      (3 PSi) Win  be USed in 'he leakage 

For the specific case where: 

D =  1.83m (72 in). 

V -  17.2 m/s   (57  ft/s) 

Ap =  20,700 N/m2  (3  psi), 

and if the units for "P^' are (kW), h(m) and those for V are  (cc/min). 

P; q  =  1.01  x  1012h2, 

lin    I6 ^ r    Pu( 1S 1ridePenderit of M and L)  is plotted in 
hn^ 4-2-4:4

kf
lch Pewits  the selection of a seal  gap that provides 

both acceptable power loss and acceptable leakage.  y P Provides 

Equations   (4.2.4.3)  and   (4.2.4.4) may also be combined in a manner 
which eliminates the variable clearance V to find: 

i 
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(4.2.4.6) 

"enÄ5^?^^1^^^ I and/P' th's «P^^on is also pre- 

nurogen viscositipt      /it ^ VJ J9 values of L for NaK, oil. and 
Mg.  4.2.4.4 apllyoiiJ«"    ^1?" not«' '"»t the equations  used for 
a specific desigVis selected )'       '■e9'me and s',ou,d be revised when 

in ^iX^^Tt^tl^TofZ'll f ^U;d metal ,s 'Cerent 
Uself has been ruled-out unless in Innff-5"5.'51' tllc ,H'uid metal 
This leaves designs such as thL ^^add'?,0nal drain is incorporated 
where a buffer fluid prevets?«!,«^/;.,1'1??- '■ZA-2 a"d 4 2 4   ' 

v^ed that a^abl^ o^]^ cSi^^rbe^l^^er"'' 'r° 

Pocket.     If,  for simplicity    a buff If n the P0S1 tion-control 

half entering the seal  drain chLblr       f6;^ "2 %* ^l™ and the 0ther 
wider seal  would be desirable      In tMc 9aS  buffer (N2    is used, a 
0.5 in) would Pernnt a o t 4(4960)        9 84neV'/Sea\ie,n9?h ?f 1 ^^ ^ 

gas  leakage.     It is  difficult to estimate S c   ^", (0-7 cfm)  of buffer 
a detailed design of the seal  is c^fL^nwM63^965' however' ^fore 
seal  clearance can be determ npH COpPleted a"d  ^ pressure drop and the 
•27 to 1.02 x 10-5^(0 oooT o 0 0004 inf^V-^^ in clearance ?L 

leakage rates  to half^he values shown above      ' JUSt ab0Ut CUt the 

P^^ on the seal   ring) 
better defined.    The i^rt ai    0

P^e '    '.^^L0?'"6^ ^ Seal  d«ign are 

Power loss and seal  leaktgetV^rbeen^tlSzed^'6"0^ betWePn ViscOUS 
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For an oxially-applied seal,  radial   thermal  expansion will   not affect 
operation    a though    there must be sufficient clearance in the stater 
to permit relative radial   expansion without creating binding or friction 
forces that would interfere with axial  motion.    The 3.05 x uHm 
0.012 in)  potential  radial   shift of the rotor due to bearing clearance 

e e9    s9n    HenCnIPi,red ^J** 9-15 )   10'lm (36  '^  collector radius mere also should be no problem in accommodating larqe relative axi^l 

(THna/;62 ^101 t0 1;52 X 10"3m (fJ-030-0.060 in') tf the static seal 

rest^Hn^for« irthTse'a]2 ^ ^"^ ^^ t0  the ^^rostatic 

felaHv^tho^1!60 Sea1'  h0We^r- mu]d have t0 be ^gmented to permit 
s tti    L? fH  t'XPanS1?n anJ 1n ?ddltion n,ust be desl>ed t0 "«ke the static seal  friction negligible relative to the restoring force to 
accept movement due to rotor bearing clearance.    In this case axial 
rotor movement would cause no problem. 

A detailed examination of thermal  gradients in the seal   ring will  be 
required to assure that distortion of the sealing surface does not 

«Urm.c Inl ringS *"]   ^"i™ a key to Prevent station due to 
viscous forces.    The magnitude of the viscous torque can be determined 
from the power losses defined earlier- aeterminea 

T = Ps/(., 

where: Ps = viscous power loss 

(4.2.4.7) 

a) - rotor angular velocity 

T = viscous torque 

The force on a key or keys at the seal diameter would be: 

i 

i 

I 

t 

I 

l 

Fk  = T/R 
(4.2.4.8) 

where:    Fk = tangential   force on key 

R ■ seal  radius 

For the present case, with: 

R - 9.15 x   lO^m  (3  ft) 

u " 18.9 rad/s   (180 rpm) 

P - 4 kW/seal, 
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Fk  - 231   N  (52  lb)  per seal   (max) 

Add  tional   areas of concern which should be investigated when a more 
definite design TS estabhshed are the stability of the seal  in relation 
to oscillation of the ring  (both parallel  movement and tiUing of ihe 
ring) and in response to acceleration loading.    The possibility of 
partnculate oxide material   reaching the seal/rotor interface and causina 
abrasTve wear should also be considered.    The possible "aging"  (loo?9 

sin    C1
R

ty) 0Uh? 3tat!c sedls should be investigated if a mater? 
hP p ^ai-N    1S-US.ed !0r

1J
this aPPHcation.    However, minor leakage at these sealing points should not be critical. 

A radial  application, which results in a more complex seal, might 

Shi! CTnrS r0t0r (free 0f P^ections) and therefore a9 simpler 
SD?U If;JX«1!y;fOSltl0??S SealS Pr0bab1^ require a horizontally- spllt stator as well  as split seal   rings.    Additional  design effort 
is  required  to establish an assembly procedure. 

miv'bP^ffprtpH1  S?h1  CM?r!nCe! aure necessa^' ^chining requirements 
rotor wnL^hi-' ablllt>'k?f the seal  to follow movements of the 
rotor will  establish permissible run-out tolerances, and this must be 

aTaxT 1   ^ann9 /H^'6!  f51"9" an? PerhapS experimentation.    Flatness 
of an axially-applied seal   (or circularity of a radially-applied seal) 

0 0005 JTlnfr1"9 ;r0blem d?e  t0  the Sma11   Clearan«    ' 0.012    mm, y 0.0005 in) and  large diameter  U 1.83m,  -v 72 in), unless  the seal  rinn 
is made sufficiently flexible so that it conforms to ?he rotor 9 

IC^M    i0!! C0St Sh0uld be 1nvest1gated when a more definite design is estaDiished. 

Under ideal  operating conditions, no seal  wear would be expected since 
no mechanical  contact occurs, unless contaminants seriously block  the 
flow restrictions,  forcing the seal  against the -otor, or oxide 

ornh1.h !ShIe5UU-1nif ra5iVe Wear'    Seal  ^placement or repair would probably be difficult and expensive. 

^^Urri,rr^hydr0^tatically-positioned seals dPPear to be feasible, 
although the ability to maintain the small  clparances on large di'ameter 
ring, must be demonstrated.    Conformity of a  large-diameter ring to the 
mating rotor surface may be a problem unless the ring is segmented or 

to llcnlV.f^T* hnd T^yVS 0f the P^ure-balance system remains 
to be completed        t has the advantage that the collector annulus may 
be circumferentially continuous, and it has only one pair of solid 
hquid contact surfaces.    The seal  rings will  probably have to be 

relaH.P .h      T^1'   ^rp0SeS   (for an axial  5eal) ^ to accommodate relative thermal  expansion. 

It!lS..SÜÜCeP! ^  Probie,,,s and advantages  that are similar to those of 
the    Hydrostatically-Positioned Collector"  (B2, below), and these 
design studies will  be continued in parallel  so that an early selection 
between the two may be made. aeieuugn 
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A3.    Hydrodynamica11y-Pos11ioned Seal 

A hydrodynamically-spaced  seal  has  the advantage (over hydrostatics) 
that a significant chamber pressure is not required.    This could rlduce 

e    aoaJ m a f7C1':CUlati0n 0r leakage from the collector      Howe 
±17 2 m/s n^n fw ^i"'0^ operation at speeds between zero'and 
fn. lubri^led0 seaK^'  1S '  ^^ ^™*<* ^ * dynamic fluid 

An estimate of the feasibility of low-speed operation may be based unon 
semi-dry friction induced power loss.  / p 

FfV uAp{7rDL)  V (4.2.4.°) 

where P    - 

rf    B 

V    = 

V 

Ap 

D 

L 

power loss 

circumferential  friction force 

seal velocity 

friction coefficient 

average pressure difference across seal 

seal diameter 

seal face width 

P    =    414 kW/m (10.5 kW/In.) of seal  face width 

iLtbAüt 5,kWJJ^1™"1 loss P^ seal   is permitted,  the speed at which the 
hydrodynamic film becomes effective must be less than: 

u   ■    (5/10.5)  180 r/min % 86 r/min   , 

for a 2.54 x 10"2 m  (1   in.)  seal face width. 

If, for simplicity, a Rayleigh stepped  bearing  is assumed, the opti 
load carryinc capacity would be:4 p 

W   =   MLB 

mum 

h' 
(0.03438)   , (4.2.4.10) 
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where w    =    load 

u    -    absolute viscosity 

V    B    velocity of rotor 

L    -    bearing  length normal  to motion 

B    =    bearing  lennth in direction of motion 

h    =    minimum film thickness 

The  beiring   load  pressure is defined as: 

W/LB =  5HVB (0.03438). (4.2.4.11) 
h 

Vnlil I.       .  ,1°   +
m   u0-5 ^^ and if an effective support area of 

«SlJ^ufT^  (dUe t0 the reversing Requirement), to give the required 
effective load pressure as 27.600 N/mZ  i  0.40 = 69,000 N/tn2  (10 DSI 

hen    cr a NaK lubricant, (p = 5.21  x 10-4 N-sec/m^    7 55 X 1-8      -^ 
sec/in.^) eq.  4.2.4.11  gives 

h - 1.85 x  10'5 m (0.730 x 10"3 in.), at full   speed  (180 r/miV 

At 86 r/min: 

h = 1.85 x  10"5 m (86/l80)1/2 

h - 1.28 x 10"5 m (0.505 x 10"3 in.) 

This adequate film thickness indicates that a hydrodynamical ly-spaced 
seal   is probably feasible, although low-speed losses will  probably be 
InS cnäS   compared to a hydrostatically-positioned seal. (Power limits for 
low-speed operation have not yet been established). urmts ror 

Two configuration alternatives are shown in Fig.  4.2.4.5.     In configuration 
(a      the gap of tl.e two independent seals  (and'therefore the leakage) 

. will   increase with increasing speed.    In configuration (b). the sum of 
I the two gaps Is controlled by machining  (or shinning at assembly    the 

D?essnri PH^Jr.^^f1 ^^  and the h>'d™dynamic forces   (and the 
(pressurized NaK)  tend to center tne seal  assembly around the rotor 

i 
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Config. (a) 

Stator 

Dwg.   6J55A8J 

Stationary hydro- 
dynamically - positioned 
seal 

Rotor 

Stator 

\\\ V\V^ 

Config. (b) 

Hydrodynamic Step 

P*. ■ .^ / m    A ; 

Hydrodynamic Step 

J^aJ 

. 

Rotor 

I 

FIG.  4.2.4.5.    Hydrodynamically-Positionec! Seal: 
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to achieve the very close tolerances necessary for the seal   interface 
and an externally-pressurized or spring-loaded face may be required. 

Since an axial  seal   Is used, radial  clearance is a possible prohlnm only 
tor the static seal   between the collector seal  and the stator housino, 
which must accommodate relative thermal growth.    This seal  also must per- 
mit relative axial movement due to axial   shifts of the rotor.    Thermal 
distortion of the sealing surface could be a problem.     Keying of the seal 
Lo the housing probably will   be necessary to prevent seal  rotation      The 
effect of acceleration loading will   have to be determined when a specific 
application  is defined. 

Machining tolerances for the large-diameter seal  ring will  be very tight 
to maintain the small  gap and to achieve the proper hydrodynamic wedqe 
effect      Possible "aging"   (loss of elasticity) of the static seal material 
should be investigated.     It uould probably be desirable to have a  hard 
surface or a removable bearing face applied to the rctor so that damage 
or wear will   not destroy the rotor.    Potor face and  seal  materials must 
be selected to min mize wear.    Circulation system reouirements will  dppend 
primarily on purification. 

The axially-applied  seal  will   probably have to  be split  and rioidly 
joined again after assembly on the rotor.    Once this  is accomplished,  it 
may be possible to install   the rotor axially into a  smooth stator bore, 
as shown  in Fig.  4.2.4.5, thus eliminating the need for a split stator 
and simplifying the design.     If the rotor can be pulled out axially, 
the sealing system can  be easily repaired or replaced,  providing that 
consideration is given to the use of a  hardened or removable collector 
rotor bearing face as noted above. 

The use of an Oilite-type porous bearing may be considered,  but the path 
of recirculation of lubricant must be defined for the required face- 
type bearing, as opposed to the conventional journal   bearing application 
Oot  that material.     (A continuous radial   seal  cannot be used'because of 
the potentially large relative thermal  growth which could reduce the 
radial   clearance). 

Although this concept appears to be feasible it is probably best 
considered as part of the hydrostatically-positioned  seal. 
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A4 Deep-Groove Labyrinth 

Since the groove depth must be small   in comparison with the collector 
diameter    a deep-groove labyrinth will  still  have to contain a 
Vb/iTh fo" f^j^-1"^^  P^ssure head of about 15,170 N/V  (2.2 
b/m    J for  a filled collector annulus.    Since the leakage would be 

large    or the required  seal  clearance of about 1.02-1.52 mm  (n 0 o 

fe?s?b p"onl!V?J ll" an efenSive Sea1  lenf,th'  the ""«Pt m ght be feasible only if the expulsion pressure is minimized.    The major 

^io.HH^Tfr'' due t0 gravny' m^ be minimized by establishing a 
liquid meta    flow rate such that  the frictional  drag at the co lector 
wall   is just equal  to the gravitational   body force. collector 

For a static rotor and a uniform-thickness annular collector aroove    and 

nW.6^9! 01  liqUid metal  0CCurs'  the ^circulating      qid'Ttai 
nltZ^ ätnthet0P wni  be SP1^ ^"y between the two  col  ector 
Paths and will join again at the bottom of the collector.    In each path 
the flow velocity will  be constant at: P 

where: 

Q/2A  , (4.2.4.12) 

Q    =    liquid metal  flow rate 

A    =    collector area 

be^Uen^s:^10'10^1 ^  l0SS  in head' B<™ulli's equation may 

where; 

P/y + v^/2g + Z1  - P^, + fag + j^ + hf,   (4.2.4.13) 
I 

P 

Y 

V 

v 
z 

pressure 

density 

velocity 

head loss due to wall friction drag 

height (location) relative to bottom of 
collector, and the subscripts relate as 
follows: 

1. inlet (at top of machine) 

2. variable point between top and bottom, 
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whore: 

Since the velocity will be constant: 

v1 
B v«, and 

hf - f(f./d)v2/2g , 

f    =    friction factor 

i    '    length of circumferential path 

d    =    hydraulic diameter. 

Then, Bernoulli's equation may be re-written as: 

(Pg-P^/Y ^  (Z1-Z2)-f(Ä/d)(v2/2g), 

AP    =    Dy - fU/d)(//2g)Y. 

E.M.  4705 

(4.2.4.14) 

(4.2.4.15) 

For a rectangular collector channel,  the hydraulic diameter is: 

d    -    4(cw)/2(c+w), (4.2.4.16) 

where: 

d    =    2c/(l+c/w) 

c    =    radial  col lector gap 

collector width 

Ü 

If the radial dimension is small in comparison with the width, the 
hydraulic diameter is approximately: 

2c. 
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For a value of AP - 0, from top to bottom, equation (a.2.4.16) gives: 

f(7ID/2)(v
?/2g) = D(2c). 

2 
v  - 8gc/nf. (4.2.4.17) 

The Reynolds number for flow in this annulus is: 

R  s vd _ 2vc 
Ke   T   '    ~    ' (4.2.4.18) 

v s 1.72 m/s  (5.G4 ft/s) 

The corresponding liquid metal flow rate (in two parallel paths), for 
each cm of collector width would be: 

Q a 6,530 cc/min, per cm of width 
(16.9 in.3/':-, per inch). 

1 

1 

i 
where: 

v = kinetic viscosity. 
I 

lLlhe T^31 c°llector 9^ 1s selected as 3.18 x lO'3 m (0J25 in.),  the 
r ol    r?^-61^^lP^may be combined   (for NaK. v = 2.32 x    0^ J/hr, 6.95 x  10 o ftVsec) to find: ' 

f    =    32gc3/T.v2R2 

e 

f    =    7.68 x  106/R2 (4.2.4.19) ij 

This expression may be used with the curves of friction factor vs "R " 
for very smooth pipes to find: p 

f : 0.027 

Re 
s 16,900 - 

t 
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The above values seem possible to achieve. Some pressure inequality 
WT! exist alonq the flow path due to the fact that the friction drop 
is linear along the angular (circumferential) path while the qravity 
head is linear wtth vertical height, but this deviation is probably 
small. More important will be the effect of rotation and surface condi- 
tions on the friction factor, and changes of properties with temperature. 

In any event, some pressure will probably be necessary to assure low 
contact resistance, or will be caused by magnetic or acceleration forces 
Rotor eccentricity due to hearing clearance is another source of 
pressure build-up and velocity variation due to the varying gap thickness 
Therefore this technique is not recommended for use alone but may be 
considered for incorporation into another system in order to reduce the 
expu ision pressure. 
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A5• Yau"able V1scosity Buffer Material 

This concept woud utilize a  sea! made of a material  with a  low viscosity 
in the rotational direction  (perhaps at a local  radial   position) but 
with sufficient strength to prevent extrusion in the axial  dirpction 

MC0S? *  10-3 ^nlln^ Vl""7 0.fuSOlidS  1arqer than  the  ^'^ W {^1.52 x 10 3 m,  0.060 in.)   In an adhering liquid retained by the" 
particles. 

ince no material of this nature is presently available, the concept 
ould not be fully evaluated and therefore it was dropped from further 

Since 
c 
consideration. 

I 

i 

1 

I 
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where: P  --  ohmic  power loss   (watts) 

b      length of element  in direction of current flow  (m) 

length of element in direction of magnetic flux  (m) 

(vol)      bit = volume of element 

P  =   liquid metal   resistivity  (fj-m) 

^nHSnnC!!lC examP]e'  to establish the order of magnitude of pressure 
build-up and power loss that might be obtained, we may select: 

1/p  = 2.20 x  106 mhos/m  (NaK) 

J  = 6.20 x   10G A/m2  (4,000 A/in2) 

B = 1   T 

P/ä = 6.20 x  106 N/m3  (22.8  lb/in3) 

K/V0,        9 9      .n6    u     /      ^7.5 x lO0 W/mJ  (286 W/inJ). 
2.2 x 10   mhos/m 

r^nn^/T;/6 S?leCt a radiä1  garj of ]-27 x 10"3"' (0.05 in), and 
conlaoV^Lete?:1 )  COntain,nent ^'"^  then  f0r a  1-^ m  ^ ^ 

I  =  27,600/6.20 x  106 = 4.45 x  10"3m  (0.175  in). 

P =  17.5 x  106   (1.27 x  lO"3)   (4.45 x  lO"3)   = 98.8 W/m  (2.50 W/in) 

of ci rcufuference 

P a 98.8 x TrO.83)  = 568 W 

^U^  ?ea1^nn^US at 27'600 H/m2  (4  lb/in2)  ^ 4-45 x  10-3m 
fi'nL I ;n;.1en9th,  the required current and voltage  (for radial  current 
flow and circumferential  flux) would be: current 

I  = r.20 x  10    A/m    x 7,(1.83 m)   (4.45 x  10'3m)  =  159,000 A 

V - P/I  -  568/159,000 - 3.57 x  10'3 volts 

(An additional  voltage drop would be introduced due to contact 
resistance.) 

i 

r 
! 

i 

i 

! 
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For circumferential   current  flow and  radial   flux: 

I = 6.2 x  106 A/m2 x 1 

E.M.  4705 

27 x   I0"3m x 4.45 x  10'3- m - 35 A 

V = P/I =  568/35 =  16..  volts   (neglecting contact drops) 

§?lf:[i£ld_Concegt  ' 

j   . iiquia metal  back  toward the collprtnr      a fk^,,i^ 

P = (5/6) M f.2 J2, 
(4.2.4.22) 

where: u = ga P permeability (% 4* x 10'7 hy/m) 

e' TyiiLXfUi ^:?Tiremion into tbe contai™e"t 

Tne ohmic power loss was found (as above) to be: 

P = PJ2 (vol) = pJ2(1,D£t), 

wi th: 

J " V/pb, 

(4.2.4.23) 

(4.2.4.24) 
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Stator 

^\\\\ 

vV 

Liquid Metal 
DWK.   6355A8 3 

\\\\\   / \   V\ \\ 

YTTÄ-w..,  r~-^\ U 

Rotor 
Local conductors 
embedded in iron 
alternately - connected 
to +&-terminals 

Liquid Metal 

'   Iron 

Fig.  4.2.4.6:    Self-field electromagnetic  (E.M.) containment 
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where: V = applied voltage between conductors 

b = circumferential spacing of conductors 

D = collector diameter (1.83 m) 

Equations (4.2.4.22) and (4.2.4.23) above, may be combined to find: 

P = enDtp, /Su?.. 
(4.2.4.25) 

for a  radial   gap  (t)  of 
27,600 n/mc   (4  psi): 

P  = 87.5/,. 

27 x  10    m  (0.05 in)  and a  pressure of 

(4.2.4.26) 

For an acceptable power  loss  limit of 5 kW,  the minimum lenqth of liquid 
metal  extension into the gap, would be: 

^ = 87.5/5,000 - 0.0175 m  (0.688 in) 

Equations   (4.2.4.23)  and   (4.2.4.24) may be combined  to show: 

V/b =  (Pp/TiD£tr 

For the 5 kW condition, above,  the resulting value becomes: 

V/b = 4.21   vülts/m  (0.107  volts/in).* 

(4.2.4.27) 

(4.2.4.28) 

ihe spacing of conductor bars must be selected to minimize the probability 
of a droplet escaping without "shorting" of two adjacent bars      If a 
^Pacing Of 3.18 x  10-3m (0.125 in), is selected,  the supply voltage would 

V      4.21   x  3.18 x  10"3 - 0.0134 volts, 

and  the corresponding current  (for a  full   ring) would be: 

I  -  5,000/0.0134  «  373,000 A- 

Contact resistance would increase the required supply voltage, but would 
also increase the power loss. ^  i       -^ 
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A power source of this type does not appear to be feasible      If a 9T240wLrsii"^-«i*thes*"-^c?: e
£qu in 1 

E.)uat on   4 2 422   shois 1^^ .^""f1'/01'^ 1'ncrease Proportionally; 
t e bars   ou,d d^al ^„tJeSl ^Täl Zul^T^lf* I 

§^§rD§l:field Concept 

A practice!  configuration which will   nrovidp ei+hor      ^«^ 

0 'odificat-on 0?       n       - ,e    a 0 ce'pt"   io^l H rl6" f0Und-.  Therefore ■ 
d^aorf9^^^'65 0f al™ Pofarfl'l^'b^t e       be fSc" tn  ' ' 

Rotational  Force Concepts 

LTrPnt  ?! fh! cirrCUl^  in Provjding either circumferential   flux or 
cut rent    n the seal  annul us, it may be preferable to produce a circum- 

dirlct oL     Th dUe ^V6^6 CUrrent in the other'two ort 0 ona 
thin h The resultant circumferential motion of the liquid metal  can 

s    suTa's a  ^"n^hr^1  ^^'^^ by the use of Ä fn rl^f      5 I    W'^-back-1 seal, or by using a  "manometer effect" due 

buVS ^^äI ^ai;sircepts have not yet bee" ^ ^^ 

^TtltVlu.^ "'"^ P0SS!.b!e ""durations, it is recommended that ' 
ZTZstet ^^Ihis" fa^5 Cate9nry' aUh0U5h "» -«factory arran9e- 

I 
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^.'"^ Prove ad äntaneoUs    H by Perh^s ^Pr v nj1    p
ed ^"^"S of large 

whl^ will fin  thertdul       ever' ff a nexiblf If Wettln9 dction. 
'ovement of the rotor      ?    9ap and stin  permU rp f.  

nal Can be ^und 
l^ and should be consil" f*6^31  then beSL   ?!tVe exDa^7on and 
Mrodynannc Sea] dlscu cL6? 'Lf? al^^at^Tto  Z*!*™*'  *  r^bfng 
foametal" or  "Feltmetai" (A1) and  (A3) abovo      M !1p"Seal  or 

figurations coulH K ' elastomer soonnp    .        '    Mater1als such 

estabbshed at this time. 

as 

A8. Low-Speed Seal 

when the 
taJ against the 

dropout" speed 

r 4-51 
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A9.    Magnetic F1uid 

The tachnology involved in the suspension of a solid electromagnetic 
niler in a  liro;d  for use as a  seal,  has  been under developmont by 
Ferrofluidics Corp.  and has resulted in their "Ferrometic" rotary seal 
A cartridge seal  of this  type is presently being tested at the 
Westlnghouse Research Labs.    The peripheral  velocity limit for this 
S!,n?]nn1S/a.b0Ut  7-11  m/S   (1400  ^/min),    3.81  x  lO^m (1.5 in)  dia 
at Jbüü r/min    due to temperature rise from the viscous power loss 
nl in^r^Uo?;  /he s"PPlier's  literature gives a  temperature limit 
or   iu/ L  {dZ5 F)  for continuous operation,  probably based on fluid 
vapor loss.    The sales literature gives rpm limits  for various shaft 
diameters which indicate a similar maxi mum peripheral  speed for 
modular seals.    With cooling and fluid replenishment,  perioheral 
speeds as high as  56 m/s  (11,030 ft/min) are claimed. 

yho/adiaJ/i9a? ln the commercial  units, is typically 5.08 x lO"5    to 
1.27 x 10-4m (O.OOPto 0.005 in),  but the company states that this  value 
can be much larger if required, apparently by increasing the mmf of the 
magnet and by scaling up the geometry and fluid volume.    (Th^ viscous 
shear area and power loss also would be scaled up.)    The pressure 
capability per seal   land,  for this  radial  gap, is about 20,700 N/m? 

If the present pitch  (between lands) of about 1   57 x KHm 
[U.übZ it,]     TS  scaled up  to a desired  radial   gap of 1.02 x  10-3 

1 

I 
would become: %,  it 

L =  (1.02 x  10'J/1.27 lO"4) 1.57 x 10' 1.26 x 10"2m  (%0.5 in) 

This might be reduced with a modified configuration, so that two of 
these seals could be fit within the collector space allocation. 

t?lnenJ S0!J 0f a 3-81  x 10"2m (1-5 in) dld-  cartridge seal   is about 
VbU, but the components are relatively simple and  the cost of some of the 
present y used  fluids is only about 10 cents  per cc.     (probably less  than 
J10/seal  point).    Present fluids have a very high start-up toroue 
(viscosity) at low temperature and may not be compatible with the liquid 
metal, and a search for a better fluid such as a si iicone oil  may be 
necessary.    The use of a mineral  oil  carrier is presently being con- 
sidered in a Navy program, which utilizes  liquid metal  current collectors. 

A visit to the Ferrofluidics Corporation was made in November of 1972 
by ^personnel     primarily to evaluate the feasibility of developing a 
metallic  (liquid metal) magnetic-fluid shaft-seal  for large turbine- 
generators.     It was concluded that the magnetic liquid metal,  necessary 
to improve thermal  conduction for the high-speed M0.2 m/s,  20,000 ft/min) 
shatt application, would  require a  research and development effort    and 
a program of that nature is under consideration.    (Design with a con- 
ductive magnetic fluid must also consider the possibility of circulatinq 
current losses due to radial  field.) y 

I 
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Both of the above approaches, magnetic fluid seal  and matnetic fluid 
conductor,  require two steps in the development program; materials 
tluid)  development,  and configuration development.  Fluid properties 

(including magnetic characteristics) are necessary to complete a design 
study      Presently    it appears that magnetic saturation due to the high 
circumferential  flux of the load current could greatly reduce if not 
eliminate the effectiveness of a magnetic seal within the current 
loop      Therefore, although some additional  study would be required to 
rfnlch       ithe Pr°b;em cannot be overcome, it appears that these con- 
cepts have   ow probability of success for a short-range program, and 
have been eliminated from consideration as primary contenders 

I 

I 
I 
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A10■    Surface Tension/Wett 1 ng 

The feasibility of retaining the liquid metal  in the current collertnr 

o? s    Lr)eandf T^ ^^ iS Str0n^ -UteS'o    a "i d" 
retention CD ci?v rl h TV^    TV* the SUrfdCe-    The ™xi^ retention capacity can be determined by examining the case of oerfect 
wetting in the sealing zone,  and complete non-wettinq external  to that 
zone, along an annular gap.     For this configuration    the LTfce 
tension angle wi 11  be zero or parallel  to the gap surface! 

n^n^ni" fP Cün^9^ation may be approximated by that between two 
parallel  plates, and the retention force would be: uetween two 

F - 2o, 

where Vis  the surface tension of the sealing fluid 
pressure that can be retained will   then be: 

AP max 2o/h, 

(4.2.4.29) 

The maximum 

(4.2.4.30) 

where h is the radial  (or axial)gap width. 

llh/iüf'  ^ 'Urface tens1'on wou1d ^ about  1.05 x  lO"1   N/m  (6 00 x lO'4 

]  nl^'^i ^n maxi"luT Pres^re capability for a  radial  gap of 
1.02 x 10-3m (0.040 in) would be: 9 P 

AP„ „2  / 
max 

2 206 N/m'  (3.0 x 10^ lb/in^) 

is high.    By comparison, oils have values of 
■;!"! w^-':.'»' ha^ Rvalue of 7.5 x lO"2.    Mercury 

The surface tension of NaK 
only 2.0 to 6.5 x  10-2N/m, 

NaK.    In addition, even these gaps would not be adequate durlnq rota 
tion, with shear energy disruption of the surface. 

It is apparent that surface tension cannot sustain any sianificanr 
pressure difference and therefore cannot be utilize    «    primary 
A? LclV? Pr<0bab]? Possible. though not easy,  to place a number 
of these interfaces in series, with another fluid between them    to 
increase the pressure capacity.    However, the large number required 
and the shear effect of rotation makes this alterL'tive infeasible 
Therefore this concept has hesn dropped from further consideration" 

I 

i 

I 

1 

1 
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All.    Solidification 

The concept which  involves sealing with a  locally solidified region 

sv.tpn6      MH?/^  Z0^ re0uUire    a COmp1ex  thermal  or chemical  control system.    Additionally, the shear area of the seal would have to be mode 
very small  because of the increase in viscosity  (by a factor of 2 or 3) 
as the 1 quid metal  approaches  the solidification point.    Also,  the 
seal  could freeze when the rotor is stationary and no viscous heat is 
generated,  greatly increasing start-up torc^    Since no s?mle con- 
figuration has been found which would eliminate these problems, no 
further effort is planned for this concept. 

I 
I 
I 
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B.     CONDUCTING SEAL 

Bl Conducting Wick 

In the use of a conducting wick as a current collector,  the larqe aao 

ec ricaT onn't' ^f 7'°' and-Stat0r elemerits  to ^sure    o d 9 P 
electrical contact eliminates any improvement in liquid metal retention 
Improvement In retention can result only if the effective aao fs made 
smaller or ^eliminated.    This may be possible by providing^ wick 
Which is flexible and will deform as the rotor expands or shifts      As 

Toametar6 °F \t I'^T Se^ the possible ^'eJlals w   Id be Foametal   ,    Feltmetal", elastomer sponge, or other fibrous materials. 

The wick could be divided into a central   feed zone and  two adjacent 
drain zones, all  made up of the same material, with a small  radial  aao 
to prevent aerosol  generation.    Gas flow may be used to a    ist        i    1 
and to improve containment. urainage 

Since the lip-seal  and the hydrodynamic seal   (Al   and A3 above) were found 
to be marginally feasible,  the conducting wick applied in a simil a? 
manner may also prove to be adequate.    However,  s'ince ml Je i parties 
such as flex bility, wear rate, and permeability are not established    a 
complete evaluation of feasibility cannot be made at this time      An 
expenmenta    program to evaluate various candidate materials "s planned 
An important consideration to be evaluated during a test program    is 
the tendency of the wick material  to be wiped over the pore? at the 
rubb ng interface and possibly interfering with the flow oTlqui'd 

I 

! 

I 

I 

! 

I 
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B2.    Hydrostatically-Positioned Co11ector 

Ln ^^tatlc P^1^0^^ technique described  for the seals  (above) 
can also be applied tothe complete collector/seal  assembly.    The 

oi iPd    tT.n?/^1110^ eitheur axially or ^dially.    If radially 
applied    the collector ring must be so-jmented or otherwise flexible 
Sin ZV thVhaf96Vn di^ter required to fol low ro    r    hnrmal 

sen       P SP  K    r'10"8!^01^"06 vaHations.     In comparison to the 
of two    h.f    :  ^ corifl9uration has only one floating member instead 
of two    but mtroduces  two NaK/copper contact-resistance interfaces in 

f oatino r-  K  ^ nli.9ht be feaSib1e t0 j0in  the two se^   n o
er    C

n 
S
0 e

n 

s PPO    9o     hi   ^'i^    t0 Proyide a conducting flexible bellows or Spring 
support of the collector to eliminate a second liquid-metal  contact- 
resistance interface, but this would complicate the designs.) 

Many design configurations are possible 
are listed below: Some of the alternatives 

1) Use of liquid metal, oil, or gas as the positioning fluid. 

2) Either annular chonnels or localized pockets for the liquid metal 
for the second fluid, and for the drain chambers. 

3) oflhriiquid Setlr flUid leSS ^^ eqUal  t0 0r great- than that 

Local  pockets are expected to improve the stability of the collector 

s tml T a ^^"S.T6^ !or centering force) when the 
Hrllr !   !?di{2r radia1^ displaced).    An annular ring would permit 
circumferential   flow to equalize the pressures and thereby reduc'the 

from the9"hvhCHH" S.^fl?^3*]0" "nta]n1ng local  Pakets, adapted rrom tne    hybrid    pad design,  is shown in Fig.  4.2.4.7. 

The alternative of an annular groove has the advantage (over pockets) 
wo IH      1KC^aSe 1n the relative motion  (angular velocity) of the rotor 
Tt LT^VH' inCreaSe the liquid meta' ^circulatio    requ remen 
although detailed concepts of both would be required for an adequate 

rnnnSA0/-  2|he 'Tl™* collector width to produce 2 48 x Wl/J 

IneiHSe 0J ill  0r *. 9as  t0 provide the collector positioning force 
would make this  independent of magnetic forces that might otherwise 
alter the operation  if the conducting liquid metal  is used for this 
Purpose.    Gas is probably preferable to oil  because of    he m ch W 

u d'beTnade ^nd h1^0'9' an eValuati0n 0f dm^^ requirements 
aooear to Z    \    ti        "It   separatl0n fr™ the liquid metal  does not 
appear to be a problem with gas.    However,  the design sealing requirements 
may be more complicated if a separate system is  required for the gas 
The permissible pressure of a gas pocket, relative to that of the liquid 
metal, would be related to the pocket size and geometry 
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Local 
Pocket 

Rotor 
Collector 

Ring 

Annular Drain 
Channel 

ÜWg.    b I      :\r 

.._|   ü 
NaK Inlet 

1 

Stator 

Fig. 4.2.4.7: Adaptation of pad design to annular collector nng 

For the present evaluation, a configuration will  b« assumed, which USPS 

c?l-  !2Uln '^        t0 P^ide Positioni^ ^^ce, and which has dimensions 
similar to those now being considered for the "hybrid" pad. 

Good containment of liquid metal within the collector ring pocket is 
expected      This is due to the small  seal  gap, and the ras flow into the 
annular drain chambers from the machine gap      (The required gas flow 
velocity and corresponding pressure drop must be determined.)    Since 
.nethrat1?h9r00VeS a,:e1

arinular' a step or projection could be provided 
so that the gas seal lips would overlap the rotor and not be directly 
in-line with the liquid metal  seal  gap. 

The drain channels should be evaluated to assure that they can 
adequately handle the liquid metal  flow without filling or significant 
accumulation at the bottom of the annular channel.    Assembly Require 
ments will  probably necessitate a split seal  ring, and two or more 
segments may be preferable to a rotationally symmetric design to prevent 
leakage at the split.    (Sealing of the stator split may sti?l  be required.) 

For power loss calculations, it will  be assumed that the collector ring 
is insulated to prevent current flow except in the area of the local 
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pressure pockets.     This  reduces  the MHD-induced viscous  power loss, and 
also reduces the recirculating (eddy) current which produces a pow^r loss 
and an ejection pressure. 

unMnr?LMHfh!0r?e 0CCÜ? 0nly !? the pocket' where the tangential  flow 

^P a? "A^-i: lÄ-U:'x ,0"m (0-8251n) a"d a "^^ ™eta, 

ir;^,^™? Ä1^ ^L^srof the 'iquid metai 

PB = ^(voD/a, 

where: conductivity of the liquid metal   (2.20 x 106 mhos/m for NaK). 

For 2.48 x 107 A/m2  (16,000 A/in2) current density and a pocket cross- 
sectional  area of 1.73 x lO'V (0.268 in2),  the power loss becomes 

PB = 48.4 kW per meter (1.23 kW/in) of pocket depth  (for iach pocket). 

inL7S pofe
K

ts *ith a dePth of 1.52 v 10-3m (0.06 in), the total  power 
loss due to bulk  resistivity would be. 

PB - 5.16 kW. 

It will  probably be necessary to add dams or otherwise design to 
prevent MHD-induced viscous losses in the liquid-metal  supply annulus behind 
the collector ring.    The load current ohmic loss in this annulus win 
depend on final  dimensions, but a rough estimate will  be made based on 

4VxSÄ07n S5V1!6 S01;1 ^dth is the **m$ as the Pocket diameter, 
fül? Li. ,     (0;583i1;)J: th?u

dePth is 3-18 x 10-^(0.125 in), and that the 
full  area is uninsulated.    The conduction area and current density are 

A -- 1.83if(1.48 x  IQ"2)  = 8.5 x lO'V  (132 in2) 

J = 300,000/8.5 x  10_2 = 3.53 x  106A/m2  (2,270 A/in2) 

The power loss becomes: 

PB =  (3.53 x  106)2(8.5 x 10-2)(3.18 x 10-3)/2.2 x 106 

B 1.53 kW. 

The^contact resistance loss for each interface pair  due to load current 

I 

-    G ,JI. (4.2.4.31) 
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t^fL nK I ^eciflc contact potential   (4.1 x lO"9 Vm2/A).    The total 
for the pockets and the annular supply riny would be 

Pc - 4.1  x 10"9 (300.000)(2.48 x 107 + 3.53 x 106) 

Pc = 30.5 kW + 4.33 kW = 34.8 kW. 

fos's^s^ssor^tpd^h 11 iS 'T that 0nly about 1M of ^e contact 'oss is associated with the annular supply channel. 

a"rr=T Ä IT'' l0SS m UnU ma- wnhout ^n»*™ and 
K 

D _  B2V2L2a 
i;   (i       - 79.6 kW/m2  (51.4 W/in2) (4.2.4.32) 

where:    B = flux density normal  to collector (0.1  T) 

V = linear velocity of collector  (17.3 m/s) 

L = collector width  (1.48 x 10"2m, max) 

a = liquid metal  conductivity  (2.2 x 106 mhos/m) 

d = conducting gap thickness  (1.52 x 10"3m) 

The power loss would be less than that shown above, since the conduction 
pocket area is circular rather than rectangular. The toLl eddy-curren? 
power loss for the 70 pockets would be less than current 

P =  79.6(70)(1.73 x  10'4)  = 0.964 kW 

The following table summarizes  the power loss approximations      ThPSP 

oss^s? CP^ t0 ftabliSh .the relative si9^^ance of each ty e   f 
developed '"^ Chan9e 9rt,atly aS ä co1lect^ design is 

I 

I 

Type of Loss Power Loss  (kW) 

Viscous Le^s than 1.5 
Bulk Resistance 

Pockets 5.16 
Supply Ring 1.52 

Contact Resistance 

Pockets 30.5 
Supply Ring 4.33 

Eddy Current 0.96 
Total a.ä n 
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Review of the table leads to the conclusion that a reduction in current 
density to reduce contact losses, should be made by increasing the 
number of pockets or by increasing the pocket area. 

The leakage of a circular pad (hybrid design, Eq. 4.2.5.5) would be: 

1.c
3P1 

QP = 6p -\n{Dz/d}) (4.2.4.33) 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

where: 0 = leakage flow 

c = seal clearance 

u = absolute viscosity 

D2 = outer diameter of seal 

D, = inner diameter of seal 

Pi = pocket pressure 

For the pad presently under consideration, the following values may be 
assumed: J 

c - 1.27 x 10"5m (5 x 10"4in) 

5.2 x 10"4 N-s/m2  (7.55 x 10"8lb-s/in2) 

-2. D2 = 2.1  x lO'^m  (0.825 in) 

D1   =  1.48 x 10'2m  (0.583 in) 

P1   =  137,900 N/m2  (20  lb/in2) 

Ac = 1.73 x 10"4m2  (0.268 in2)(conduction area) 

This results in a leakage flow of: 

Qp =    50 cc/min (0.051  in3/s). 

For 300,000 amperes and 2.48 x 107A/m2  (16,000 A/in2),  the required area 
tor all  the pads on a single collector is 1.21 m^ (18.75 in2), and 
therefore 70 pads will  be required  (this would give about 8.13 x 10-2m 
(3.2 in) of circumference per pad), and the total  leakage would be: 

Qp = 3,500 cc/min  (0.356  in3/s). 
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For comparison,  from Eq.   (4.2.4.4), an annular gap would have a 
leakage flow (inward and outward) of approximately: 

,3 ii  c- P 

Q - 2 x Yf^T/D' (4.2.4.34) 

where: D = collector diameter 

L = seal length 

If the seal length is taken to be th 
the flow may be calculated as: 

Dp-D, 
e same as that for the pad  ( %-^)J 

Q = 10,100 cc/min (10.3 in3/s). 

This is almost three times as great as  that for the pads. 

It is possible    however, to machine local  pockets in a collector ring 
in whTch case the leakage will  be less than or equal   to that for the 

Sr^p/th.VlhTf  ^TJ  ^  T^  be  greater if  the  Seal   a^  ^ greater than that for the pads.) 

The effect of gravity head  ^about 15,170 N/m^, 2.2 lb/in2,  for a,, .mml.n 
ring) is  relatively small, but should be considered 
is established. when a firm design 

Ejection pressure built-up by rotational   forces mav be evaluated 
approximately) on the basis of a model  consisting of a thin annular 

liquid-metal  ring of radial   thickness  "L".     If the rotational   velocity 

tl th! I'l    A 'i"9 1S aSSUmed tü be half that of the ™tor,  the pressure 
at the outside diameter,  required to constrain this fluid, would be- 

p = rotational  force/area 

p =  (27rRwLQ)RU/2)2 _ ,   R 2,, 
H 27TRW L^Hui /4' 

where:    w = ring width 

L = radial  thickness 

P = mass density of liquid metal 

R = radius of thin ring 

u - angular velocity of rotor. 

(4.2.4.35) 

I 
I 
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aboveTuat^ "^ ^ eValuated With the follow^g values used in the 

L = 2.54 x 10'2i]i (1.0 in) 

P  = 865 N-s2/m4  (1.68  lb-s2/ft4) 

R = 9.15 x  lO-1^  (36  in) 

w = 18.8 rad/ s   (180 r/min) 

The result is  the small  pressure: 

P =  1790 N/m2  (0.259 psi),  for 2.54 x 10"2m (1.0 in)  radial 
thickness. 

f 

P.   - 6.28 x 10"7  I  2, L p 

where:     Ip = load current per unit circumference (A/m) 

PL = ejection pressure  (N/m2). 

For the assumed current density of 2.48 x 107A/m2 (16.000 A/in2), and 

Zfnfrlu  T diämete^ 0f ]A8 X 10    m (0-583 in)'the current per 
Zk *l thl       ?' f1^"^^« would vary from zer- at each end to a 
peak at the central  line (of maximum radial  height ) of I    = 
367,000 A/m (9,330 A/in).    This is equivalent to a peak pressure of: 

PL        = 84,600 N/m2  (12.3  lb/in2), 
max 

This value is sufficiently large,  that a more detailed analysis c^ 
the load-current influence on positioning (gap) and flow rate is 
required. 

(4.2.4.36) 

The interaction of radial  field "B" and axial current density "J"  (for 

Jnrrp1^ ^apPlled^0llrt0r rin9) re5u1ts in a circumferential  body 
torce which is similar to a gravitationally-induced pressure head     m 
peak pressure, at one circumferential  point, will  be: 

max (J x B)d, 
(4.2.4.37) 
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where: 14.8 x 10" m (0.583 in.  pocket diameter) 

2.48  x  107 A/m2  (16,000 A/in2) 

d 

J 

B ^   0.05 1 

..   2 
max 18,300 N/nf  (2.66  lb/in^). 

For a radially-applied collector the result wonld be similar except 

fiefd^/n1?1/1?10 r1d be USed in the "Station.    For an axial neia oi  u. I   lesla,  the maximum pressure would be-' 

Pmax ~-  36'600 N/m2 (5-32 lb/in2). 

^iJJ dxial;rapPlied collector ring, radial   thermal  expansion 
relatTve to the rotor, and the rotor shift due to the 0.012 in    radial 

thT'n?!    ?aranCe'  Sh?u1d n0t affect «Potion.    However, expansion of 
wL    ff0' :in9 re atlVe t0 the Stator cou1d cause binding or 
increased friction and prevent axial  movement.    Sufficient clearance 
must be allowed to accommodate this relative growth, or the ring should 
be segmented.    A radially-applied collector would also have to be 
segmented  to permit relative thermal  expansion.     In both cases,  static 
^Hrh I0" mit be ^de ne9HgTble relative to the restoring force 
which positions the collector ring. 

The force required to oppose the torque and prevent rotation due to 
viscous drag would be small   (unless a rub occurs).    From Eqs    (4 ? 4 8) 
and the previously determined viscous drag power loss of less than' 
1.0 KW,   this force will  not exceed: 

I 

I 

I 

FK = 87.2 N  (19.6  lb) 

A detailed examination of thermal  gradients in the collector rinu 
will  be required to assure that distortion of the sealing surface 
does not occur     Additional areas of concern which should be investigated 
when amore definite design is established are the stability of the 
seal, TH relation to oscillation of the ring or segments  (both parallel 
movement and tilting of the ring) and in response to acceleration 
oading.    The possibility of oxide material  reaching the seal/rotor 

interface and causing abrasive wear should also be considered. 

Heat transfer to remove the viscous and electrically-induced losses 
from the collector ring will depend on the cooling techniques used 
in the rotor and stator.    The temperature docs influence the seal  gap 
and tow rate of the liquid metal, but if the operating temperature 
U he d below about 930C  (200f'F),  the variation is  expected to be less 
than  lb,,.    This effect should be reviewed again when a more-definite 
design is selected. 
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The acceptability,  from an electromagnetic point of view,  of local 
conduction paths at each pocket, as opposed  to a rotationally symmetric 
collector, should bo verified.    The pocket width used in this sample 
analysis subtends  an angle of 0.927° with a spacina  (pitch)  of 5 15° 

^.•Ki^^l^/^.01:0^^6""-    For a niultiple-turn Machine, the 
possible effect of  this  lark of rotational  symmetry on the magnetic 
forces in the  liquid metal   should also be investigated. 

The possible "aqing"   (loss  of elasticity) of the static  seals  should 
De investigated if a material  such as Buna-"N" is used for this 
application.    However,  minor leakage at these sealing points  should not 
DG   CM tT Cäi , 

A radial  application of the collector segments might permit a smooth 
cy indncal  rotor and  therefore a simpler assembly.    An axial ly-aoolied 
collector would probably also be split at least on the horizontal 
centerline,  for assembly purposes.    The collector ring can be pushed 
back  to  increase the clearance for assembly, 
is  required before an assembly procedure is 

Additional  design 
establi shed. 

iff ör 

The ability of the collector to follow movements of the rotor will 
establish permissible run-jut tolerances, and this must be determined 
through further design and perhaps experimentation.    Flatness of an 
axia  ly-applied collector  (or circularity of a radially-applied seal) 
cäy ^J.^nufacturing problem due to the small  clearance  K 1.27 x lO-Sm 
5 x 10 ^in) and large diameter (-. 1.83m, 72 in), unless  the collector 
is segmented or made sufficiently flexible so that it conforms to 
the rotor      fabrication cost should be investigated when a more 
definite design is established. 

Under ideal operating conditions,  no collector wear would be 
expected since no mechanical  contact occurs, unless contaminants block 
the restrictions or oxide particles result in abrasive wear.    Seal 
replacement or repair would probably be difficult and expensive. 

In summary,  the hydrostatically-positioned collector ring is very 
similar to the hybrid pad design.    It has  the advantage, however, 
that collector rotation does not tend to drag liquid metal   from the 
sealed area.    Also, more design flexibility is provided since gas- 
pressured positioning pockets may be interspersed along  the circumference 
Ihis is particularly important if contact resistance is a significant 
factor,  since the number of contact pairs can be reduced from two to 
one.     (The hybrid pad can probably be extended circumferentially to 
provide an intermediate configuration with similar advantages  ) 
Conformity of a large-diameter ring to the mating rotor may be a 
problem unless the ring is segmented or flexible.    The concept appears 
to be feasible but its success is dependent upon the maintenance of a 
very small  clearance without rubbing. 

The design study will  be continued to evaluate alternative configurations 
to optimize the positioning stability, and  to establish an experimental 
program to demonstrate feasibility. experimental 
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B3- Flooded Labyrinth 

A (semi-) flooded labyrinth will not be effective with the large radial 
clearance necessary to prevent rubbing and the low leakage velocity for 
reasonable recirculation rates. It may be used as a retractable or 
hydrostatic/hydrodynamically-positioned device, but these are covered 
in other sections of this report. Another alternative is the addition 
ot solid material particles between labyrinth seal strips.  If the 
particles are sized or shaped such that they cannot escape through the 
seal gap, and if the material is selected so that the liquid metal 
readily wets the particles, then it may be possible to retain the liquid 
metal within the conducting seal. This concept then becomes similar to 
the Variable-Viscosity Buffer Material (A5 above), which has more 
flexibility in material selection since either the liquid metal or 
another fluid may be used. Therefore the Flooded-Labyrinth concept will 
not be considered further. 

B4. Conducting Bearing 

A roller or ball bearing may be used to maintain concentricity between 
the stator (outer race) and the rotor (inner race), to Improve the per- 
formance of a lip-type seal. A sealed bearing might be used, eliminating 
the need for a separate sealing device. If the sealed bearing is filled 
with liquid metal, then the rolling elements will be lubricated by the 
liquid metal and an electrical conduction path would be provided between 
the rotating and stationary parts. (Provisions must be made for relative 
expansion in the radial and exial directions). A preliminary survey 
shows no bearings available which ere intended for operation as hinh as 
180 rpm for diameters of about 1.83 m (72 in.). Therefore this concept 
will not be investigated further at this time. 

1 

1 

i 
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C. LOW-SPEED FLOODING OR_LOW-SPEED BRUSfl CONTACTS 

Cl 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Pj^ssure^ControVled Liquid Volume 

If the machine is initially flooded with liquid metal, then as the rotor 
is brought up to speed, projecting collector rings will act as viscous 
pumps tending to increase the fluid pressure in the collector region 
It the liquid meta supply system is designed to maintain a constant 
p essure in the collector, and if this pressure corresponds to a semi- 
tiled collector (the outermost, conducting region of the collector 
nTn in ^P'f61^^ed) at ^11 speed, then the fluid in the machine 
gap wil flow toward the collector as the speed is increased and will 
be drained into the recirculation system until the proper fluid level is 
reached in the collector. As the speed is reduced and the centrifugal 
pressure reduced, the fluid will be pumped hack into the collector and 
eventually into the gap, flooding the machine at standstill. Tn this 
manner, an acceptable viscous power loss may be achieved. 

Th5 Pj*rt-speed power loss of this system would have to bo  evaluated 
and the effect of KHD pumping of the liquid metal must be included 
However, since the machine insulation would have to be designed for 
flooded operation, and since the objective of this study is'to develop 
collectors for an unflooded machine, this concept will not be carried 
further. 

C2. Low-Speed Brush/High-Speed Liquid 

a^fpr'fnwt-1^ ^SheS.at lm:' sPeed which a^ retracted at high speed 
after injection of liquid metal permits the use of liquid metal only 
at the high speeds where brush wear and power loss would be Moh and 
where centrifugal containment of the liquid is effect e. How ver the 
cost of a dual system w 11 be large, periodic replacement of brushes 
de ontam Sr

ed i^t  thiVequires removal of the liquid metaland 
decontaminat on of the machine), the brush material would probably have 

be rnnSK1bl? ^ the liquid metal' and the b™sh wear debri must be contained. Total size of the dual system may also be a problem 

Jppm0tnhhIhiS con"Pt appears to be technically feasible, it does not 
blcnnJl   AraC^Cal S0lUti0n t0 the ^Hector problem and wil not be considered further, in the present study. 

C3. Gas Injection 

is athpeinWtLWayft0 redUCe VisC0US poWer loss in a fl00ded machine 
^ntltLn J  J^-0f C0Ver 9as t0 dl'sP1ace the liquid metal at the 
w!i 9 ?[ stationary surfaces (or both). Injection of gas may be 
cnppHc  J   9h POrOUS Walls' and my  be continuous or only at high 
speeds. However as in concept Cl above, the machine insulation must 
studv rfh H

0
' ' 00ded 0Peration- Also, since the objective of  t s 

Slll'not ^a^tÄttr^10006' maChine C0,lect0rs' this concept 
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D-    MiLiUJectlon (or Radial  Ejection) _  

Dl.    Inertia! Containment 

Inertial  containment would utilize the kinetic energy of the liquid I 
metal    as  it enters the collector, to contain or rotate the fuiS within 
the collector annulus.    Probably the most effective configuration wou d 
be tangential   inlet ports at both sides of the collector    caus no 

exi  ^^nea/?^0^ ^M^l meU]  —l-^wUh tan en ial exit ports near the center of the collector width.    Wind-back type 
grooves between the inlet and exit ports may assist in preventing 
leakage flow out of the collector region.    Analysis of the velocity 

örlTlf^Trlu^ an ar1US W0Uld be dm^]t *hen the viscous ' arag at the collector surfaces are considered.    At present    it is felt 

ron P    e-Pr0baf;lity.0f devel0Ping a feasible config' rat on    f      i I 
concept is small, and therefore a detailed analysis is not justified. 

1 
D2. Venturi Effect 

thpP!L0iientati0n 0! the liquid nietal   fnlet flow and the shaping of 
the annular passage to minimize disturbance and to guide the liquid 
m tfo,  L^TI thVxit' would reduce the tendency'for aeroso^for- 
eithpJ ?n ti!   a?e fr0mihe collecto^    The liquid metal   inlet could be 
either in the rotor or the stator, but rotation of the rotor should bp 

How ver    dueTth^? fl0W ^ the n0rmal  path rather ^ ^      • 
or r^'i H?     .    e lar?! ^nnular gap area' the flow rate in the axial 
or radial direction would have to be very large to provide sufficiently 
high velocity to create a venturi effect for containment     Therefore 
this concept will not be pursued further mererore. 

i 
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E• Zero-PressureJFree Fall) 

E1- Var1able-Area Annulus 

This technique is similar to the " 
described above, except that the 
annulus is varied to permit a mate 
tion head to prevent a pressure ri 
top, to the exit at the bottom of 
be obtained either by tapering the 
a smaller value at the bottom', or 
manner. The possible advantage of 
recirculaticn flow rate, since the 
(and will be assumed eoual to zero 
Bernoulli's equation, for constant 
factor, becomes: 

v^/2g + Z1 - v^/2g + Z2 

Deep-Groove Labyrinth" system (A4) 
cross-sectional area of the collector 
'ling of inertial head with gravita- 
se from the liquid metal inlet at the 
the annulus. The area variation could 
radial gap thickness from the top to 

by varying the width in a similar 
this technique is a lower liquid metal 
wall friction drag is not required 
for the initial computation). 
pressure and negligible friction 

(4.2.4.38) 

Examining this expression from inlet to exit gives: 

A(v ) = 2gAZ = 2gD = 35.9 mVs2 (386 ft2/s2) 

For example, if v1 - 0, then v2 = 5.99 m/s (19.7 ft/s), or; 

V1 = 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s); v2 = 7.10 m/s (20.4 ft/s) 

y]   -  3.05 m/s (10 ft/s); v2 = 7.66 m/s (22.0 ft/s) 

sIct?oLh? Irl? ^  eXit fl0W rafeS must be equa1' the annulus cross- sectional area must vary inversely with the velocity. If the channel 
at the exit is 3.18 x 10-3m (0.125 in.) radially and 6.35 x 10-3^(0 25 in ) 
t^finJ""/^1'^1001^ 1S rela^ely constant at ^10 m/s 20 ft ) 
the flow rate through two parallel paths would be: 

Q = Av ^ 14,750 cc/min (15.0 fn.3/s) 

I 
I 

Int l^il^K^l* b! Varied dePendirl9 on the selected velocity. 
For an inlet velocity of 1.52 m/s  (5 ft/s), the width of a 3.18 xV 
(0.125 in.) radial gap would be: 

(6.10/1.52)   6.35 x  1 0"3 =  2.54 
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at best, must be a combination 
then the concept of concept A4 
then of uniform cross-section. 
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not negligible in tersis of wall-friction 
inlet value), and tnerefore this approach, 
with that of concept A4. For simplicity, 
should be preferred, since the annulus is 

then of umform cross-section. The variable-area concept should SP 
tore be dropped from further consideration. ere' 

I 

I 

F.   Constant-Speed Sea1 Rotor 

Rotation of liquid metal   in the collector annulus may be achieved by 
electromagnets or ejection inertial   forces as described above    or 
through mechanical  or viscous shear forces  induced by a separately 
rotat ng ring.    In one possible form,  this ring could be the col  ector 
wo      itse f, as a rotating  "IT-shaped channel  with both a rotor and 
stitor collector ring projecting into the liquid-metal  filled well 
Th. Mng  (we 1) could be hydrostatically floated on its outside      ameter 

tatTf uld   iteSnh? frctr'.r' 1if COver gas were used as ÄrS- statlc fluid,  It might also be allowed to escape in a tangential direction 

exnv    aM^lf^H3  •rea.Cti0? t0rCe-     In addition t0 Shining    cm plexUy, assembly and liqu1d metal  supply and drainage would be difficult 
Therefore, a detaHed analysis of this design will  not be made   Cmr1CUlt• 

1 
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4.2.4.3 Summary of Results 

Of the 25 to 30 concepts that were studied, three have been selected for 
continued development. Two of these are hydrostatically-pcntioned (the 
seal Al , and the collector ring B2) and have similar advantages. The 
ability to maintain a very small clearance gap, between the large- 
diameter rings and their mating rotor surfaces, is the primary area 
of concern. The rings will probably be segmented or made flexible to 
improve conformity to the rotor surface. 

The third selected concept uses a simple, inexpensive lip-type oil 
seal for the large-motor applications with tip speeds of about 3500 fpm 
or less. Experimental evaluation of this concept should be relatively 
simple. 

Further study of concepts utilizing electromagnetic retention forces 
will be pursued in order to achieve a practical configuration. Analysis 
shows that adequate forces can be achieved with reasonable current and 
flux densities, and acceptable size and power loss. 

A number of concepts are dependent upon the development of new materials, 
and further effort in this area is expected to be productive; in 
particular, the characterization and evaluation of presently available 
felt-, foam-, and wick-type materials for sealing or impregnation with 
1iquid metal. 

I 

I 

I 

I I 
I 
I 
I 
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4■ 2• 5    Hybrid Col lectors 

hybrid 
this 

The hybrid collector is in general a cross between a  solid brush and a 
liquid metal annulus current collector. Specifically the hybrid collector 
consists Df hydrostatically positioned pads which utili e iqu d rne 1 for 
hydrostatic support as well as current transfer. Each hybrid pad s 
designed such that the liquid metal is confined to sealed flow paths. 

The present objectives are: 1) to establish collector geometry for a 
typical app cation, 2) to define problem areas for future study, and 
3) to establish collector feasibility. 

Table 4.2.5.1 is a list of general requirements that are used to evaluate 
operational feasibility for the hybrid collector. These general requi^e 
ments apply to any homopolar machine that would use a hybrid current 
collector  Table 4.2.5.2 is a list of specific requirements for a 
current collector when applied to e chosen application, which 
case is an 8000 horsepower, 500 rpm motor. 

A schematic of the hybrid current collector is shown in Figure 4 2 5 1 
The stator, represented by the shaded port on, houses and provides"" ' 
suppo,. for the hybrid pads. By design, movement of the pads is restricted 
to reciprocating motions along their axial centerlines. Current is trans 
ferred from the rotor to the stator or vice versa through the pads'. Liquid 
metal flows into and out of the pad through holes in the stator. The 
confinement buffer gas flows toward the pad from the inside of the machine 
p.e., the inside of the machine is pressurized with buffer gas). Figure 
4.2.0.2 shows a typical hybrid pad, revealing current transfer and  ' 
supporting fluid flow paths. A detailed description and analysis of the 
current transfer and fluid flow for the hybrid pad will be covered in a 
later section on theory. 

Figures 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2 show axially mounted hybrid pads. Location 
of the pads on one of the rotating ring's flat sides, rather than on its 
curved circumference (radially mounted pad), was selected here because: 

1) The machining costs associated with matching flat surfaces 
are expected to be less than the costs associated with 
matching curved surfaces. 

2) The general theory for the flat surface type collector is 
applicable to the rounded surface. If a distinct advantage 
is found for the radially mounted over the axially mounted 
collector, the analysis would remain valid. 

■ 

I 

I 
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JigLE_4.-lJJJLji.jene'"a1  Requirements  for ReversingJ^ljlprtors 

1. Horizontally mounted machine. 

2. Variable speed with reversing capability. 

3. Max.  current = 300,000 A. 

4. Max.  collector current density - 2.48xl07 b/m2 (16000 A/in2). 

5. Max.  collector cross-sectional  space 0.038 m axially by 

0.038 m radially (1.5 in x 1.5 in). 

6. Max.  allowable collector loss = 2% total  power. 

7. Liquid metal  leakage to be near zero. 

8. Collector must pass 150% rated current at zero speed for 

10 sees. 

9. Collector must be operable cold without pre-heating. 

10. Collectors for a machine must be supplied from a cormon liquid 

metal source. 

11. Collector must be capable of deceleration from full speed 

forward to full speed reverse in several seconds. 

12. Collector shall be designed for sudden stops. 

13. Collector shall be designed for sudden load -hanges. 

TABLE 4.2.5.2 - Specific Requirements for Typical Application 

1. Type machine = motor for a torque converter. 

2. Power = 5966 kw (8000 hp). 

3. Speed = 8.3 r/s (500 rpm). 

4. Collector dia.  = 0.864 m (34 in). 

5. Current - 250,000 A. 

6. Collector radial  flux = 0.05 T. 

7. Collector fixial  flux = 0.1 T. 

8. Number of collectors = 8. 

9. Number of turns = 2. 
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Hybrid 

Fig.  4.2.5.1:    Hybrid pad current collector schematic 
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Fig. 4.2.5.2:    Typical hybrid pad 
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3) MHH ^0",e 0r an of the radiany mounted collectors, the 
MHD force is always in the direction of rotation which 
tends to encourage leakage. The axially mounted collector 
can he applied such that the MHD force is either with or 
against the direction of rotation. 

Typical current collectors are illustrated schematically in Figure 4 2 5 3 

ant nl  C/J:e™+ 
e C^^nt (I) is the useful 1oad current being transmitted' out of the rotor and the magnetic field (B) is a stray field from the 

excitation coil. For the axially mounted collector the MHD force due to 
.he interaction of the load current and the magnetic field can be directed 
either in the same direction (Figure 4.2.5.3a) or opposite direction 
ingure 4.2.5.3b) to the rotor viscous drag force. These forces act on 
the liquid metal which is contained between the hybrid pad and the rotor. 

The direction of the MHD force for the radially mounted collectur can 
likewise be in either direction as shown in Figure 4.2.5.3c and 4 2 5 3d 
A similar analysis can be made regarding the load current loop ejection 
force direction for both axial and radial pad placements. Because of 
construction and assembly complications, the design depicted by Figure 
4.2.5.3c is not considered to be practically feasible. 

Figure 4.2.5.4 is a schematic of the homopolar motor which is being used 
as a typical application for the hybrid collector. The collectors are 
distributed in four regions of the motor with the current and flux 
directions defined for each region. For convenience, the current 
collectors are assumed to be placed on the rings such that the MHD force 
opposes the viscous drag force. Such force opposition will likely aia 
in confining the liquid metal, but this must be proven. With axial pad 
placement, as assumed, the load current loop ejection force is always 
directed radially outward. Figure 4.2.5.5 depicts the four machine 
collector regions, each complete with directions of the load current 
ambient magnetic field, and associated pressure forces acting on the 
liquid metal. Power loss and confinement pressure relationships based 
on the forces displayed in Figure 4.2.5.5 are derived in the following 
section on theory. y 

I 
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Fig. 4.2.5.3:    Axial  and radial current collector schematic 
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4.2.5.1    Theory of the Hybrid Collector 

4.2.5.1.1    Hydrostatics and Liquid Metal  Flow 

(Consider the hydrostatically positioned pad  in Figure 4.2.5.6.    The liquid 
metal  flows axially toward the rotor through the center of the pad and 
then, when it reaches the rotor, radially outward over the pad face      The 
\IIZ Amf      iS  then

TC0llected in the pad's circumferential annulus!  and 
drained to a sump.    The buffer gas flows radially inward over an outer 
circumferential  containment labyrinth and is collected in the circumfer- 
ential annulus with the liquid metal.    The buffer gas is then drained to 
the sump with the liquid metal. 

Assume: 

I 

1) Lift due to containment labyrinth is negligible,  i e 
P3 « p1. 

2) P2 is approximately equal   Lo atmospheric pressure and can 
be assumed equal  to zero when all  other pressures are 
gage pressures. 

3) Pad face liquid metal  flow velocity is greater than the 
rotor collector velocity. 

4) The hybrid pad cross section is circular. 

The lift force due to the pressure profile over the pad face is:6 

P1AL 
FL = ~T~'  N- (4.2.5.1) 

I 
I 

where: 
P 

/m2. P1  = pocket pressure, N/t 

AL - projected land area.    For the case of the circular pad 

displayed in Figures 4.2.5.6 and 4.2.5.7, 

I AL  = 7T(D2)2/4, m2. 

Kp = pressure factor.    The pressure factor is a function 

} of geometry, and for the circular pad 

2 £n  (D^) 
K    s j dimensionless. 

P      1  -  (D^Og)2 
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An outer stem force opposes the  lift force 
given by the following expression. 

E.M. 4705 

The outer stem force is 

PoV N 
(4.2.5.2) 

where: 
P0 - liquid metal  supply pressure, N/iir. 

A0 == pad stem area.    For the circular pad 

■(D0)
2/4, m2, 

Summation of the axial  directed forces yields 

Fr + P A E        oo 
P1AL 

(4.2.5.3) 

where: 

FE - remaining extraneous pad forces parallel  to the pad 
center 1 ine, N. 

The flow rate of liquid metal  through the hydrostatic pad is a function of 

.      hods   n     rnVno?8^^10"  ^-^  ^   ^  ^^'     The ^^t COmm  n methods of compensation are onfice, capillary and flow control value. 
rLidLoH*56^ dl^u"10ni the o^^ce method of compensation is 
consTdered.    The effects of other methods of compensation can be found 

The flow through the orifice is 

P -p. 1/2 

Q    - 0.661  d2  (-°ll)       , m
3
/s (4.2.5.4) 

where: 
P = mass density of liquid metal,  kg/irT 

d1  = orifice diameter, m. 

The flow over the pad land is6 

c3P 

12 K 
1        3- - , m /s (4.2.5.5) 

1 

i 
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where; 

qf ■   flow factor. The flow factor is a function of 
geometry and for the circular pad 

477 c]f —2' dimensionless. 
1 (yog)1 

c = clearance, m. 

JL = absolute viscosity, N-S 

m 

Setting Qg - Qi , equations 4.2.5.4 and 4.2.5.5,solving for Pi, and then 
substituting this expression for P]   in equation 4.2.5.3 yields the 
tollowmg expression for clearance as a  function of supply pressure 

63 ML  d,  AL 1/6 

^  (Ao Po + 2AoPoFE + FE) <f 
;PoAl KA P 

poo VE) (4.2.5.6; 

Solving equations 4.2.5.4 and 4.2.5.5 for P-,, equating them to each other 
to eliminate Pj,  and making Q0 = QL  = Q, yields the following expression 
tor tlow as a  function of supply pressure and clearance. 

Q = 
2.625 N Md-i 

where; 

/6.35x10    pP 
o  1/2 

c qfl 
3 

C qf 

N    = number of pads per collector. 

M = number of collectors per machine. 

I 3 
m /s/machine (4.2.5.7) 

I 
I 

Thus, for a given geometry, fluid physical properties, and extraneous 
rorce, the clearance and flow can be found for various supply pressures. 

The buffer gas flow equation is derived from the relationships presented 
in reference 8. Since the lift effect due to the buffer gas is small 
relative to the liquid metal lift, the clearance is determined by the 
liquid metal hydrostatic relationship in equation 4.2.5.6. For gas 
pressure drops across the confinement labyrinth of 6895 to 68,950 N/m2 

U to 10 psi), the buffer flow can be approximated by the expression: 

I 
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_(APl1/2_+_3^6_3 
1.086 N McL, m7sec 
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(4.2.5.8) 

AP 

c 

L 

differentia!  gas pressure across  labyrinth, N/m2. 

clearance calculated by equation 4.2.5.6, m. 

length of labyrinth tooth perpendicular to the flow 
per pad,   (nD^, m. 

i 

I 

4.2.5.1.2 Power Losses 

The power losses associated with the hybrid collector are: 

P = Ohmic 

Pv = Viscous on pad face 

Pc = MHO and viscous core loss 

PE = Eddy current loss 

Pp = Pumping power for hydrostatic fluid 

PB '-  Pumping power for buffer gas 

Ohmic Los; 

where: 

Pu ^  'p R M V watts/machine 

Ip = load current per pad, amps. 

R = pad resistance including contact potential 
resistance, ohms. 

(4.2.5.9) 

1 

! 

Viscous Loss on Pad Face 

Assume:    1)    $ « 1, where 6 is a dimensionless ratio of the Lorentz body 
force to the viscous drag force.9 \ 
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2) I low regime is turbulent.9 

3) Viscous loss due to buffer gas is negligible, 

P  fL(V)J AL 

N    M, watts/machine (4.2.5.10) 
where: 

fL   =  friction factor based on pad-to-rotor clearance 
dimensionless. 

V - collector rotor tangential  velocity, m/s. 

AL - pad projected area, m2. 

Core Viscous and MHD Loss 

The core MHD loss  is based on an induced current due to the fluid velocity 
in the presence of a magnetic field. veiuuity 

_ 
PC ^  (l,/4) M Np    [^c^cW +  h^/A^l watts/machine    (4,2.5.11) 

where: 

fc -  friction factor based on core diameter. 

Vc = fluid velocity  through core, m/s. 

cU      core diameter, m. 

H4 = core length, m. 

aL = electrical  conductivity of liquid metal, mhos/m. 

Br = radial  component of collector magnetic field, T. 

Eddy Current Loss 

Assume:    1) No  load current. 

2) No transverse current,   i.e.,  no circulating current within 
the  1 ujuid nie la 1. 

I 
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where: 

oV2B2W2 

M N    Al   .- a
l 

P    P I   12 c1 + 1     , watts/machine 

E.M.   4705 

(4.2.5.12) 

Ap - current transfer area per pad, m2. 

Ba = axial component of collector magnetic field, T. 

W = collector width normal   to B , m. 
a 

c1  = effective clearance, m. 

c'  =  (c + o f.k + hJ, m. 

rk ■■■■ specific contact potential for each contact 
pair,  VrnvA. 

h2 - current transfer pocket depth, m. 

Hydrostati: Fluid Pumping Power 

PP = watts/machine 

-here:   nL = liquid metal pump efficiency, tflQO. 

Buffer Gas Pumping Power 

^QBR(T+273) 
rB 

where: 

k 
k-1 (r ) 

P' 

k-1 
k 

■]■ 1 I , watts/machine, 

Y 

R 

T 

ma ss density of buffer gas at drain, kg/r 

gas constant of buffer gas, wfttr^ 3   kg ÜC 

buffer gas temperature at pad drain, V 

(4.2.5.13) 

(4.2.5.14; 

i 

i 

1 
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nB = buffer gas pump adiabatic efficiency, %/100. 

k = Specific heat ratio of cover gas, dimensionless. 

r    = ratio of buffer gas supply pressure to drain 
pressure,  absolute pressures. 

The total  collector loss  is found by: 

E.M.  4705 

'tot = Pu    + ^V + PC + PE + PP + PB' watts/machine (4.2.5.15) 

i 

I 

i 
I 

The relative loss is found by calculating the percent of machine power 
attributed to the total collector loss. The percent collector loss is 
found by the relationship: 

LOSS tot 
(POWER) x 100, % (4.2.5.16) 

where:    POWER = total  machine power, watts, 

4.2.5.1.3    Expuls ion Pressures 

Pressures are developed in the liquid metal due to the MHD body forces. 
These MHD pressures  are considered in order to determine if they are 
significantly large with respect to the hydrostatic control  pressures 
Figure 4.2.5.5 shows  the direction of selected forces which upon 
integration yield eddy current ejection pressure,  load current ejection 
pressure, pinch pressure and the pad face MHD pressure.    The MHD pressure 
drop in the core is  not shown on this figure, but it always works to 
retard the liquid metal  flow. 

I 
I 
I 

Eddy Current Ejection Pressure 

As reported in previous Semi-Annual Technical Report, 
2 

Ap = M AKE  32 

o. R B (o 
Lea 

W4, N/m2, (4.2.5.17) 
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where: 

M - permeability of free space (10"7, mks units) 

w = angular velocity, rad/s 

Rc = average collector radius, m 

Load Current Ejection Pressure 

-PL  - {Zn-])unöZR2 

where: 

(R^R^ -2en(R2/R1)-l , N/m' 

n = number of series load circuits 

J = collector average current density, A/m2 

R1  = inner radius of current collector, m 

R2 - outer radius of current collector, m 

Pad Pinch Pressure 

AP. M   1 Ip,  N/m' 

Pad Face MHD Pressure 

E.M.   4705 

AP,n = J ßr Lc.  N/m' 

where:        Lc - length of current transfer area in direction of 
rotor circumference, m. 

Core MHD and Viscous Pressure 

(4.2.5.18) 

(4.2.5.19) 

(4.2.5.20) 

JA ZMl'IZlrll trfZ^V^ — ^ - the flu.d 

APc=üLVc(Br) H4 + 2'jfcVc  (d;)'^"2 (4.2.5.21) 
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4.2.5.2    Discussion of the Hybrid Collector 

A computer program was developed to evaluate different pad configurations 

orlZfZminCllCUUte- Pad Perf0^nce based on the relationships            ' 
areInhei ? \hn

e
f^^\^^on on theory. The following assumptions 

are inherent in the computer program: 

1. The pad lift force at zero liquid metal  flow equals the pad drive 

££ nJVnfin1te fl0^   (That 1S'  the hydrostatic force developed by 
the pad to move away from the rotor equals the hydrostatic force 
developed by the pad to move toward the rotor.) 

2. The minimum allowable supply pressure is that value which, when 
integrated over the pad stem area,  provides a force equal  to the 

SUDotvTnn^nn-      ^   ^  ^ m0VeS  ^   ^   the  Pad'   the m™™™ supply  (control)  pressure corresponds to the Minimum pressure 
required to force the pad to follow the rotor. 

3'    InL?16^1'",1  luad CUrrent is  tran^erred between the rotor and pad 
hro oh    h^nV e H

Cente:.Pocket Potion of the pad, with no  transfer through the pad land portion. 

4. The load current is transferred between the pad and stator through 
the circumferential  area of the pad stem. "-nrgugn 

5. The hydrostatic flow velocity at any point on the hydrostatic land 

velJcny6^ ^ 9reater than the mean collector rotor tangential 

6. [he liquid metal  and the buffer gas are constrained by seals such 
that no flow is allowed to bypass the pad.    For convenience the 
bypass seals are assumed to be sliding 0-rings. 

Table 4.2.5.3 contains general  information required to calculate the 
performance characteristics of a hybrid pad design collector and, with 
these results, permits assessment of how well  it meets the restr ction. 

r Tab^TsV^JSn' 1" TableS J-2:5"1 and 4-2-5-2-    The values       wn in Table 4.2.5.3, although reoresentative, are not intended to be taken 

dLcEssion/ ' are merely t0 pr0Vide a reference frame for 

Based on a total  flow of 0.0314 m3/s  (500 gpm), see Table 4 2 5 3    thp 
liquid metal  flow per collector pad is 5.69xP 10-5^;      o,s9

2
gp

5
m  '  ^ 

f ow appears to be excessive and should be reduced if possible      For the 
given pressure,  the flow can be reduced by making the pad orifce and/or 
pocket diameter smaller.    This,  however, will  reduce the hydrostatic flow 
?h J^h' b^owte collector rotor tangential  velocity.    The ?esu      is 
that the pad lift force is impaired.    In this situation,  the fluid fm 
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TABLE 4.2.5.3 
TYPICAL DESIGN INFORMATION 
(Also see Table 4.2.5.2) 
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General Collector Data 

1) Number of pads 

2) Buffer gas flow per machine 

3) Liquid metal flow per machine 

4) Buffer gas pump efficiency 

5) Liquid metal pump efficiency 

6) Extraneous force 

7) Pad spring constant with 
respect to rotor 

8) Hydrostatic fluid - Eutectic NaK 78 

2 

Value 

90 (N) 

•294 m3/sec (624 ft3/min) (QJ 
3 

•0314 m /sec (500 gal/min) (r* 

50% (nB) 

30% (nj 

39.14 N (8.8 lb) (FE) 

2.92 xlO6 N/m (16700 lb/in.) (K ) 

a) Viscosity 

b) Mass density 

c) Electrical conductivity 

d) Specific contact potential 

9) Pad material - Copper 

a) Electrical conductivity 

10) Buffer gas - Nitrogen 

H) Liquid metal supply pressure 

12) Liquid metal pocket pressure 

13) Buffer gas supply pressure 

14) Liquid metal and buffer gas 
combined drain pressure ' 

15) Collector temperature 

540 Ns/m' (.783 x lO-7 lb-sec/in2) (u  ) 

858 kg/m3 (.031 lb/in3) (p) 

•22 x 107 mhos/m (a ) 

•18 x lO"8 Vm2/A UJ 
IN 

•448 x 108 mhos/m 

345000 N/m2 gage (50 psig) (p ) 

172000 N/m2 gage (25 psig) (p ) 

13800 N/m gage (2 psig) (p ) 

0.0 N/m2 (P2) 

940C (200oF) (T) 
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TABLE 4.2.5.3 (Continued) 

General Collector Data value 

16) Minimum allowable hydrostatic   245000 N/m2 gage (35 5 osia) 
control pressure v • M^'y; 

17) Flow factor 

18) Pressure factor 

Collector Geometry (Refer to Fig. 4.2.5.7) 

Rc = .442 m    (17.4  in) 

D0 = .0143 m    (.562 in) 

D1   = .0194 m    (.763  in) 

D2 = .0210 m    (.825  in) 

D3  = .0290 m    (1.14  in) 

D4 - .0305 m    (1.20 in) 

d1   = 2.16 x  10-3 m    (.085 in) 

.-3 

87.04    (qf) 

1.08    (Kp) 

,-5 6-,  = 2.03 x 10"D m    (.0008 in) 

6o = 

Ho = 

H. = 

H.  = 

2.03 x 10"b m    (.0008 in) 

3.05 x 10"3 m    (.12 in) 

.0102 m    (.40 in) 

.0297 m    (1.17 in) 

.0282 m    (1.11   in) 

H7 =  .0130 m    (.51  in) 

d2 = 4.06 x lO-    m 0 12 holes   (.16   in)        h,  = 3.94 x lO"3 m    (.155 in) 

^3 » 6.10 x  10      tn    (.24 in) 

h  =   -0140 m    (.55 in) 

h. = 1.52 x 10"    m    (.006 in) '2 

C = 2.72 x I0"a m (a F,- = 0 
,-5 

(.00107 in) 
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pad land cannot cover the full on the pdu  iana cannot cover the full   hydrostatic area because ü   i 
drawn away too fast by the rotor.11-12    m regard  to  the sa nul ^ 
conditions  presented here,  the pad land hydrostatic  i-■ / 
is equal   to  the mean collector rotor velocity. 

uLing 
r low velocity 

A method for reducing the flow with only partial   impairment of the lift 
torce is  to utilize pad geometries other than the circular cross section 7 
Future effort should be directed to find low-flow geometric con?igura?ons 
which impose minimal   hydrostatic life impairment. ^uranons 

The extraneous force  (FE)  listed in Table 4.2.5.3 is equal  to 39.1  N 

hvdrn tin I    ?rCe Sh0u1d be reduced so that a lower mini™ni allowable hydrostatic control  pressure can be used.    The major portion of the 
extraneous  force is attributed to 0-ring friction.    The O-rings could be 

fri ?fo    bV;ntr0l]|d Ieafage Seals which wou1d off^ essentially zero friction      Future effort K- this area would be placed on finding the 
optimum bypass seal  with respect to leakage and friction. 

The pad spring constant,  see Table 4.2.5.3,  is a measure of stiffness 
With respect to the rotor.    It is numerically equal to the change in 

rllZTT lArC\{fr0*! positive t0 negative) divided by the corresponding 
ne  ha    r  1   ^nn' ^T""    Ihe Spring COn''tant  is useful whenmaking9 

a mechanical  response analysis of the rotor-pad-stator system.    Future 
effort would determine the mechanical  response of the pad with respect to 

r^rt t.3^ denVe the CUrrent collec^ design relationships wUh respect to resonance. K^ """i 

KhlSTS 10AS aSl0CJate.d ^ith the hybrid curr°nt collector is given in 
Table 4.2.5.4 as 2.4% of the total machine output power     This is 0 42 
greater than the design requirements  (see Table 4.2.5.1,  item Ö)      The 
major component of the collector loss is the ohmic loss   which    s caused 
by the solid-liquid-solid interface contact resistances and the   ad 
pocket liquid metal  bulk resistance. 

TABLE 4.2.5.4 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT COLLECTOR COMPONENT POWER LOSSES 

Component 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6 
7 

8) 

Ohmic loss, Pn 
Eddy current loss, PE 
Core loss, PQ 
Viscous loss, P\i 
Liquid metal pump loss, Pp 
Buffer gas pump loss, PQ 
Total collector loss, Ptot 

Percent of total machine 
power 

Power Loss 
kW 0' 

h 

69.5 49 
22.9 16 
0.9 1 
6.6 5 

36.3 25 
5.4 4 

141.6 100 

2M  (LOSS) 

1 

I 

I 

i 
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One method considered for reducing the ohmic power loss is to reduce the 
current per pad by adding more pads. However, the present 90 pads 
employed per collector is the maximum that can be accommodated. Another 
possible method for reducing the ohmic loss is to increase the pad face 
area (i.e., effectively reducing the contact resistance). This event 
however, also reduces the hydrostatic flow resistance which, in turn,' 
results In an undesirable increase in fluid flow. By employing non- 
circular cross section pads, where lower flow velocities may be feasible 
greater current transfer areas may be achieved 

Counter 
ance may 
between 
pocket, 
area in 
pressure 
result o 
reduced 
effort s 
geometry 

to the original design philosophy, a reduction in contact resist- 
also be obtained by permitting the load current to be transferred 

rotor and pad through the pad land area in addition to the pad 
Initially, current transfer was allowed only through the pocket 

order to avoid excessive eddy current power loss and ejection 
Although the eddy current induced loss will be increased as a 

f the above suggested changes, it will likely be offset by 
load current ohmic and liquid metal pumping power losses. Future 
hould be placed on determining the optimum current transfer 
with respect to losses. 

Calculated MHD pressures for the sahn 
marized in Table 4.2.5.5. The liquid 
reported here is of a significant mag 
with the higher pocket pressure, 17 x 
12). The pressure profile through th 
self field effects is not known at th 
using the derived expression only yie 
collector. Future work is suggested 
of load current on liquid metal confi 
experimentation. 

le pad collector design are sum- 
metal -load current ejection pressure 
nitude, 6 x 104 N/m2, when compared 
104 N/m2 (see Table 4.2.5.3, item 

e liquid metal due to load current- 
is time, since pressure calculations 
Id maximum values at one end of the 
to ascertain the disturbing effects 
nement, if any, through laboratory 

The pad face MHD pressure does not appear to be excessively large for the 
present hybrid pad collector design. If the pad geometry is changed from 
the circular shape, nowever, elongating the area of current transfer 
circumferentially would cause an increase in the pad face MHD pressure. 

TABLE 4.2.5.5 
SUMMARY OF CALCULATED CURRENT COLLECTOR MHD PRESSURES 

Source of Pressure 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

Eddy current ejection pressure, AP^ 
Load current loop ejection pressure, 
Pinch pressure, APp 
Pad face MHD pressure, /\Pm 

Core MHD and viscous pressure, APC 

4-93 

APL 

Pressure 
N/m2 

2100 
60200 
2580 
9020 
380 

(lbf/in 

(0.30) 
(8.7) 
(0.37) 
(1.3) 
(0.06) 
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At present no quantitative method has been developed to evaW« th* 

Jbimy"0" ^ the ,1qU1'd ,netal  supP^ f1°« ""  ""P'-ove confinement , 

I 
1 

1. 

2.    An  increase in the but 
1 quid metal at thplln!'.9^ (l0W Wil1 WOrk t0 redu" ^akage of nquia metal at the labyrinth location. 

fn0™^ de™?!?"'"1""6 ^ be ^—^"'^ and'ex'peMlenÄirtfudJe'd | 

1 
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SECTION 5 

LIQUID METAL  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

5.0    OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this Task are: 1) to investigate the compatibility 
nnw^6 m^hlne materials with NaK and Gain as well as with * 
Potential  decontamination solutions;  2)  to perform literature, analyti- 

.unnrlf .^T^V ■StU(ileS t0 identi^ suitable materials and 
and St    hf?    e-Hh0^ei  fere ^cessar^ 3) to design,  fabricate, 
and test the hquid metal   loop and cover gas systems that will  be 
requTred in the SEGMAG generator; and 4)  to establish the operatL 
parameters and interactive responses of these systems.        0peratin9 

During Phase I, the objectives were to identify the materials 
requirements and related problems for the segmented magnet homopolar 
machine    with particular emphasis to the long term compatibilUy Problems 

la ioennanHheJ'leJtediliqiid-m?tal  and the el^ical  co'nduc irs!    n?u lation and structural materials in the system. 

lrrPJlrSe  ^i  the ^J?0?^65 "ere:    1)  to identify experimental 1 v the 
SEGMAG machine materials that are compatible with   J; 2)  to provide 
^nLt HC111^ t0 eValuate ca"didate current collectors unde? 
simulated machine environment;  3)  to provide liquid metal  and cover 
gas systems for the SEGMAG demonstration machine; and    4    ?o provide 
test facilities for the SEGMAG and GEC machines. P 

During Phase III,  the auxiliary equipment developed under Pha«  TT *« 

5.I     PRIOR AND RELATED WORK 

fDlird'esJrÄn r'^ thiS taSk is summari^d below and is more 
tuny described in our previous reports under this contract. 

aUernnr^hofce.95 ^ referenCe liqU1'd ,T,etal' with GaI" - the 

An extensive materials compatibility program was conduct«! ^nH fh« 
selection of materials for use in SEGMAG ias based on the?; abiliSv 
to withstand NaK exposure in a simulated machinrenvironment ^ 

5-1 
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orLlhi'nes^fnn'Ll115!;6? [0r ^ disassemb1y and decontamination 
our fnr-.Jfnn ?    9      K ^i ^"^ Liquid rnetal   ^circulation and 
SFGMAr nol?n        PS fr' desi9^d, fabricated,  tested, and employed in 
SEGMAG performance tests  to maintain NaK in the current collertors 
Cover gas  recirculation, purification, and pressure maintenance systems 
were designed and constructed for SEGMAG performance tens      Full  scaTe 

S LPethCUrerit 50lleCt0rS Were devel0P^d' tested and cara tie ' pno.   to  their employment in SEGMAG.    The SEGMAG test bed    instrument.Hnn 

on Jr cted'fo'; Z Pe^—« -adout networks we're öltiTeöZö constructed tor  the machine evaluation tests. 

nro^V'h deSi9n St^e 0f the 3000 hP S[:GMAG demonstration machine 
lincl Tc      S WäS PlaCed Up0n devel0Ping the machine support sy terns 
since these were recognized to be necessary to successful    lona term 
machine operation.    An integrated design approach was employed    s^nce 
many components were to be in contact with the liquid metal  allovfLn 

oa ih 1?^ ^ Protective cov^ ^s, nitrogen.' !o ' s    e   ysLm' o- 

C]h^l\Z^ZZTand subsystem interactiüns were eJlaZ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Effect of liquid metals on machine materials. 

Contamination of liquid metal  by out-gassing of machine materials 

throMn^10" 0J ^^d/16^1  by  impurities  in the cover gas or 
through atmospheric in-leakage. 

Interference of NaK aerosols and oxides on current collector 
performance. 

I 

! 

5.2 CURRENT PROGRESS 

5.2.1    Machine Materials Selection 

NaK is an alloy of sodium and potassium and is prepared by mixing these 

^tiinf "aL^h11^ d f0m-    P0taSSiu,n and ^iuniare misci        in al portions, and the alloy in concentrations of 40 to 90 weight percent 
Potassium is liquid at room temperature.    The phase diag am foTtMs 
system is given in Fig    5.1.    Eutectic NaK is characterized by its 

ua vTt^n 0io867 9/Crn    at 20OC)' hi9h elect^al  ^ thermal    o - 
tn fn      M    n      0^ Vap0r Pressure-    ^ also reacts rapidly with oxygen 
to form Na?0 preferentially, and with water or water vapor to form 

o't ct^'h " 0V0diU,n and POtaSSium-    Thus' NaK sterns must be protected by inert cover gas systems. 

MtiMlitv^thT^1-616 ^ transition metals, but may show incom- 
patibil   ty with orgamc insulations and other materials because of its 
fS1"    re^tlv1t^1    Additionally, material  incompatibifuy L/result 
from materials outgassing and contaminating the liquid metal      Outpss ng 

1 
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problems may arise from structural,  but more  likely from organic 
insulation and materials.    Outgassing may be due to either   (1) 
absorbed gases on surfaces and in pores, or  (2)  reaction products 
from the polymerized organic insulating materials or solvents      In 
addition,  local  machine hot spots may be generated during machine 
operation which will  cause thermal  decomposition of organic materials. 

A literature survey has indicated that most work dealing with liquid 
metals has involved their employment at elevated temperatures as heat 

nn?nrnntJfnt:S-   rIn JP?!1"^0"8 of this  type, the liquid metal  does 
not contact organic electrical  insulation materials.    A supplier's 
brochure^ states  that NaK is more reactive than either sodium or ' 
potassium at low temperatures, and that in reactions with organic materials 
the potassium derivative is usually formed preferentially      NaK is 
particularly reactive with organic halides,  and the use of haloqen- 
contammg polymers  (PTFE or PVC for instance)  for insulation applica- 
tions in the homopolar machine appears to be precluded.3    NaK reacts 
readily with all  reactive hydrogens such as  those in carboxyl, hydroxyl 
annne, and even enolizable carbonyls.     It also cleaves ether linkages 
Although these considerations might appear to eliminate essentially all 
po ymer systems  from consideration except those of strictly hydrocarbon 
nature, other i nformatW which tabulates data for exposure of certain 
polymer systems  to NaK indicates that the lowered reactivities of these 
groups in large molecules may permit use of many polymer systems in 
aaK^Snocw*;    A Phenolic laminate, for example, exposed to NaK at 
ttZ*      T      V    0r 336 h0urs dld not aPPear t0 be damaged.5    It is evident 
that all  polymer systems proposed for NaK exposure applications must be 
verified experimentally.    The literature survey did not reveal  any infor- 
systemsre9a contamination of NaK by outgassing products from polymeric 

Candidate insulating materials for each service category were defined 
by generic classification rather than by specific composition, and are 
Msted in Table 5.1. 

The design concept for the Westinghouse homopolar machine included 
an insulation hot spot  temperature of about 403oK (130oC)      The use 
of Class  F  (4280K,  1550C) insulation was therefore indicated in all 
service categories identified above except for the collector rina 
where Class A (378X 105°C) insulation was considered adequate?9 

Reaction of low molecular weight organic by-products with NaK con- 
stitutes a major problem area.    Such compounds as water, carbon 
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and monomers which would contaminate the 
liquid metal  can be given off by the insulation, either as a result of 
continuing cure during the operation of the machine or as a result of 
thermal  pyrolysis. 

Periodic cleaning of the machine is expected to involve exposure of 
the insulation to alcohol-water mixtures, and this necessarily will 
result in some absorption of both.    Exposure of insulation to any sort 
of humid environment while the machine is not in operation must also 
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TABLE 5.1: TYPICAL ELECTRICAL MACHINE INSULATING SYSTEMS 

1 

2 

3, 

4, 

5. 

6. 

1. 

Service Catecjory 

Conductor insulation 

Ground wall 

Outer binder tape 

Banding tape 

Collector ring 

Sealing compounds and 
connection seals 

Coati ngs 

Ca ndi date Ma ten als 

Kapton tape;  glass-supported acrylic tape 

Epoxy bonded mica tapes 

Epoxy, acrylic or highly modified polyester 
tapes backed with glass and/or organic 
fabrics 

Epoxy or acrylic pretreated glass  tape 

Polypropylene,  polyethylene, epoxy 
laminated 

Mineral-filled epoxies 

Ami noformaldehyde epoxies or phenolic 
alkyds 

result in some water absorption.    In properly outgassing the insulation 
prior to returning the machine to operation would result in exposure 
of the liquid metal  to both compounds. 

Formation of an aerosol  suspension of NaK in the confinement area 
during operation of the machine is believed to be unavoidable.    In 
consequence, deposition of discrete droplets or possibly films of NaK 
on insulating surfaces is expected to occur.    Since cleaning of these 
surfaces is anticipated not oftener than once every six months, the 
insulation must remain substantially unaffected by this environment. 

Plastics and elastomers are usually considered for gasketing material; 
at low temperatures or for total  containment of NaK.    There"is scarce, 
if any, room temperature data as to the compatibility of plastics and' 
elastomers in NaK.    However, a number of tests were conducted at 
394°K - 450oK (250oF to 350oF).2    This  data eliminates  some of the low 
melting plastics, and some of these can be ruled out due to their 
chemical  composition.    It is known that room temperature NaK will 
dissolve Teflon;  tests have been made with Viton, a fluorinated 
material, with unsatisfactory results. 

The Liquid Metals Handbook5 discusses  the compatibility of plastic; 
with alkali  metals based on work performed at NASA.    Tn part it concludes 
that from the standpoint of weight loss of the plastic and contamination 
of the metal,  the materials that demonstrated the most acceptable 
behavior were Kel-F3700 and Buna-N in 3940K (250oF) sodium for 9 days 
and neoprene and Buna-N in 450oK (350oF) sodium for 7 days.    Neoprene 
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and Kel-F are halogenated, dnd therefore it. is  recommended that these 
not be used wUh alkali  metals because of the pot.ntial  of an exp osion 
t^^rd assoaated with their use.    Polyethylene hds bPen tested at 
room  temperature in NaK for 3>. years with no visible change 2 

With  the definition of candidate homopolar machine materials    exoeri 
mentavenfi cation of NaK compatibility was  initiated      Mo e IZ 

Tan    20 InSLT" at1Ve
1
NaK e^0SUre  time has  been attained on more 

ma?er f?S    m JnJL5^1?5- ■ITLeSe 1,?C!ude:     ^    rotor banding materials,    2    rotor bar insulation,    3    laminate composites    (4) oottina 
compounds,  (5) Silastic elastomers,  (6) coatings and Daintf  m%Si      9 

materials    (8) cooling fluids,   (Qj'braze a     y i      tr     u a 
metals      T e evaluation of candidate materials has pro eeded        ou 
a defined test plan which has been so designed as  to incorporate the 
m tenal  exposure sequence which will  be followed during ac?u      machine 
start-up    operation, machine decontamination, and requallficat on Sf 
components after decontamination and subsequent reassembly      P^o^ed 
materials have been exposed to commercial  grade NaK in test canisSrs 
heated isothermal ly in a constant temperature oil  bath.    Figure 5 2 

"hlnH^5 the^]T b0X facilities which were utilized to prepare 
^handle candidate materials and to charge them into test cancers 

All  compatibility studies were performed at 140oC for defined time 
intervals.    This temperature was selected because    in all  instances 
U represented the most severe condition that any one m    h ne    om    ' 
ponen    was expected to encounter (machine hot spot temperatures were 
w    rh f^A13000 ^X)-    The^e, it was assumed' that materials 
which survived this condition in liquid NaK would be prime candidates 
for the demonstration machine.    In addition, materials' were e a u 'e 
at ,JaK exposure intervals  of 100,  500,  and  1000 hours by defined 

fluid'    Thff^T^K-    W'teur WäS e",pl0yed as  the NaK decontamination 
I s lip h^      ^^"K6' 0f-th? Sd,nple PrePa^tion glove box served as 
a sample baking chamber,  simulating machine pre-start up conditions of 
roughing pump vacuum at 1000C for a fixed  time interval   of 24 hou?s. 

Physiu.1   testing for material  evaluation included:    weight changes 
dimensional  changes, hardness, electrical  resistivity, flexural 
properties,  tensile properties, infrared spectroscopy, and scanning 
electron microscopy  (SEM). auuming 

tio^!,5,3 Uiüffr^65 th? flow se(1uence of selected materials during 
the NaK compatibility studies. This program has provided Quantität ve 
information on the compatibility of materials with eutectic NaK 

1.    Rotor Banding Material.    An epoxy Novalac/glass fiber was selected 
as the rotor bandmg material.    Since this material was expected to 
serve as both    nsulation and a NaK barrier to the rotor ba? system 

P.nt.M^hSH 9c0i;Se.dfi9n' U WaS ]mVonant that NaK compatibility be 
established.    Selected material  specimens were exposed to NaK and 
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«. ,.' 

Fig. 5.2: Glove box facilities utilized for the preparation and handling 
of materials being evaluated for NaK compatibility 

material compatibility established by tensile testing and scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) examination. Table 5.2 lists the tensile 
test data for this material. 

Since the ultimate strength remained essentially unchanged after more 
than 1000 hours of NaK exposure, as compared with air aged specimens, 
and no material degradation had occurred, as shown by SEM examination, 
this banding material was selected as a prime condidate for use in the 
demonstration machine. 

2- Electrical and/or Rotor Bar Insulation. Electrical insulation 
systems were evaluted for NaK compatibility. Since no reported 
literature values could be found for NaK compatibility of materials of 
this type, insulation packages were defined from the NaK chemistry of 
organic systems. Test specimens were prepared and exposed to liquid 
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TABLE 5.2 

ROTOR BANDING MATERIAL 431-S-2 (EPOXY NOVALAC RESIN/GLASS 
FIBERS) TENSILE TEST DATA 

Specimen I.D. Specimen No. 
Ultimate Strength 

Archieves - as prepared 1 122.9 

2 116.9 

Air aged (180oC) 
250 hours 

3 150.1 

21 157.8 

Air aged (180oC) 
998 hours 

5 163.5 

17 154.3 

NaK Exposed (140oC) 7 142.8 

99.5 hours 9 139.3 

NaK Exposed (140oC) 8 132.2 

507.5 hours 10 132.2 

NaK Exposed (140oC) 11 150.9 

1009.5 hours 12 149.2 
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FIG. 5-3-5IMPl£|^p2LM^AR]^^ p^ 
Dwn.   /25B017 

I 

Material Selected 
and Prepared 

1. 

Remove Samples 
|NaK Decontamination 

5. 

Age4O0Hrs. 
at 140oC 

9. 

Bake, 24Hrs., 
100oC 

Bake. 24Hrs., 
100oC 

6. 

Repeat Steps 5,6, 
7, 2, and 3 

10. 

Load Samples, 
Charge with 

NaK 

3. 

Test 

7. 

Age 
100 Hrs. at 

140oC 

Age 500 Hrs. 
at 140oC 

11. 

Repeat 
Steps 2 and 3 

8. 

Repeat Steps 
5,6 and 7 

12. 

Fig.  5.3:    Simplified flow chart of materials compatibility test plan 

lutemnll ?olefliCJ^ a? I'0'''    Surface and V0lume resistivity mea- surements fot   these insulation systems have shown that these seWtpH 
materials qualify as NaK compatible, see Fig.  5 4.    Since thesf sSed- 
also ouali? ^ dec°ntai,linated »"or to electrical measurement !     ey 
also qualified as being compatible with the anticipated machine 
decontamination scheme.    These results indicated that when    Utle or no 
information is available for NaK compatibility, basic alkal    metal 
chemistry can provide reliable guidelines in the selection of Candidate 

3. 
116 

Silastic Elastomers 
Early in this study silastic elastomers. 

and RF/ 732, were selected as probable sealing materials for 
that a^hn d

h
ei,,°nsträt10n machine.    Compatibility studies have shown 

that although  these materials  are compatible with NaK at room tempera 
oure, severe degradation occurs at elevated temperatures  (140oC)      A' 
a result of this study, silastic elastomers have been found to be 
machTne a    li^r1 the/^environment and are not recommended fo 
machine applications in which NaK exposure may occur. 

LnM^in\4mlnat^S:    A number of  ,a""nate composite materials have 
been evaluated for NaK compatibility.     In addition to noting weight 
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and dimensional   changes,  flexural   propertnes were also determined.     From 

e a  Hr^ndrr^'.^6^5 fre ?stabl1shed for the ultimate stress and 
VIHA TA 0MtheSuP matenals « a result of NaK exposure.    rir)urPs 
.pw? H        5°i\th? Chan9es 1n maximuni stress and e^-tic modulus of 
selected candidate laminate materials as a result of NaK exposure at 

I'    Braze Alloys.    It has been known for some time that nicrobraze 
alloys are compatTble with NaK.    On the other hand, soft solders of 
t n/iead composUion are incompatible even for very short priods of 
tune, i    Silver so ders may be employed, but little quantitavve infor- 
lillLl    a^able concerning the compatibility of these braze alloys 
With NaK.    This study determined whether or not selected silver braze 
alloys could be employed in the SEGMAG demonstration machine.    Since'all 
the braze joints were to be protected from the NaK environment by the 
rotor banding material  in the Westinghouse design, total  braze alloy 
compatibility was not essential.    However, in the event that NaK did 
penetrate the protective barrier of the rotor banding material,  the 
most compatible alloy had to be selected.    A total  of five silver braze 
alloys were evaluated for eutectic NaK compatibility at 140oC  to a max- 
imum exposure time of >50p hours.    Table 5.3 summarizes the various 
illoys studied and the weight changes which were observed at exposure 
times of 112 and  592.8 hours. 

Note that two  (BCup-5 and BAu-4) of the five braze alloys completely 
failed in 112 hours.    SEM studies  performed on these materials  have 
indicated that the failure mechanism is by way of the selective 
leaching of precious metals  (silver or gold) from the illoy matrix 
The three remaining materials have also lost weight due to the removal 
of silver from the alloy matrix, but these small  losses occur only 
under the most severe NaK exposure conditions. 

A summary of the materials  compatibility program is presented in 
lable 5.4.    This  table lists  the generic classification of all   the 
candidate matenals which were evaluated for NaK compatibility at a 
temperature of 140"C.    This  table also lists  the quantitative physical 
measurements which were carried out for each of the materials specified 
Iht MmrteS *,hether

T
or not each material  may be employed for use in 

the SEGMAG machine.    In general, as noted in Table 5.4, almost all  of 
the candidate materials were found to be acceptable for the machine 
environment thus   indicating that our initial  assumptions concerning 
the chemical   reactivity of NaK with various organic systems were valid 
in addition, Table 5.4 also shows that reported NaK incompatible seal 
materials  (graphite base) may be employed provided that a protective 
supporting matrix, such as a polyimide, is employed when formulating 
seal materials. a 

5.2.2    Liquid Metal  Systems 

Successful  operation of a homopolar machine employing a liquid metal 
as the electrical  current transfer media requires intimate and continuous 
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o(PP) Polypropylene Sheet 
o(PC) Polycarbonate Sheet 
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Fig,  5.5: The change in maximum stress of candidate laminate materials 
as a result of NaK exposure at 140oC 
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a (Ml Asbestos Plate 
• (74) Glass Cloth Base. Epoxy Resin (NLMA-G11) 
• (841 Glass Cloth Base, Silicone Resin INEMA-G7) 
• (94) Glass Cloth Base, Epoxy Resin (Experimental* 

(Pl- 
J. ± 

200 400 600 800 

Exposure Time, hours 
1000 1200 

Fig. 5.6: The change in elastic modulus of candidate laminate materials 
as a result of NaK exposure at 140oC 

TABLE 5.3 

BRAZE ALLOYS EVALUATED FOR NaK 
COMPATIBILITY AT 140oC 

Sample I.D. Composition 
% Weight 

112 Hrs 
Change 
593 Hrs 

Visual 
Observation 

BAg-8 72% Ag, 28% Cu -1.5 -4.03 OK 

BAg-18 60% Ag,  30% Cu,  10% Sn -0.6 -0.44 OK 

BT-Li 71.8% Ag, 28% Cu, 
0.2% Li 

-0.4 -0.69 OK 

BCup-5 15% Ag, 80% Cu,  5% P +2.1 -4.25 Severe 
Attack 

BAu-4 81% Au,  18.5% Ni -71.0 -- Sample 
Dissolved 
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I contact of the fluid with rotating dnd stdtionary members.     Ideally, 
this  fluid would be hermetically sealed in the current collector zone, 
tfius preventing contaminants from reacting with the liquid metal  and 
the liquid metal   from escaping.    However,  rotating seals, for large 

(diameter high speed machines that are also compatible with candidate 
fluids are not technically feasible at this  time. 

Other current collection techniques which employ a batch process 
without adequate sealing must overcome severe obstacles for long term 
operation.    These include: 

Loss of fluid through aerosol  and droplet migrati on, 

• Oxide and reaction product buildup due to contaminants 
reacting wi th the fluid. 

•      Compositional  changes because of selective oxidation. 

§      Flow instability because of inadequate supply during 
some operating conditions. 

The most practical  method for overcoming these obstacles is through 
the use of a recirculating system.    Such a system was selected to 
service the Westinghouse 3000 Horsepower Prototype Homopolar Generator 

O(SEGMAG).    Figure 5.7 schematically presents a loop design to service 
each of the six SEGMAG current collectors.    Eutectic NaK, the SE6MAG 
current transfer fluid, is circulated by a centrifugal  pump through a 
high resolution electromagnetic flowmeter,  through a water cooled cold 
trap, and into the current collector annulus.    Drain channels collect 
NaK overflow from the current collector and return it to  the sump tank 
and back  to the pump inlet.    Gravity drainage of the NaK to the sump 
tank is assisted by a recirculating gas system.    Original  design 
plans considered one large NaK loop with six oarallel  feed-drain legs 
for current collection fluid circulation.    Problems were apparent when 
the FR losses were considered for common NaK current collection lines. 
Losses of over 40 kW were predicted.    A technique of breaking the NaK 
flow through insulated connections and utilizing one NaK loop demon- 

Ostrated that electrical  isolation of the current collectors could be 
maintained.    However,  verification of this  novel  NaK recirculation 
technique for extended, unmanned operation was considered too time 
consuming to contract schedules, and the more secure, individual   loop 
approach was followed. 

Each NaK loop was designed to service one current collector and was 
completely isolated electrically from other loops and ground.    The 
sump tank contains approximately two liters of eutectic NaK which is 
sufficient to maintain long term compositional  stability and replace 
that which may be lost by aerosol  formation and fling-out.    Level 
probes in the sump tank indicate whether NaK levels are becoming 
unacceptably high or low.    The sump tank also provides the first stage 
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of NaK purification where by insoluble or precipitating oxides and 
impurities float to the surface of the NaK pool. 

In the loop,  the NaK flows  from the flowmeter up through a cold 
trap, which removes soluble impurities and oxides by a precipitation 
process and particulates by a filtering process, before returning NaK 
to the current collector.    Figure 5.8 presents one of the SEGMAQ NaK 
loops; components can be identified from Fig.  5.7.    The loops are of 
type 304 stainless steel, and consist of all welded, inspected con- 
struction,   employing liquid metal  bellows seal  valves.    Loop capa- 
bilities are presented in Table 5.5.      As demonstrated in Fig    5 9 the 
six NaK loops are placed beneath the SEGMAG unit. 

I 

I 

The NaK pump was selected after evaluating electromagnetic  (EM), gear, 
bellows, and centrifugal  pumps.    It is a canned rotor, inductively 
coupled, centrifugal  pump and was qualified for over 1000 hours in NaK 
prior to its selection.    The flowmeter is electromagnetic,  and was 
designed by Westmghouse for low temperature low flowrate NaK service 
A calibration curve presented in Fig. 5.10 demonstrates the meter's 
accuracy to +5 cc/min in the 0-800 cc/rnin range.    The NaK system proved 
to be entirely satisfactory for SEGMAG operation.    Each of the six 
loops operated  for hundreds of hours without major problems, and a 
prototype loop has operated for more than 9000 hours continuous 
operation. 

(Recent work with one loop systems to service multiple current collection 
sites has been performed. Multiple current collector homopolar machines 
equipped with common liquid metal  recirculating or supply systems are 

(faced with the problem of electrical short circuits through  the liquid 
metal.    Electrically isolating each current collector with an independent 
liquid metal  system is a viable solution for machines with six or less 
collectors but is  not feasible for machines with a large number of 

(collectors. 

Electrical  losses of several  kilowatts can be expected from low 
| voltage machines  (-100 V) and typical V feed lines.    The problem is 
! compounded by the necessity to cool  these liquid metal  lines to 

prevent overheating and possible line failure. Also complicating the 
problem is the different requirement for current collector inlet 

* flow compared with outlet flow.    Inlet flow is clean purified liquid 
metal under controlled pressure and flowrate conditions, while outlet 
flow may be sporadic, contaminated, and drained by gravity.    For these 

(reasons, techniques for electrically isolating a flowing liquid metal 
stream were investigated and were found to vary in approach for inlet 
and outlet lines.    Two general  approaches may be used in electrically 

(isolating multicol lectors from a common supply.    One method is to 
increase the resistance of the NaK line to the extent that losses are 
no longer a problem.    The other method is to physically separate the 
liquid metal with an insulating material  such as gas as it flows into 

f a tank or insulated pipe section. 
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TABLE 5.5 - NaK Loop Capabm ti_es 

1. Temperature: 

2. Flowrate: 

3. Inventory: 

4. Physical size: 

5. Pressure: 

6. Material: 

7. Purity control: 

8. Level control: 

Max.  250oC loop,   ]50oC pump 
Min.  0oC loop and pump 

0-800 cc/min 

Sump tank volume - 2700 cc 
NaK charge in system - 2000 cc 
Total working Nak - 850 cc 

Each loop 2' x 2' x 7" wide 
Six loops fit into 2' x 2' x 3' long 

Max. 50 psig loop, 15 psig pump 
Min. high vacuum loop, 0 psig pump 

All 304 s/s or 316 s/s 
Valves - Metal bellows seal welded 
All welded, inspected construction 

Two stages 
First stage - Sump tank, oxides float 
Second stage - Cold trap, filter 

Sump tank - Three electrical continuity probes 

The first method can be accomplished by making the liquid metal line 
smal in diameter and long in length. For example, a 304 stainless 
steel tube 1/8 0D x .028 wall 100 ft. long filled with NaK 78 at 100oC 
has a total resistance of approximately 2.3 ohms. This resistance is 
reasonable and would result in a power loss of approximately 10 kw 
based upon a 20 collector, 100 V, 20,000 horsepower machine with one 
line to each collector. Several problem areas would have to be inves- 
tigated before utilizing this technique. These include: 

• Susceptibility of the line to plugging 

• Heat buildup as a function of current and NaK flow 

• Pressure drop as a function of NaK flow 

• Arrangement of (20) 100 ft long tubes on the machine 

This method would only be applicable to the inlet flow which would be 
clean liquid metal at controlled pressure and flow conditions  The 
other approach, physically separating the flowing liquid metal, can be 
accomplished by various techniques. One technique utilizes receiver 
tanks with a liquid/gas interface for each collector and is illustrated 

I 

1 

I 

) 

j 
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Fig. 5.9: 3000 HP Segmented Magnet Homopolar Generator (SEGMAG) on test 
bed. The NaK loops are located below the SEGMAG and the dia- 
gnostic dials. The gas systems are to the lower right and far 
right of the test bed. 

_^  Curve 6V.517-A 
"1    I    I     I     I 1 1 1 1 1  

0      100   200   300   400    500 600    700   800    900   1000 1100 
NaKFIowrate (CC/Min.) 

Fig. 5.10: Calibration of NaK flowmeter. 
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llJl9'-   5:l]-    LeVe1  probes in the ^PP^ tan,< would automatically 
Jjintain the correct liquid level by actuating a solenoid valve    o fill 
the supply tank and at the same time empty the drain tank      A loaic 
system would prevent more than one current collector being connected 

thP .LTr heKder at 0ne time- This system should operate well in the short term, however over the long term it would probably be 
unreliable because of the large number of valve operations required. 

^LÄiT I"9' .5-12) relieS 0n a bubble of 9as injected into the liquid meta stream to separate the liquid into slugs as it flows 
through an insulated pipe section.    This method has been proven in 

h^ !p5C?neh   H      ^7 ?Tati?nS' but lon9 term trouble free operation 
has yet to be demonstrated.    Also the problem of removing the gas before 
it enters the current collector would have to be solved 

Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 represent other techniques for breaking 
liquid metal into electrically isolated slugs or drops.    Each ha 

the 
as 

the merit but has to be proven experimentally and judged against 
following desirable qualities: 

Workability 

Reliability 

Simplicity 

Long Life 

Cleanliness  (non-contaminating) 

Predictability 

Work is continuing in this area toward developing a method with the 

outIetqflowtieS ^^ Can ^ Pr0Ven f0r b0th the inlet flow and the 

I 

i 
5-2.3    Cover Gas Systems 

fionlSr^0^' gas
T|;andlin9 W^™ was fabricated for the demonstra- 

t on SEGMAG machine      The gas system consisted of three subsystems- 
1)    Main gas recirculatTon and purification unit; 2)    Gas pump and 
supply for tandem gas circumferential  seals; and 3)    Inter?onec!or aas 
system.    These are illustrated in the schematic in Fig    5J6 9 

merda^unU wM^fS0"^ Pürification system consists of a com- 
tnwpr. nf n C- ^^nghouse designed and contains tandem (parallel) 
towers of Dow resin and molecular sieve materials.    Dry nitrogen is thus 
circulated through the machine, and through one tower at a t?me     The 
tower removes oxygen and moisture to levels of 1 ppm and below 
»tilt itl'C00]e6 heat exchangers were added to remove condensible 
vapors  (NaK vapor, orgamc compounds)  that could leave the machine and 
affect the active resins.    One tower may be automatically regenerated 
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I 
while the other is on-line.    Flowmeters and control  valves balance the 
flow and circulation of dry nitrogen through the machine housing      The ' 
pressure is maintained at 4 psig and high and low pressure alarm inter- 
locks are provided.    A continuous  sample of gas  is drawn and sampled I 
tor oxygen and moisture purity, and a trace recorder is employed to 
indicate oxygen  levels.    An alarm interlock is provided for the detec- 
tion of oxygen levels above 10 ppm (V).    Cover gas can be circulated 
through the system at 0 to 35 SCFM.    Experimental  operation of this 
unit with the SEGMAG showed it to perform better  than expected, and                                ' 
to maintain machine cover gas purities at 1  ppm (V)  for oxygen and 

fnn Qnen!!or
r
f0r

TJo1s!üre during machine temperature excursions  reach- I 
ing 90-115 C.    Thus the NaK inside the machine was not subject to 
oxidation a,,d oxide formation problems. 

A second gas system operates from the main gas system to distribute 
the nitrogen.    A mechanical, bellows pump is employed to extract gas 
trom the main gas system recirculation lines and to raise the pressure . 
to 5-7 psig for insertion into the tandem circumferential shaft seals 
Dry nitrogen is thus supplied to the seals at 1-2 SCFH.      Half of the' " 
gas is  lost to the environment, half returns to the machine housing 
tor recirculation and purification.    A gas pressure controller auto- I 
matically supplied cover gas makeup for losses, as well  as maintaining I 
system pressure. y 

A third gas system,  also illustrated in Fig.  b.16, called the inter- t 
collector gas system, is employed.    A mechanical, bellows gas pump is 
employed to pull  cover gas down the NaK drains of each current collector 
(gravity drains  to a sump tank) and thus assist drainage.    This qas is ''■ 
removed from each  loop at the sump tank  (the void space above the NaK ' 
level)    drawn through a vapor trap, and then forced by the gas pump 
through six flowmeters, and reinjected into the intercollector gas gaps I 
between the rotor and stator.    Once in the gas gap,  the gas divides 
and flows into the adjacent current collectors, sweeping aerosol  and 
NaK vapor.    The gas then exits via the NaK drains and repeats the cycle 
Lontaminants which enter the gas are removed by reaction with the NaK 
the reaction products floating on the NaK surface in the sump tank. 

I1
rln1rc?erati.1

0n of the cover 9as astern, first with the glove box I 
U00 CF)    and subsequently with the SEGMAG machine  (less'than 1  CF) 
have confirmed its operation.    For the initial  startup, a roughing 
pump vacuum was applied to the machine while it was heated to 70-80oC I 
following removal  of the volatiles, moisture, etc., in this fashion    a 
dry nitrogen gas purge was initiated.    Monitoring of the effluent purge 
gus for oxygen and moisture showed both to be below 100 ppm (V)    and 
the main cover gas recirculation system was started.    This system 
operated continuously once the machine was clean of oxygen and moisture 
ihe shaft seal  system was activated only prior to and during rotation. 
me intercollector gas network was only active during NaK circulation 
through the machine.    The on-line oxygen and moisture monitors operated 
continuously. y 
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A fourth cover gas system, not illustrated in Fig.  5.16,  provided an 
auxiliary blow-down network  for NaK which collected bntween current 
collectors.    This network provided a good indication of collector per- 
tormance {i.e., NaK retention) during machine transient conditions. 
NaK,   lost to the intercollector gaps, was removed from the machine and 
collected in graduated catch basins  (one for each intercollector zone) 
Continuous or intermittant operation of this blowdown network could 
De selected, and a bellows gas pump was provided to assist lost NaK 
removal. 

5.2.4    Gallium-Indium Technology 

Although NaK78 is the preferred current collection fluid for constant 
high speed machines  (generators), eutectic Gallium-Indium,  14.2-16 5 at 
l Indium,o./ may be the more suitable fluid for slow,   /ariable speed 

machines  (motors).    The primary reasons being:    (1) eutectic Sal Hum- 
Indium is inherently easy to handle, because it does not react volently 
with water vapor or oxygen as does NaK78 (however, care must be exer- 
cised because of its toxicityS);   (2) it has a higher density^ than 
NaKyo,  it is therefore less influenced by MHD forces;  (3)  it is easily 
purified by simple electrolysis10; and,  (4) it has a hi   her e1ectn-c^ 
conductivity than NaK70.ll    Thus, since viscous losses are less impor- 
tant in low speed machines than in high speed machines, eutectic 
Gal Hum-Indium may be the more desirable current collection fluid. 

In an effort to aid the electro-mechanical engineers in designing 
homopolar machines that will employ eutectic Gallium-Indium as a current 
collection fluid, a machine designer's guide to Gallium-Indium 
technology is being prepared.    This guide is intended to cover the 
following aspects of Gallium-Indium technology:    (1)  physical  and 
chemical  properties;  (2) compatibility with organic, inorganic, and 
structural metals;  (3) machine degass and start-up procedures;  (4) de- 
contamination and clean-up schemes;  (5) current collector wetting- 
lb) purification techniques; and  (7) safety and toxicity. 

P.2.5    Support System Summary 

As can be envisioned, all  three subsystems were vital  to successful 
machine performance.    All  machine materials employed were compatible 
with NaK and NaK decontamination products and processes.    The 
materials, NaK loops, and cover gas systems all  interacted in a 
viable fashion to ensure long term operation of the machine      The 
NaK and cover gas systems were sufficiently flexible to allow fine 
tuning the machine operation through a wide range of performance 
testing. 

The following conclusions can be made with respect to the homopolar 
machine liquid metal  support systems.    Long term homopolar machine 
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operation will require a design incorporating: (1) selection of 
proven NaK compatible materials; (2) a liquid metal reci rculction and 
purification system; (1) a cover gas network which can remove degas 
as well as Tnleakage contaminants to provide for clean NaK environ- 
ments  The materials selected by this study have exhibited NaK com- 
patibility, and show trends for continued long term compatibility 
The NaK reelrculation and purification loop (prototype) now has over 
9000 hours continuous operation with various contamination levels of 
cover gas. The cover gas system is a modified commercial unit which 
has typically operated many months without maintenance. 

I 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 
I 
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SECTION 6 

SEAL STUDY 

6.0 OBJECTIVES I 
t,llUdy  0VI?u Seall"ng Problems between the liquid metal, bearing oil 
system, and the environment shall be conducted. Seal system designs 
Will be evolved for both the SEGMAG and SMHTC machines. 

There are two subtasks to the seal study: 

1) Confinement of liquid metal to the current collection 
zone. This work is reported in Section t,  "Current 
Collection Systems". 

2) Development of the seal systems for the primary rotor 
shafts of the homopolar machines. This work is reported 
in Section 6, "Seal Study". 

During Phase I of this program, our objectives were, 1) to review the 
^Hp^nn . ^ 0f Seal techml°W  as applicable to homopolar machines, 
d)  desTgn a test apparatus capable of evaluating the performance of 
various seal concepts under operating conditions anticipated in homo- 
polar machine a-plications. 

During Phase II our objective was to develop a shaft seal system for 
homopolar generator applications, where the mode of operation is both 
fSr ih^S and co;tinuous- In Particular, the goal was a shaft seal 'or the btGMAG generator. 

In/Il^6 III'1
the sea1 technology is to be extended to, 1) torque converter 

and motor applnations where reversible and variable speeds are converter 

generSto?^ ' ^ 2) unidirectiona1 high speed (96 m/s collector speed) 

6.1  PRIOR AND RELATED WORK 

S6a?1eorPhnSrT«1
dUr1n9ihaSe4I indicated that a tandem circumferential 

seal or bore sea  was the prime candidate for satisfying the require- 
ments imposed on the primary rotor shaft. The circumferential seal not 
only exhibits the ability to withstand high velocity rubbing at its 
primary sealing surfaces, but also the ability to provide a high degree 
SLffllS effectiveness  Its design conserves weight and space, pro- 

rll'sc^e^lJ^oflffiMaf^e^761' and is eas^ assembled- FlVe 6.1 

With regard to material selection for use in these seals, care was 
rSr t.t0iTUrVhat JJe self-lubricating composite Employed 
Sn V  lubricating ability in a no-moisture, inert gas environment 
Standard grades of carbon-graphite seal materials exhibit extremely pS^ 
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fnction-wear characteristics in dry arqon. Face seal screening tests on 
candidate seal materials tor use in the primary rotor shaft seals of 
homopolar machines indicated that two polyimide matrix composites exhibit 
satisfactory friction-wear characteristics in the inert, no-moisture 
environment required for these machines. The composites contain solid ( 
lubricants, such as molybdenum disulphide, Teflon, and graphite, as 
fillers. Both materials were also found to be compatible with NaK at a 
temperature of 108oC. Seal segments suitable for use in tandem circum- 
ferential seals were fabricated from these materials. 

A seal test stand was designed and constructed. Through the use of a 
2:1 pulley ratio, the test stand is capable of performing experiments 
on various seal configurations over a 7000 rpm speed range in inert • 
bone-dry environments. Leakage rates, operating speed, and seal and 
bearing temperatures are continuously monitored. The test stand is I 
capable of evaluating seals for shafts ranging in diameters from 2 to 6 
inches. 

Tandem circumferential seals were purchased for functional testing I 
purposes as well as for use on the SEGMAG machine. Testing results on ' 
these units indicated that seal leak rates can be held to 0.02 cfm or less 
and that the use of carbon-graphite seal materials in these units is , 
unsatisfactory when they are applied in dry, inert gas environments. 

The test program for functional seal testing consisted of three phases: 

1) Candidate seal materials were evaluated with regard to 
their ability to operate effectively in an inert, no- 
moisture environment. 

I 
I 

2) Concurrently, these materials were evaluated with respect 
to their compatibility with NaK at room temperature and, | 
where appropriate, at elevated temperature. i 

3) Finally, the most promising materials were fabricated into j 
actual seals and tested extensively with respect to operating 
speed, runner design and material, and load pressure. The 
results were compared against those obtained on units 
employing standard carbon-graphite materials. Parameters 
monitored during these tests included seal wear, leakage, 
and operating temperature. 

All face seal screening tests on candidate seal materials were completed 
and the results were previously reported. NaK compatibility studies 
on these materials were also completed and reported. 

Three functional tests were performed on tandem circumferential seals 
designed by the Stein Seal Company. The first two experiments were 
performed on seals equipped with USG-67 carbon-graphite segments in 
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Fig. 6.1: Schematic of typical tandem circumferential seal 

Fig. 6.2: Tandem circumferential seal test rig 
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°h?eL-0.0btain.bench mark Perf0™™ce data on standard seal designs 
Wie third experiment was performed on a seal of identical design but 
equipped with segments fabricated from Vespel  SP-211. 

The first two seal  tests resulted in excessive wear of the seals after 
25 hours of operation in the test rig.  'igure 6.2 shows this ?est rig 

The final  test performed during this period utilized a Stein cirrumfp^nt^i I 
sea    equipped with segments fabricated' from the Jespe     P-lll polSe" 
matrix composite.    After an initial  run-in of 10 hours, the sea? was 
horoughly inspected,  reassembled, and then operated a    3600 rpm while 

be ng fed dry mtrogen  (dew pt <   - 450C) at a feed pressure of 5 Tio 
A total, accumulated life of 800 hours was achieved on thiI seal Kith' l 

o? oirto n'n!"9^ ^J1^""* we^. ^d with measured leak rate 

l^aVa0 sparet; S^AG5631 WaS ^ ^'^^  ™bled ^ \ 

The SEGMAG seals were assembled and tested for 150 hours to insure I 
performance similar to the endurance  test units. 

Seal  performance of the SEGMAG shaft seals was monitored during the I 
est program     The seal  leakage measured during SEGMAG operation was 

similar to that measured during the seal  run-in period.    The seals 
were not disassembled during SEGMAG rework since there was no evidence I 
of damage during the test program. evmence 

A state-of-the-art review has been initiated to evaluate potential 

tZ^VrZ^ CTeptS for the SMHTC shaft seals-   The seals used on the SEGMAG generator   are  essentially a unidirectional  design.    Tne l 

and l!^    /0r th!.SMHTC mtor shaft will  be designed for low leakage 
and wear at operating speeds from zero to 500 rpm in either direction I 

6.2    CURRENT PROGRESS 

No work was scheduled for this reporting period. 
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